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1. The concept of objects with fuzzy spatial extent is a generalization of the
traditional crisp object concept, unifying the boundary-oriented approach
and pixel-oriented approach. The concept also links the object-oriented to
thefield-oriented characteristicsofnaturalphenomena.
-Thisthesis
2. Whenstudying theuncertainty of spatial objects oneshouldnot lookatthe
geometric aspects independently of the thematic aspects, because in most
casesgeometricuncertainty isaconsequenceofuncertainty ofthethematic
aspects.
-Thisthesis
3. Several measures can bedefined mathematically toevaluatethechangeof
the fuzzy area and volume of spatial objects. The semantics of these
measuresisnottrivial,however,andshouldbestudiedwithcare.
-Thisthesis
4. The traditional approach in which objects are seen as static is insufficient
for the modeling of dynamic environments. Therefore, it is better to
consider objects asdynamic and represent them asprocesses consistingof
sequencesofstatesandstatetransitions.
-Thisthesis
5. When using GIStechnology, the user should takecarenot to modelmaps,
butreality.
6. The application of GISs is generally still very primitive since the model
provided byGISs is either too simple to describe the relationship between
objectsinrealityortoocomplicatedfortheusertounderstand.
7. Objects are conceptually defined by means of a homogeneity criterion for
someof itscharacteristics. Sincehomogeneity criteria areseldomcrisp,we
havetoacceptuncertainty intheidentification ofobjects.
-Thisthesis

8. Tounderstandtheworldweneedtoobserve,measureandrepresentit.How
weperceiveit,howwemeasureit,and howwerepresent itdepends onthe
conceptual and technical tools weuse.Therefore ourimageofthe worldis
greatlydetermined bythemetaphorsthatcanberelatedeasilytothesetools
(after Molenaar,1998).
9. Humans,not computers,create uncertainty when natural language, withits
vagueness,istranslatedintomathematicalsymbols.
10. Modelingrealworldsituationsalwaysleadstodissatisfaction, becauseeach
time a model has been improved we become aware of a higher level of
complexityinreality,whichourmodelscannotyethandle.
11. Itiseasiertolearnhowtohandlenewtechnologythanhowtouseit.
12. Itishard ifyouhavenochoice,butit isevenharderif youhavetoomany
choices.
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I owemuch toProf. Dr.Wolfgang Kainz, myco-promoter and supervisor,
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I also appreciate very much the advice, assistance and encouragement of
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spent a lot of time in reading my thesis, always followed by constructive
comments.
Iamindebted toMarieke Elveld, mycolleague andformer office-mate, for
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She put in a lot of effort to help me understanding the geomorphological
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appreciate hertimeandefforts inarrangingthegroup visittoRWS-MD.
Mrs. Wilma Grootenboer, ITC's nurse, gave me tremendous support and
tender care during my stay in ITC, especially during mypregnancy and when
my daughter wasborn. Shewasalways prepared tohelp me.Iacknowledgeher
for herwarm heart.
From time to time I got help from other colleagues at ITC. I appreciate
discussions with Dr. Lucas Jassen on dynamics of fuzzy objects, Dr. Rolf De
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Summary
The complexity of the natural environment, its polythetic and dynamic
character, requires appropriate new methods to represent it in GISs, if only
because in the past there has been a tendency to force reality into sharp and
static objects. Amore generalized spatio-temporal data model is requirede to
deal withfuzziness anddynamicsofobjects.Thisneedisthemotivationbehind
theresearch reported in this thesis. In particular, the objective of this research
was to develop a spatio-temporal data model for objects with fuzzy spatial
extent.
Thisthesisdiscussesthreeaspectsrelatedtoachievingthisobjective:
• identification offuzzy objects,
• detectionofdynamicchangesinfuzzy objects,and
• representationofobjectsandtheirdynamicsinaspatio-temporaldata
model.
For the identification of fuzzy objects, a six-step procedure was proposed
to extract objects from field observation data: sampling, interpolation,
classification, segmentation, merging and identification. The uncertainties
involved in these six steps were investigated and their effect on the mapped
objects was analyzed. Three fuzzy object models were proposed to represent
fuzzy objects of different application contexts. The concepts of conditional
spatial extent, conditional boundary andtransition zones of fuzzy objects were
putforward and formalized based upon theformal data structure (FDS).Inthis
procedure, uncertainty was transferred from thematic aspects to geometric
aspects of objects, i.e. the existential uncertainty was converted to extensional
uncertainty. The spatial effect of uncertainty in thematic aspect was expressed
bytherelationship between uncertainty of acell belonging tothe spatial extent
ofanobjectandtheuncertaintyofthecellbelongingtoclasses.
Todetectdynamic changes infuzzy objects, amethod wasproposed to
identify objectsandtheirstatetransitionsfrom fuzzy spatialextents(regions)at
different epochs. Similarity indicators of fuzzy regions were calculated based
upon overlapbetween regionsatconsecutive epochs.Different combinationsof
indicator values imply different relationships between regions. Regions that
werevery similarrepresent theconsecutive states of one object. Bylinkingthe
regions, the historic lifelines of objects are built automatically. Then the
relationship between regions became the relationship or interactions between
objects, which were expressed in terms of processes, such as shift, merge or
split. By comparing the spatial extents of objects at consecutive epochs, the

changeof objects wasdetected.Theuncertainty ofthechange wasanalyzed by
aseriesofchangemapsatdifferent certainty levels.Thesecanprovidedecision
makerswithmoreaccurateinformation aboutchange.
For the third, and last, a process-oriented spatio-temporal data model
was proposed to represent change and interaction of objects. The model was
conceptually designed based upon the formalized representation of state and
process of objects and was represented by a star-styled extended entity
relationship, which Ihavecalled the Star Model.The conceptual design ofthe
Star Model was translated into a relational logical design since many
commercial relational database management systems areavailable.Aprototype
of the process-oriented spatio-temporal data model was implemented in
ArcViewbaseduponthecaseofAmeland.Theuserinterface andqueriesofthe
prototype were developed using Avenue, the programming language of
ArcView.
The procedure of identification of fuzzy objects, which extracts fuzzy
object data from field observations, unifies the existing field-oriented and
object-oriented approaches. Therefore a generalized object concept - object
with fuzzy spatial extent - has been developed. This concept links the objectorientedandthefield-orientedcharacteristicsofnaturalphenomena.Theobjects
have conditional boundaries, representing their object characteristics; the
interiors of the objects have field properties, representing their gradual and
continuous distribution. Furthermore, the concept can handle both fuzzy and
crisp objects. In the fuzzy object case, the objects have fuzzy transition or
boundaryzones,inwhichconditional boundariesmaybedefined; whereascrisp
objects can be considered as a special case, i.e. there are sharp boundaries for
crisp objects. Beyond that, both the boundary-oriented approach and thepixeloriented approach of object extraction can use this generalized object concept,
since the uncertainties of objects are expressed in the formal data structures
(FDSs),whichisapplicableforeitherapproach.
Theproposed process-oriented spatio-temporal data model is ageneral
one, from which other models can be derived. It can support analysis and
queries oftimeseriesdata from varyingperspectives throughlocation-oriented,
time-oriented, feature-oriented and process-oriented queries, in order to
understand the behavior of dynamic spatial complexes of natural phenomena.
Multi-strands of time can also be generated in this Star Model, each
representingthe(spatio-temporal) lifeline ofanobject.Themodelcanrepresent
dynamic processes affecting the spatial and thematic aspects of individual
objects and object complexes. Because the model explicitly stores change
(process)relativetotime,proceduresfor answeringqueriesrelatingtotemporal
relationships, as well as analytical tasks for comparing different sequences of
change,are facilitated.
The research findings in this thesis contribute theoretically and
practically tothe development of spatio-temporal data models for objects with
fuzzy spatialextent.

VI

Keywords: object-oriented model,field-orientedmodel, uncertainty, fuzziness,
errors, object identification, dynamics, fuzzy spatial extent, transition zone,
conditional boundary, fuzzy object, formal data structure (FDS), pixel-oriented
approach, boundary-oriented approach, spatio-temporal data model, process,
state,statetransition.
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Chapter1

Introduction
1.1

Backgroundoftheresearch

Natural phenomena are observed in environmental studies with the aim of
explaining and predicting their dynamics. In order to facilitate these studies,
changes in such phenomena should be detected, analyzed and represented in
geographical information systems - GISs. Natural phenomena occur in a
physical environment of complex and continuous character, so their
representation in GISs requires abstraction and discretization. How the
abstraction and discretization is done depends to a large extent on the way
peopleperceivethephysicalenvironmentandtheprocessesthattakeplaceinit.
Conventionally there are two distinct ways of perceiving the physical
environment, i.e. the field view and the object view (Goodchild, 1993;
BurroughandMcDonnel, 1998; Molenaar, 1998a).Thefieldviewassumesthat
thephysical environment isacontinuousfield,and each point inthe spacecan
be characterized in terms of a set of attributes with values that depend on the
location of the observed point. In this view, processes result in changes of
attribute values with time, where a value at time t„ depends on the attribute
values at the same location and in its neighborhood at time t„.\. Therefore, the
fieldview is a Zocarion-dependent view. The object view, however, considers
that the world ismadeupof discrete objects with crisp boundaries and awelldefined set of attributes that are internally homogenous. The description of
boundaries (called geometry) and the attributes (called thematic attributes) of
the object are linked together through a unique object identifier. In this view,
processesarebaseduponthebehaviorofinteractingobjects,whiletheresulting
patternscanbeexpressedbythestateoftheseobjects (Molenaar, 1998a).
Thesetwoviewsleadtotwospatial datamodelsusedinGISs,i.e.the field
model(Couclelis, 1992)andtheobject model(Nunes, 1991).Thefieldmodelis
commonly used to map attributes (e.g. elevation, rainfall, air pressure) related
tolocations,whichmayberepresentedasisolines(e.g.contours)ormodeledby
mathematical functions (Goodchild, 1992). The object model is especially
related to represent man-made facilities, such as a well, road or a building,
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which can be considered as point objects, line objects or polygon or area
objects.
Asmostphysicaltheoriesarespatiallyandtemporallycontinuous,thefield
model dominates environmental modeling.But theevaluation of these theories
almostalwaysrequirestheexistenceofentitiesthatarespatiallyandtemporally
discrete (Raper and Livingstone, 1995). For example, in geomorphology, the
first steptounderstandingtheprocessesthatform agivenlandscapeisoften the
identification of 'landforms' or 'features', such as 'beach' or 'coastline'. For
this reason, recently the object model has been applied in environmental
modeling(Masonetal.,1994; RaperandLivingstone,1995).
Natural phenomena can often only be sampled sparsely, at a limited
number of points, which can then be interpolated to generate a full raster. In
such cases, objects can often be identified in two steps: firstly the field is
categorized in classes related tothe object types to bedetected. Secondly, the
rasterwithitsclassified cellsmaybesegmented toidentify thespatial extentof
theobjects.Inthestudyarea (Chapter 2)thebeachisdefined astheareaabove
the low-water line but beneath the high-water line. The area of beach will be
derived from anelevation raster interpolated from aprofile measurement along
thecoastline.Therefore, inthiscase,objects arederivedfrom field observation
datathroughcategorization.Inotherwords,theobject representation isderived
from field representation when it is used to describe natural phenomena (see
alsoSubsection 3.4.2).
Boththefieldmodelandtheobject model havebeen implemented inGISs
invectorstructures (polygon,triangularnetwork, irregularpointsandcontours)
and in raster structures (cell gridsand regular points) (Kemp, 1992;Molenaar,
1995, 1998a;BurroughandMcDonnel,1998).
The nature of a physical environment is complex and polythetic. The
'continuous' attribute values of the field sometimes show discontinuities, e.g.
some environmental gradients can change quite rapidly in space, leading to
abrupt spatial vegetation changes (Brown, 1998, p.126). On the other hand,
objects are not necessarily internally homogeneous (e.g. inclusions in forests),
and the boundaries between different objects are not always crisp and
unambiguous(e.g.gradualtransition betweenforest types).Therefore both field
and object models are simplistic abstractions of such complex and polythetic
phenomena, i.e. they are extremes of the total spectrum of spatial modeling
concepts.They have,amongothers,thefollowing twoshortcomings (Burrough
andFrank,1995):
• They are exact models. They do not allow errors or imprecision either in
thedescription orinidentification oftheentitiesinvolved.
• Bothmodelsarestaticdescriptionsofthereality.Theyarenotdynamicand
donotdescribespatialchangesand/orchangewithtime.
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1.1.1 Uncertaintyinspatialmodeling
Modern literature records considerable interest in issues of uncertainty in
geographic data. Research in this area has passed through two phases. In the
first phase, most studies deal with uncertainties in measurement or in
processing. In the second phase, the studies set out to model the uncertainties
duetothecomplexnatureofentitiesinreality.
Inthefirst phase, stochastic errors in data acquisition and operation were
dealt with, based upon the premise that uncertainty exists due to random
processeswithinthespatial system.Hence,statistical andprobabilisticmodels,
anderrorpropagationtheory,wereapplied (Altaian,1994).
Therearestochastic components inthemeasurementof geometric aspects
of spatial phenomena. This results in uncertainty of location or boundary
geometry of objects. The epsilon band method (Dunn et al., 1984) is well
known inthiscontext for representing the uncertainty of the geometric aspect,
i.e. the uncertainty of a position is usually represented by an epsilon band
around a point or a linear feature. For example, Chrisman (1982) used the
epsilon model to express cartographic map error; Blakemore (1984) used
epsilon bands (applying a point in polygon procedure) to quantify the
uncertaintyofassigningmanufacturing plantstoemploymentoffice area.
Theuncertainty ofattribute data isevaluated bydifferent approacheswith
respect to their types. For categorical data (e.g. land-cover type) accuracy is
expressed byanerrormatrix,whichisgenerated bycomparingvaluesonamap
layer with ground truth (Lovett, 1995).For numerical attributes, the accuracy,
the frequency of misclassification) is estimated by probabilistic methods, e.g.
viewshed definitions in Fisher (1992) and flooding risks in Hunter and
Goodchild (1995).Thepropagation of errors in spatial analysis is investigated
by tracing the propagation of errors in attribute data to the results of map
overlays (Heuvelink et al., 1989) and cartographic classification (Heuvelink
andBurrough,1993).
While some progress has been made in developing error models for
digitized lines and areas (Bolstad et al, 1990), it is much more difficult to
constructcomprehensivemodelstorepresent uncertainties inthedata sourceof
complex geographical objects and to describe their propagation in the
processing (Goodchild, 1989,p. 109).Although the epsilon band method can
describe uncertainty in the position of a line or point, it cannot deal with the
problem of heterogeneity of attribute in area objects. Nowadays, the study of
uncertainty and precision is moving to the second phase, to uncertainties that
are inherent and cannot be attributed to randomness, e.g. heterogeneity in
mapping units due to inclusions or gradual transitions. Alternative
methodologiesarerequiredtohandlethiskindofuncertainty.
Fuzziness is a type of imprecision that characterizes classes that do not
have crisply defined boundaries. These inexactly defined classes are called
fuzzy sets. They allow partial memberships, which can vary continuously
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between 0 and 1.Since Zadeh (1965) introduced the idea of 'fuzzy set' dealing
with the inexact concepts in a definable way, the theory of fuzzy sets has been
developed and applied tomany disciplines (Klirand Folgar, 1988).
In the 1970s, the fuzzy set theory was introduced in handling the
uncertainty of quantification in human geography (Gale, 1972; Pipkin 1978;
Leung, 1979). Later on, fuzzy sets were applied in GISs (Robinson and
Strahler, 1984).Robinson (1988) proposed a model for handling inexactness in
geographic database that was based on fuzzy logic. Burrough (1989)
demonstrated the useof fuzzy setsfor soil survey and land evaluation. Wang et
al. (1990) proposed a fuzzy relational data model for conventional GIS
software. Robinson (1990) demonstrated the use of fuzzy sets for representing
qualitative linguistic spatial relationships. In remote sensing, the fuzzy set
theory has been applied to image classification (Bezedk et al., 1984; Wang,
1990; Inomata and Ogata, 1992). It has also been applied in reasoning in
knowledge base systems for GIS and remote sensing (Skidmore et ah, 1992).
The majority of applications focus on modeling uncertainty in thematic aspects
(Usery, 1996;Brown, 1998), i.e. fuzzy classification due to ambiguity in class
definition. In these cases thematic attributes (classification result) describing
these mapping units are treated as ambiguous or uncertain, while the spatial
unitsare usually represented bycrisp boundaries.
Nowadays, fuzzy set theory is being applied to model the uncertainty in
geometric aspects of mapping units. These works deal with cases where the
locations of boundaries are indeterminate due to uncertain classification or
fuzzy definition of the mapping units (Fisher, 1994;Lowell, 1994;Edwards and
Lowell, 1996; Usery, 1996; Brown, 1998; Edwards et al, 1998; Molenaar,
1996, 1998b).Among other applications, fuzzy boundaries have been proposed
for cartographic maps (Wang and Hall, 1996), fuzzy geometry between objects
has been measured (Altman, 1995) and fuzzy topology has been put forward to
describe the topologic relationship of fuzzy regions (Dijkmeijer and Hoop,
1996; Clementini and Felice, 1996; Zhan, 1997). Also, people have been
investigating source of ambiguity from the cognitive-linguistic viewpoint
(Couclelis, 1996;Smith and Varzi, 1997;Plewe, 1997;Coulelis and Gottsegen,
1997). Most advanced progress in research on fuzzy objects can be found in
Burrough andFrank (1996) and in Goodchild andJeansoulin (1998).
In summary, the influence of stochastic errors of imperfect data is
discussed in the first phase and the uncertainty due to the fuzzy nature of
objects and fields is investigated in the second phase. However, usually these
two kinds of uncertainties exist simultaneously so that their combined effect
should be taken into account in the modeling process. For example, the
locations of boundaries on vegetation maps are not certain, due to the fact that
(1) the definition of the mapping units is inexact (some vegetation distributions
exhibit naturally continuous variation, with gradual transitions between
vegetation types), and (2) data used for mapping are never perfect (errors
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contained in measurements, which represent either a sample of the vegetation
or variables that serve as surrogates for information on vegetation) (Brown,
1998).
However,existingstudiesdonotconsiderthesetwoaspectstogether,with
theexception of Heuvelink and Burrough (1993) and Goodchild etal.(1992).
Theirdiscussionswerebasedupon,however,MontoCarlostimulation,andthe
analytical relationship of these two aspects were hardly elaborated upon.
Furthermore,theyonlydiscussed theeffect ofuncertainty onthe classification,
notonthegeometricaspects(including spatialextentandboundary)ofobjects,
which should bethefinal result of mapping.Therefore, research todatecould
notgiveaclearpictureabouttherelationship ofthesetwouncertainty aspects,
nor a complete measurement of their effects on the thematic and geometric
aspectsofanobject. Manyresearchersjust assumethatthefuzzy spatialextent
isthereduetofuzzy classification. Itisnotclear whatthecausesofuncertainty
are,nowhateffect theyhave.
Molenaar(1996)andDavid etal. (1996)proposed conceptualdatamodels
to represent indeterminate objects and fields in a computerized information
system. The syntax for fuzzy objects has been developed by incorporating
uncertainties intoaformal syntax model asageneralization of themodel used
for conventional crisp objects (Molenaar, 1994, 1998a). However, the model
stillneedstobetested inpractice.Theprocedure toidentify afuzzy object has
notbeenthoroughly investigated. Nevertheless,"indeterminacy isawayof life
in many areas and it is sensible to have formal ways for handling it...
(Burrough, 1996, p. 27)". Previous work on fuzzy objects could serve as a
starting point for this research. Operationalization of these fuzzy object
concepts still hasa long waytogo.Important questions tobesolved are:what
arethecauses of uncertainty; howto identify objects and their uncertainties in
theprocessofmodelingphysicalenvironments;howdouncertaintiespropagate
in the modeling process; and what is the relationship between errors and
fuzziness and theireffect on thematic and geometric aspects of objects? These
issuesconstitutethefirst pointtobeaddressedinthisthesis.
1.1.2 Modelingspatialdynamics
Thesecond shortcomingofconventional field andobject modelsisthatentities
are seen as being frozen in time. However, as many phenomena in the real
world are changing with time, GISs should be capable of representing,
analyzing and predicting changes of spatial information over time. There are
four reasonsfor needingtemporal information andreasoning about time:(1)to
understand therules that govern changes observed inthe world; (2)to explain
the stateof theworld at someearlier time;(3) topredict the stateof theworld
in the future; (4) to plan a sequence of actions that will lead to a desirable
future. These four related points are general enough to be of interest for
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geographic information systems aswell,i.e."anytemporal GISshouldprovide
its users with the means to understand, explain and predict future events in
theworlditpresents(Al-TahaandFrank,1993)".
As conventional data models neglect time-induced spatial changes, in
recent years, research has emphasized the development of so-called 'spatiotemporal' datamodels.Current spatio-temporal modelsareoriented towardthe
representation oftheevolution ofspatialentities.Therearemodelsproposedto
organize temporal information by time-stamping spatial objects, as in the
Snapshot Model (Armstrong, 1988),the two-level temporal topological model
(Raafat, et al., 1994), the ST-Composites (Langran and Chrisman, 1988)and
theST-Objects (Worboys, 1992)models.
Butnoneof themhavebeen abletoportray concepts of transition,motion
or process (Yuan, 1996). Others have tried to represent temporal information
by events or processes, as in the event-based spatio-temporal data model
(ESTDM) (Peuquet and Duan, 1995), the object-oriented geomorphological
model (Oogeomorph) (Raper and Livingstone, 1995),the three domain model
(Yuan, 1995),andtheTriad model(Peuquet andQian, 1996).TheESTDMand
Oogeomorph models could represent changes of point-based data, but they
werenotdesigned tohandle area data and topological relationships.Thethreedomainmodeland theTriad modeldefined threedomains,semantics,timeand
space,butthelinksbetweenthemwerenotclearly defined.
In general, most of the existing models treat dynamic changes as
differences between states,but none of themprovides basic construct typesof
the underlying knowledge describing a process occurring in the real world.
Although event representation and languages have been recently integrated in
conceptual spatial models, they do not address the representation of spatiotemporal processes (Claramunt et ah, 1997). The processes involved in the
developmentofnaturalphenomena,i.e.theactualcharactersofstatetransitions
(such as shift, erode, expand, etc.) are not fully represented in these models.
Moreover, the representation of complex changes between spatial objects has
hardly been discussed in the literature to date. Most approaches cannot
precisely oreffectively model theinteractions between natural phenomena that
involve changes of geometric and thematic aspects of several objects at the
same time, such as transition and mutation (e.g. merge and split). Therefore,
dynamic interactions between objects are not really represented in these
models.
To fully represent transitions, mutation, and movement of processes in
spaceandtimethebehaviorsof natural phenomena need tobeconsideredprior
to designing GIS data formats and data structures to represent temporal
information (Egenhofer and Golledge, 1998). Semantic analysis of the
characteristics andbehaviors ofnaturalphenomena iscritical for determininga
set of high-level spatio-temporal constructs (processes) to be modeled in a
temporalGIS(Yuan,1996).
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However, the literature to date hardly discusses the dynamics of objects
(particularly spatial changes) in a generic way.In fact, these dynamics arethe
basis for designing a proper data model to represent and to predict the
dynamics ofnatural phenomena. Similarly, littleresearch hasbeenreported on
the dynamic behavior of fuzzy objects with indeterminate boundaries.
Furthermore, as a consequence of the fact that these objects are fuzzy, the
detected change will also be uncertain. It is necessary to analyze uncertainty
propagation inthechangedetectionproceduretoprovidecorrectinformation to
decision makers.Toachieve these aims,thedynamics of fuzzy objects should
be studied. Therefore, detection of the dynamics of fuzzy objects and
measuringtheuncertaintyofchangearethesecondpointtobediscussed inthis
thesis.
After discussion of the dynamics of fuzzy objects and determining the
spatio-temporal constructs, a new spatio-temporal data model is required to
support the representation of the dynamics of objects and their interactions.
Thedescription ofspatio-temporal processesthatactonthenaturalphenomena
is emphasized with the aim of providing users with the means to understand,
explain and predict the event in the world it represents. Therefore
representation of fuzzy objects and their dynamics in a spatio-temporal data
modelisthethird,andlast,pointtobeinvestigatedhere.
1.2

Researchquestions

Themainobjective ofthisresearch isdirectly related totheissuesdiscussedin
the previous section. Given the complexity of natural phenomena and the
limitationsofconventional data models,theaimoftheresearch wastodevelop
a newdata model for monitoring and representing the dynamics of thenatural
environment. In other words, the aim was to develop concepts for the
identification ofobjects withindeterminateboundariesandtheirdynamicsfrom
time sequence data, and to represent them in a spatio-temporal data model,to
support environmental studies. To achieve this aim, answers to the following
researchquestionsweresought:
1
2

3
4

How can procedures to identify objects and their dynamics be
developed?
What types of uncertainties occur in source data and how are they
propagated through such procedures? What is their influence on the
mapping result, especially the geometric aspects (e.g. spatial extents
andboundaries)oftheobjects?
Howtoderiveandrepresentfuzzy objects,theirspatial extentandtheir
boundarieswithindifferent usercontexts?
Howtodetectanddescribethedynamicsofthesefuzzy objects?
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5

How to represent the dynamics of fuzzy objects in a spatio-temporal
data model?Which kindofqueries should themodelbeabletohandle
tosupportenvironmental modeling?

1.3

Researchapproach

The approach I have taken to provide answers to my research questions is
describedbelow.
In a conventional GIS objects are generally considered to be crisp, with
determined boundaries.Normally the boundaries of objects are identified first
and then their spatial extent is mapped out, i.e. the spatial extent of objects is
approached throughtheboundary.That's whymostofexistingresearchmodels
andrepresentsthe uncertainty of object boundary, e.g. accuracy modelsforthe
coordinatesofpointsofboundaries(Dunn, 1994).Inthefield-oriented approach
the uncertainty is associated to locations (Burrough, 1998)but the concept of
object isnotavailableinthisapproach.
Thisthesisdescribesresearch ontheuncertainties oftheobject, especially
relatedtoitsspatialextent.Sincetherearenocrispboundariesbetween objects
in the natural environment, spatial extents of objects are extracted fromfield
data that change gradually and continuously over space. In such cases, the
spatial extents of objects are fuzzy and can only bedefined based uponcertain
criteria. Conditional boundaries can then be formed after identification of the
fuzzy spatialextentsoftheobjects.Therefore,thegeometryuncertaintyofobject
isnotjustaproblemofgeometry,butitisratheraproblemofobjectdefinition or
thematicvagueness.Insuchcases,uncertainty inthematic aspectsispropagated
tothegeometricaspectsoftheobjects.
InthisresearchIhaveusedthegeneralized datamodelandtheformal data
structure (FDS) (Molenaar, 1991, 1998a) to represent the uncertainties of
objects. It differs from the cognitive linguistic approach (Couclelis, 1996;
SmithandVarzi, 1997;Plewe, 1997;Couclelis andGottsegen, 1997),whichis
farfromreadyforimplementation inacomputersystem.
Withrespecttothefirstpoint listedfor studying,theprocedureto identify
objects and their dynamics from field observation data was examined, since
object representation of natural phenomena is usually derived from field
representation. After examining thisprocedure,thecauses of uncertaintiesand
their propagation in the procedure were investigated. Special attention was
given tothecombination of errors and fuzziness intheclassification. Thenmy
research focused onthe identification offuzzy objects, inparticular to identify
their spatial extent and boundaries because of uncertain classification result.
The fuzzy objects were derived based upon the application context. It made it
clearwheretheuncertainties originated from and howtheypropagate toobject
description andchangedetection.
8
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With respect to the second point listed, the dynamics of objects were
studied,basedupontheresultofthefirst point.Asspatialextentofanobjectat
an epochrepresents a stateof the object, thedynamics (i.e.the state transition
and processes) of the object can be determined by comparing its states at
successive epochs. The dynamic interactions between objects will also be
representbyprocessessuchassplittingandmerging.
To study the third, and last, point a spatio-temporal data model was
designed based upon requirements for representing fuzzy objects and their
dynamics. A process-oriented spatio-temporal data model was developed to
support analysis and queries of time series data from varying perspectives, for
example,through location-oriented, time-oriented,object-oriented andprocessoriented queries,and to analyze the behavior of dynamic spatial complexesof
naturalphenomena.

1.4

Organizationofthethesis

The thesis comprises nine consecutive chapters. Chapter 1, this chapter,
introduces the research. Chapter 2 presents the case that will be used to
illustrate the approaches in the thesis. The case-study area (Ameland, The
Netherlands) is introduced, and collection and pre-processing of data are
reported. The necessity for discussing fuzzy objects (in Chapter 3) and links
betweenfuzziness anderrors(inChapter4)areput forward.
Chapter 3introducesbasicprinciplesoffuzzy objects.Issuesregardingset
and fuzzy set theory, object concepts in GIS, category theory, and approaches
to object extraction are discussed. In addition, attempts at using fuzzy set
theory to develop fuzzy object models are reviewed and assessed. A unified
formal syntax schema to represent fuzzy objects is introduced. This chapter
willhelpreaderswhoarenotfamiliar withfuzzy object conceptstounderstand
theresearchfindings presented laterinthethesis.
As uncertainties of fuzziness and errors are treated differently in most
existing approaches, Chapter 4 presents aformalized mathematical framework
for describing uncertainties that combine these two aspects. The framework
built isbased upontheprinciples ofdealing with fuzziness byfuzzy settheory
and errors byprobability theory. Therelationship between error and fuzziness
is discussed in terms of probability and possibility, and their combination is
derived and described by analytical mathematical formula. The interaction
between the two uncertainty aspects is demonstrated through the case. In
addition,meritsanddrawbacksoftheapproacharediscussed.
Chapter 5 presents an approach to identify the spatial extent and
conditional boundary of fuzzy objects. It starts with the introduction of a
procedure for identification of crispobjects fromfieldobservation data.Then,
three fuzzy object models are introduced to represent fuzzy objects under
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different situations.Next,procedures tomapthe spatial extent and conditional
boundary of the objects are discussed. They are formalized based upon the
formal syntactic schema presented in Chapter 3. The propagation of
uncertainties in the procedure of segmentation and merging are investigated.
Theapproachisexplained usingcasestudyasanexample.Modelingresultsare
described anddiscussed.
Chapter 6 develops an approach for detecting the dynamics of fuzzy
objects. The concepts of state and process that are used to describe dynamics
are introduced. Based upon these concepts and the assumption that natural
phenomena change continuously and gradually, the approach to detect state
transition of fuzzy objects is delineated and advocated. It is followed by an
investigation of uncertainty of change detection. The case study is used to
portray theapproach.Advantages andpotential limitations of theapproach are
discussed.
Chapter 7 describes the conceptual design of a process-oriented spatiotemporal model tosupport therepresentation ofdynamic fuzzy objects.Firstly,
it reviews the progress and deficiencies of existing spatio-temporal data
models. Next, the dynamics of objects are characterized by formalizing the
state and process of objects in mathematical equations. Then, the extended
entity relationship (EER) model - the Star Model ispresented by showingthe
classification ofabstract object typesandtheirrelationships.TheStarModelis
modified into a process-oriented data model based upon the formalized
description of dynamics of objects. Finally, the characteristics of the Star
Modelarediscussed.
Chapter 8presents the logical design and implementation of the processoriented spatio-temporal data model. The logical design uses a relational
approachfor itsrelatively easyimplementation, although theconceptual design
in Chapter 7 is an object-oriented frame. An example based upon the case of
Ameland is given to demonstrate the whole structure. The user-interface and
multi-perspective queries based upon ArcView are presented. Performance of
themodel isreported.
Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis with a summary of research
findings and contribution to the theory and practical application of modeling
dynamic objects with fuzzy spatial extent. Specifically, the merits and
drawbacks of the modeling approaches developed during this study are
discussed.Furthermore,fruitful directionsforfuture researchesaresuggested.
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Chapter 2

TheCase- ChangingBeachofAmeland
2.1 Generaldescriptionofthestudyarea
Ameland, one of the six Dutch barrier islands, was chosen as our test area, in
order to demonstrate the practical usefulness of the developed methods and
theories. It is situated north of the coast of Friesland, The Netherlands (see
Figure 2.1).Its length isapproximately 24km,and itswidth variesfrom 1.5 to
4 km. It is made up of three dune complexes: the Hollum-Ballum complex in
the west,the Nes-Buren complex in the center, and theOerderduinen complex
in the east. These three dune complexes were originally independent, being
separated from eachotherbytidal inlets.Overthelasttwocenturies sanddikes
has been constructed to connect them and today they form one island today
(Zuidametal., 1994).

w

North Sea
c

WaddenSea

Y

•5

(-coastalerosion, +accretion)
Figure2.1 Testsite - Ameland,TheNetherlands.
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2.2

The problem

The coastal zone is a transitional area between land and sea. Such areas are
very important for living conditions, fishery, agriculture, tourism, etc. The
growing concentration of population and socio-economic activities puts
increasing pressure on coastal ecological systems, which at same time are
threatened by inundation, coastal erosion, increased flooding, and loss of
freshwater reserves and arable land, particular due to rising sea-levels. To
sustain development and to minimize loss from possible natural disasters in these
areas, it is necessary to guide and monitor the ongoing developments and their
consequences.
Ameland is still developing. At certain locations in the middle and
southern parts of the western end of the island, severe erosion occurs (due to
shifting inlets by marine current), while at other places in the northwest
accretion oraccumulation occurs.Tobeabletopredict future development, it is
necessary to understand the various processes, their interaction and their effect
on the development of the island. Such information is quite important for
optimizing coastal defense works, e.g. beach nourishment or planting of grass,
which both require high investments (Eleveld etai, 1995).
The processes that influence the landscape units may be divided in two
types: erosion and accumulation. The aim of the coastal geomorphology study
described in this thesis was to understand know how these processes affect
landscape units through changing their properties (volume and position). In
other words, the problem was to investigate how to operate available data in
order to understand current changes and to predict changes in future. The
results of theprocesses can be measured qualitatively and quantitatively, i.e. the
qualitative result can be identified by the erosion or accumulation of the
landscapes, while the quantity can be measured by estimating (or calculating)
the volume change.
For the main part, this study focused on sediment transport at the land- sea
interface as a result of erosion and accumulation. Therefore, the most
morphodynamically active area in the northwest portion (test window) of the
island (Figure 2.1) was selected asthetest site.

2.3

Existing approach tothe problem

Traditionally, the effect of erosion and accretion is estimated using annual
measurements in the form of coastal profiles (see Figure 2.4). Erosion and
accumulation are identified by comparing the same profile for two different
time horizons (see Figure 2.2). Changes in volume of sand sediments are
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calculated using software developed by the coast management agency of
Rijkswaterstaat (RWS-MD*).

(A) Profile 1

(B) Profile 2

accumulative part

Profile 2
(C)(A) and (B) combined.
Figure 2.2Erosion, accumulation and volumechanges ofacoastal beach zone
for twotime horizons.

From thesecalculations, inferences of thechanges inprofiles over theyears can
be obtained. Some geomorphologists, however, try to analyze the development
trend of the landscape units. To do so, the geomorphologic processes,
particularly the erosion and accumulation of sediments, should be distinguished
through interpretation of changes in the landscape units, i.e. the foreshore,
beach and foredune areas.Unfortunately, this information cannot beobtained as
these landscape units have not been defined and recorded in the RWS-MD
database. Therefore, to monitor these geomorphologic processes it is necessary
to identify these landscape units and trace theirchanges by field observations.

'SurveyDepartmentoftheDirectorate-GeneralforPublicWorksandWaterManagement
oftheDutchMinistryofTransport,PublicWorksandWaterManagement.
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The landscape units - foreshore, beach and foredune - have specific
characteristics interms ofthefollowing items:
altitude;
slope;
roughness;
size (small, intermediate, big,or large);
material (grain size of sand);
composition of mineral elements;
compaction (loose orcompact);
humidity;
vegetation/land cover.
The definitions of these landscape units usually differ from surveyor to
surveyor, from case to case and from time to time. Among other ways, the
landscape units may be defined based upon altitude of terrain surface according
to different water lines. Heuvel and Hillen (1994) considered that the area
beneath the high-tide line (HT) and above the low-tide line (LT) is foreshore;
the area beneath the very high-tide (VHT) and above the HT is beach, and the
area above the VHT and below the foot of dune is foredune. Others, however,
consider that the foreshore is the area above the closure depth (Ruessink and
Kroon, 1994) and beneath the low-water line (Graaff, 1977), that beach is the
area above the low-water line and beneath dune foot (Reineck, 1980), and that
the foredune is the first row of dunes inland from dune foot (see Table 2-1).
Furthermore, the values for these water lines are not fixed. Ruessink and Kroon
(1994) used -6m to represent the closure depth in the years 1965 to 1984 and
in year 1989,and used -8m to represent the closure depth in the years 1985 to
1988and 1990to 1993.Ruig and Louisse (1991)used -6mtorepresent it inall
these years. Therefore, there is no invariable and fixed definition of the
landscape units. Figure 2.3 illustrates one set of definitions of the landscape
units.
Sincethe landscape units aredefined based upon thealtitude,their changes
are mapped based upon profile measurements and by checking the shift of their
position along theprofiles. Insight intoquantitative change in the sand sediment
is gained by calculating trends in the yearly volumes of sand stored within the
defined areas. An advantage of this method is that yearly fluctuation and small
incidental errors of measurement are smoothed out (Ruig andLouisse, 1991).
Nowdays, Digital Elevation Models (DTMs) derived from profile
measurements are used for geomorphology studies, and DTM data is also used
in this study; the following section explains the data set and the process used to
derive DTM from theprofile measurement.
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2.4
2.4.1

Data
Coastline monitoring

Since the mid - 1800s, the location of the foot of dune, the high-water line and
low-water line along the Dutch coast have been measured each year. These
measurements arecarried out alongdefined sections, each demarcated by beach
posts. These posts are encountered on the beach along the entire North Sea
coast, with distances of 200 - 250 m between each of them. Since 1963, the
coastal profile has been measured every year in each section. This includes that
theheights/depths aredetermined uptoadistance of about 800mto seaward of
the posts, and up to some 200 m landwards of the first line of dunes. Once
every three years the profiles are extended up to 2 to 3 km to seaward (Heuvel
and Hillen, 1994). Figure 2.4 illustrates the positions of the profiles along the
coastline ofAmeland.

Figure 2.4Profiles alongthecoastaline of Ameland
(Heuvel andHillen, 1994).

2.4.2

Data sets

As mentioned in Subsection 2.4.1, profile measurements comprise two types of
data that have been brought together in one profile. The dry part of the coastal
profile (beachanddunearea)wasoriginally measured by levelling,butfrom 1976
onwards aerial photograph and photogrammtry have been used. The underwarter
part of the profile has always been measured with echosounders on ships with
automatic position-finding systems. The heights and depths are uniquely related
to a fixed Dutch Ordnance-Datum ('N.A.P.', Normal Amsterdam Level, which is
approximately mean sea level) (Ruig and Louisse, 1991). Tidal corrections are
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madeafterwards. Themean overall standard deviation of a single measurement of
depthisabout 20cm(Nanninga, 1985; quoted inRuig andLouisse (1991)).Since
1995,heights are alsomeasured by laser scanning (laser-altimetry,Huising et ah,
1995).The annual coastal measurements are interpolated along the profile with
10 - 20 m intervals. The interpolated height values are stored in JARKUS
database (Heuvel and Hillen, 1994). An overview of the data offered by RWSMDisgiven in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2Available data sets of annual height measurementsTime span Characteristics
Data type
Sonar
Since 1993 Original measurements,
sparsely distributed
Laser-altimetry
Since 1995 Original measurements,
sparsely distributed
Photogrammetry
Since 1994 Original measurements,
sparsely distributed
JARKUS database
Since 1965 Interpolated data, along
theprofile

Coverage
Part
Part
Part
Complete

The amount and frequency of the JARKUS data is very useful for analyzing
temporal (yearly) change in the landscape units. Therefore, data obtained
between 1989- 1995were used for this study.

2.5

Data pre-processing

As the JARKUS data set is stored in a unique format, conversion is needed to
obtain the data into an exchangeable format such as (x,y, z). Since the data are
distributed along the coastal profile, they are to be interpolated to obtain a
complete coverage of the test site.This step is finished by using the function of
Surfer Access System (Golden Software Inc.). Finally a height raster of
( 6 0 m x 6 0 m ) grids are derived. The procedure of data pre-processing is
illustrated inFigure2.5.

*MariekeEleveld(ITC,Enschede,TheNetheralnds)preparedtheDTMdataforthe
casestudy.
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JARKUS
database
conversion
3-Dcoordinates
ofpoints
interpol ation

'
Gridcells

Figure2.5Flowdiagramofdatapre-processing.
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Chapter 3

BasicConceptsofFuzzyObjects
3.1

Introduction

Spatial objects that are represented in a conventional GIS are generally
considered tobecrisp,i.e.theyhavedetermined boundaries.Forexample,land
parcels in cadastral systems are differentiated and identified by sharp
boundaries.Thebasicassumption isthattheclassification of landscape unitsis
crisp and spatial objects within these classes can be clearly determined. A
second assumption is that objects are internally homogeneous and can be
differentiated by crisp boundaries. Under the first assumption the threshold
valuesorcriteria for classification are sharply defined. Classes donotoverlap,
so that each object will be assigned to only one class. Under the second
assumption the spatial extent ofeach object can bedefined unambiguously and
it will not contain unidentified inclusions of areas not belonging to the object.
The determination of the spatial extent of geo-objects is then generally
approachedthroughtheboundaries,or,moreprecisely,throughthepositionofthe
boundary points. The analysis of the geometric uncertainty of the objects is
therefore often based on accuracy models for the coordinates of these points
(Dunnetal., 1990).
These assumptions, however, are not valid when the spatial extents of
objects are extracted from field data that change gradually and continuously
overspacesothatnocrispboundariescanbeidentified. Theboundary between
the grassland and woodland may be gradual through a transition zone rather
than acrispboundary. Inthecase of thecoast of Ameland (seeChapter 2),the
boundary between beach and foreshore is also not crisp. In such cases, the
geometric uncertainty of objects can not be expressed through the positional
accuracy of boundary points,soanew strategy isneeded tohandle this kindof
uncertainty.
Fuzzy set theory can handle uncertainty in class definition. By adapting
fuzzy set theory in GISs, the uncertainty in object class definition and object
description canberepresented.Thischapter willexplain thebasicsoffuzzy set
theory and its application in GIS. The concepts introduced here will also
providefundamentals ofconceptstobedeveloped inlaterchapters.
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This chapter is organized as follows. The next section (3.2) introduces the
basics of set theory. Then in Section 3.3 the principles of fuzzy set theory are
discussed. Approaches to develop the fuzzy membership functions to handle
uncertainty in object class definition are discussed in detail. Next, in Section
3.4, the concepts of objects are presented in terms of their definition and
extraction. The concepts of fuzzy objects are introduced in the following three
sections. Section 3.5 investigates the uncertainties in defining and extracting
objects. Section 3.6 reviews approaches to handle these uncertainties. Section
3.7 discusses the representation of fuzzy objects. The state-of-the-art of
research in this field is reviewed as well. To conclude, Section 3.8 summarizes
the chapter and indicates the discussion to be continued in the following
chapters.

3.2

Set theory

This section briefly reviews the basic concepts of set theory upon which the
theoretical basisof fuzzy set theory is built.
3.2.1

Set

A set can be described either by listing all its members (the list method) or by
specifying some well-defined properties satisfied by all members of the set (the
predicate method). The list method, however, can only be used for finite sets.
According toKlir and Folger (1988), a setA that has members of au a2, ...,a„
can usually bewritten as
A={al,a2 ,...,«„},
and a set B whose members satisfy the properties Pi, P%, ..., P„is usually
written as
B= {b |bhasproperties P\, P2, ..., P„},
wherethesymbol |denotes thephrase 'such that'.
A simplest set can be defined based on one variable, which requires one
(one boundary) or two parameters (the lower and upper boundaries) (see Table
3-1). For example, a set A with lower {b\) and upper (b2) boundary can be
described as
A=
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3.2.2 Booleanmembership function
Thefact thatanindividualobservationzisamemberofasetcanberepresented
byamembershipfunction (MF) whichtakesthevalue 1;itwilltakethevalue0
otherwise.If an individual observation z isamember oranelement of a set A,
wewrite z€ A (MF- 1);ifnotwewrite z& A (MF- 0).Hence,wecall ita
Boolean membership and represent it as (MF8).Regarding the properties of a
setA, themembershipfunction canbeexpressedasfollows,
MFB(z) =l,if bx^z<b2

(zsA)
(3-1)

B

MF (z) =0,if z<bior z>b2

(z£A)

whereb\and62define theexactboundariesofsetA.
3.2.3 Operationsofset
Threeoperationsofsetsareusedinthisthesis.Theyareunion,intersectionand
complement.
Union: theunionofsetsAandBisthesetcontainingalltheelementsthateither
belongtosetAalone,tosetBalone,ortobothsetAandsetB.
AvB =

{z\zeAorzeB]

Intersection: the intersection of sets A and B is the set containing all the
elementsbelongingtobothsetAandsetB.
AnB ={z\ze Aandz€ B)
Complement: thecomplement isthesetofelementsthat belongtotheuniversal
setZ,butdonotbelongtosetA.
A={z\ze ZandzgA]

3.3

Fuzzysettheory

The theory and application of fuzzy sets has been well documented in the
literature. A number of texts are available on this topic, to which readers are
referred for more detail, e.g. Kandel (1986), Klir and Folger (1988), and
Zimmerman(1984).
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3.3.1 Fuzzinessandfuzzy sets
Fuzziness isanadmission ofthepossibility thatanindividual isamemberofa
set, orthat a given statement is true.The assessment of the possibility can be
based on subjective or 'expert' knowledge or preferences (see Subsection
3.3.2.1), but it can also be related to uncertainties that have a basis in
probabilitytheory(seeSubsection 3.3.2.2).
Fuzzy sets are sets or classes that for various reasons cannot, or do not,
have sharply defined boundaries, e.g. the 'class of all real numbers which are
much greater than 1', or 'the class of beautiful women', or 'the class of tall
men'.Insuchcases,forexample,ifamanis 1.7mtall,onecannot saywhether
hebelongstotheclassoftallmenornot.
If Z denotes a space of objects, then the fuzzy set A in Z is the set of
orderedpairs
A={z,MFFA{z) )},z e Z

(3-2)

wherethemembershipfunction MFj[(z) represents the 'grade of membership
of z in A" and z e Z means that z is contained in Z. Usually MF%(z) is a
number in the range [0, 1], with 0 representing non-membership and 1
representingfull membershipoftheset.
3.3.2 Fuzzymembership functions
Themembership function of a fuzzy set defines how thegrade of membership
ofzinAisdetermined.ContrarytoaBoolean membershipofacrispset,partial
membership is allowed in a fuzzy set. It means that class overlap is permitted
and themembershipfunction should bedefined inaform toreveal theoverlap
or transition between the classes. Usually there are two ways to define the
membership function, either on the basis of expert knowledge or by using
methods of numerical taxonomy. Here we explain these two ways through the
approaches most often used, i.e. the semantic import model and the fuzzy Cmeans.
3.3.2.1 semantic importmodel(SIM)
The semantic import model (SIM) isused when usershaveamoreorlessclear
ideatogroupthedatainaqualitative way,i.e.thecentralconceptoftheclassis
clear, but for various reasons the exact boundary can only be approximated.
The fuzzy membership function is defined by adapting a crisp classification,
e.g. extending the crisp boundaries into a transition zone. In general there are
three simple types of transitions between fuzzy sets, analogous with the three
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types of crisp sets (Table 3-1).Therefore, fuzzy sets can becharacterized by the
boundaries (b\ and b2) plus the transition zones (d\ and d2). For mathematical
description, the fuzzy membership function can be a linear, a curved, or an Sshaped function (Hootsmans, 1996).
Therefore, the SIM approach uses an a-priori-imposed membership
function with which individual objects or attribute values can be assigned to a
class or a set with a membership grade. It is no trivial task to define a proper
membership function for different application cases. Firstly, a proper shape or
type of transition has to be selected torepresent the transitions between classes.
Secondly, the parameters (e.g. the width of class kernel and the width of the
transition zones)todescribe thefunction havetobe defined.
For example, Burrough (1989) used this approach for soil evaluation. A
symmetric membership function, defined below, was chosen to distinguish
'deep' soilfrom 'shallow' andfrom 'verydeep' soils.
MFtt(x) =(l+a(x-c)2yl

for 0<x< 130

Ranges of 0-200 cm were considered to be the universal of soil depth,
c=100 cm was chosen as the ideal center and the lower and upper boundary
were set as 50cmand 150cm, respectively, for the dispersion index a=0.004.
However, they used an asymmetric (left range) membership function to
represent if the soil was deep enough for a given purpose - if it exceeded that
depth by 5 cm or by 200 cm was immaterial. For 'sufficient soil depth' as 80
cmor more,the following membership function was applied
MFa(x) =l

for\30>x>c

MFa(x) =(l+a(x-c)2)'1

for0<x<c

Here c was the left boundary and was set as 80cm.
Other application of SIM in GISscan be widely found in literature, such as
the definition of sharpness of boundaries in Wang and Hall (1996), and an air
pollution danger zone around a city in Usery (1996). I have adapted this
approach for thiscase study (see Subsection 4.5.1).

3.3.2.2 fuzzy C-means (FCM)
Opposite tothe subjective approach of SIM, the fuzzy c-means (FCM) approach
tends to be an objective approach (Burrough and McDonnel, 1998). It is
analogous to cluster analysis and numerical taxonomy in that the value of the
membership function iscomputed from a set of attribute data. In such a way,an
individual sample may have memberships of multi-classes (illustrated by Figure
3.1).
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Figure3.1FuzzyC-mean approach(Hootsmans,1996).
The most commonly used algorithm for computing the membership values is
(Bezdek,1981):
•Wfo-l)

MF.AIJY'^IU'J}

(3-3)

<=i

in which MFir expresses the possibility (membership value) of the ith object
belongingtothecthcluster,withdthedistancemeasureusedfor similarity,and
the fuzzy exponent q determining the amount of fuzziness. After assigning an
object to a class, the class mean is recomputed for the similarity index. The
membership of an individual with respect to a class in multivariate space is
computed and it is assigned to the class for which the diris minimal. The
procedure isrepeated interactivelyforeachindividual untiltheclassstabilizes.
FCM approach was originally designed for unsupervised fuzzy image
classification (Bezdek et al., 1984). But it is difficult to determine c, the
number of clusters, at the initial stage of interactions. Secondly, every pixel
contributes to all clusters to some degree, so that the entire data set must be
used for pixel similarity derivation. Wang (1990, 1992) proposed to use the
posterior probability in a maximum likelihood classifier (MLC)as the fuzzy
membership.TherearetwoadvantagesinusingMLCinsteadofFCM. First,the
choice of thenumberof classes issupported bytheanalyst's knowledge ofthe
image under a supervised setting. Second, MLC takes into account the
geometric shape of class hyper-ellipsoids in computing pixel membership.Itis
therefore deemed to yield the most accurate classification provided there is a
near-normal multivariate distribution of pixel values in the classes (Jin and
Jensen,1996).
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However, the accuracy level is dictated by a training stage, where
individual class signatures are still constructed and evaluated in a platonic
manner, i.e. a pixel makes a total contribution to the forming of its enclosing
class signature and zero contribution to that of other signatures. In order to
overcome the uncertainty in training samples (error or mixed pixels), Ji and
Jensen (1996) took a fuzzy training approach in the supervised classification.
Instead of supplying a prior the fuzzy membership to the training class
statistics, these values were generated as part of the process through an
interactive evaluation of sample pixels via FCM. Afuzzy parameter estimator
wasdeveloped with a modified Bezdek's FCM engine in order to improve the
classification performance. In addition, Inomata and Ugata (1992) proposed to
use histograms as membership function for both supervised and unsupervised
fuzzy classification.
Toconclude,fuzzy function values can be computed through an imposed
'expert' model (SIM approach), or by a data driven multivariate procedure
(FCMapproach).Inbothcasesthemethodsallowclassoverlap.
3.3.3 Operationsoffuzzyset
The three basic operations on fuzzy sets are similar to those that can be used
forcrisp (orBoolean)ones.
Union: The union of two fuzzy sets A and B with individual membership
functions MFa(x) and MFb(x) results in a new fuzzy set C, whose
membership function can be defined as MFr(x)=max{MFa(x),MFb(x)}. The
membershipfunction ofafuzzy set Cthat istheunion of several fuzzy sets Xi,
X2, X3,...,Xncanbedefined as
MF(.=max,(MFX)
where MFX isthemembershipfunction offuzzy setX*(i= 1,...,n).
Intersection: The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B with individual
membership functions MFa(x) and MFb(x) results in a new fuzzy set Cand
the membership function
of
C can be defined
as
MFc(x)=min{MFa(x),MFb(x)}. For the intersection of several fuzzy setsXi.
X2,...,Xn, thefollowing equationapplies:
MFt. =min((MFX )
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where MFCis the membership function of the fuzzy set Cresulting from the
union; MFX isthemembershipfunction offuzzy setX, (i= 1,...,n).
Complement: The complement of a fuzzy set A results in a new fuzzy set C,
whosemembershipfunction isdefined as:
MFr=l-MF„(x)
Forotheroperationsoffuzzy setsthereadersshouldreferto(Zadeh,1965).

3.4

ConceptsofobjectsinGIS

3.4.1 Definition ofobjects
As argued in Chapter 1,objects in GISsare abstract descriptions of entities in
reality. The abstraction is based upon the principle that the entities possess
commonattributes,commonmotormovements,andsimilarshapeand functions
(Rosch, 1978, quoted in (Usery, 1996)). Different levels of abstraction form
different level ofcategories,which could make upaclassification schema.For
example, road, railroad, and canal are basic level geographic objects in a
superordinate category of transportation with subordinate elements state road,
interstate highway, standard gauge railroad, narrow gauge railroad, shipping
canal,and irrigation canal (Usery, 1996).These roads all have functionality of
transportation and they all have the attribute of name, segments, destinations,
etc. These common attributes define the description structure of that class of
objects. In the relational database model, this would mean that a table,
containing columns of these attributes, could be defined for each object class.
For example, for a building class, it contains information about owner, name,
construction time,etc.The value of the attribute differs from object to object.
Therelationshipbetweenobjects,classandattributeisillustrated byFigure3.2.
For study of coastal geomorphology, 'foreshore', 'beach' and 'foredune'
canbeconsideredassuperordinatecategories,whilethespecialformsrelatedto
these landscape units (such as bar on foreshore, swash bar, ripple and little
dunes on beach, and blowout and washovers on foredunes) are lower level
categories.
In addition tothe attribute description, the object needs geometric data to
represent its location, size and shape (where it is and how big it is). For
example, geometric descriptors of a building would be location and area. The
complete description of an object in GISs then consists of the thematic
component expressed by attribute values and a geometric component either in
raster or vector format. These two components are linked through a unique
27
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identifier of the object (see Figure 3.3). Two objects are distinguished if their
descriptions are not equal.

class

-Ai A2.

objectj

a\ a2

cij isthe valueof attributeA,for object i(i= 1,...,n)
Figure 3.2 Relationship between object, classand attributes
(Molenaar, 1998a).

Figure 3.3Descriptions of objects are linked through the object identifier.

3.4.2

Extraction of objects

Objects are abstractions representing entities in reality. To get entities in reality
to objects in GISs, i.e. from raw observed data to the objects represented in
GISs, several series of data transformation arerequired. There are several ways
of observing reality and to extract objects from the observation data. Here four
ways of object extraction are presented.
(1) land surveying
Land surveying appears to be the most direct approach of obtaining objects. All
it requires is the surveying of the location of boundaries of the objects
(illustrated by Figure 3.4). In such cases,thecoordinates of the boundary points
28
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are recorded. However, the surveyor actually performs two tasks in one step:
i.e. identification of the boundary of the objects, and the measurement of the
boundarylocation.

Surveying
Figure3.4Extractionofobjectsthroughlandsurveying.
(2) ImageInterpretation
In image interpretation, objects are obtained in three steps (seeFigure 3.6).In
the first step reality is captured by a 'snapshot' image. In the second step the
boundariesofobjectsaredetermined throughinterpretation.Inthethird stepthe
boundariesofobjectsaredigitizedtoderivethegeometryoftheobject.

Imagecapture

Interpretation

Digitizing

Figure3.5Extraction ofobjects through imageinterpretation.
(3) Image classification
In imageclassification, objects can beobtained from entities in reality through
three steps (illustrated by Figure 3.4). The first is image capture, meaning
reality is captured by a 'snapshot' image. The second step is image
classification, i.e.from imagedatatothematicclassdata.Therearemanyways
toclassify images,ranging from supervised to unsupervised, from single band
to multiple bands, and from single to multiple temporal image classification.
The third step is image segmentation, to identify a region consisting of pixels
thatbelongtooneclass.Eachregion isthen assumed torepresent thegeometry
ofanobject.
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Thematic
w Class

Image
Data

Real
World
Image capture

b,

Image classification

w

Objects

Image Segmentation

Figure 3.6Extraction of objects through image classification
(after Gahegan and Ehlers, 1997,p.66).

(4) Field Sampling
Four major steps are required to derive objects from reality by means of field
sampling (Figure 3.5,Cheng et al., 1997).The real world is seen as a field with
attributes that have position-dependent values. In the first step these values are
sampled at specific points.The second stepisthe interpolation of sample values
toderive data for the whole area. Either a triangulated irregular network (TIN),
or contours or a raster cover of the whole area is created. The third step is
categorization, i.e. to assign the cells to different classes of object types. The
thematic data is transformed into thematic class data. The last step is object
formation, which is similar to image segmentation in the image classification
approach.

Field

Sampling
Data
Sampling

—•

Thematic
Thematic
Objects
—•
—•
Data
Class

Interpolation

Categorization

Segmentation

Figure 3.7Extraction of objects through field sampling.

The procedures of 'image classification' and 'field sampling' are pixeloriented (field-oriented) approaches. 'Image interpretation' and 'land
surveying' are boundary-oriented (object-oriented) approaches. These two
approaches of object formation result in two ways of handling uncertainties,
which will bediscussed in Section 3.8.
3.4.3

Syntactic representation of objects

The syntactic representation of objects proposed by Molenaar (1994, 1998a) is
based upon a formal data structure (FDS) (Molenaar, 1991). I will not discuss
the complete syntax here, but rather summarize the representation of boundary
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and spatial extent of objects, because these cases are directly related to this
study.
Assume that thegeometry of a spatial database has the structure of a planar
graph. Each edge will always have one face on its left-hand side and one on its
right-hand side. The relationship can be expressed by the functions (Molenaar,
1998a):
Edgee,has face/,, on its left-hand side =>Le[e,,/n] = 1,otherwise = 0
Edgee,hasface/ 0 on itsright-hand side=>Ri[ehfa] = 1,otherwise =0.
With these functions, wecan define another function:
B[ehfa] = Le[ehfa] +Ri[« h / a ].
If the value of this function is equal to 0, et is not related to/„; if the value is
equal to2,then theedge has the face on both sides and it is thus inside the face;
if the value is equal to 1,then the edge has the face on one side only, so that it
must bepart of the boundary. The boundary of a face/„ isthen defined as:
dfa={N„,Ea}

(3-4)

where En ={ei \B[ei,fa] =\)means that all the edges have the face/ n on one
side only; and Na ={ni\ n,e ei,ei e Ea} represents the nodes of the edges of
EnThe relationship between a face and an area object can be represented by
Part\f„,Oa]. If ittakesa value equal to 1,this implies that the face belongs to the
object. If it takes a value equal to 0, this implies that the face doesn't belong to
the object.
The relationship between an edge and an object can then beexpressed as
Le[eh Oa] =Lek,/„] *Partft, Oa]
Ri[eh Oa] =Ri[e,,/„] *Partfo,Oa].
Similarly, afunction can bedefined as
B[eh Oa] = Le[eh Ott] +Ri[e„Oa].

(3-5)

If the value of this function isequal to0, the edge isnot related tothe object; if
the value isequal to 2,then the edge is inside the object; if the value isequal to
1,theedge ispart of theboundary of the objects that is
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dOa={e\B[e,Oa] = l).

(3-6)

This syntactic representation of the relationship between edges,
boundaries, faces and objects can be applied in both vector and raster
structures. In the vector geometry the face represents a polygon and in the
raster geometry it represents a raster cell (Molenaar, 1994, 1998a, see also
Figure
3.8).
node
node

boundary

edge

Figure 3.8 The relationship between face, boundary, edgeand node
(after Molenaar, 1998a).

3.5

Uncertainties inobject extraction

3.5.1

Uncertainties incategory theory

The definition of objects in GISs is related to category theory. Therefore,
inherent uncertainty of category implies that there is uncertainty in the
description of objects. There are four aspects will cause uncertainty in the
category definition:
•

fuzziness

A category is usually considered as a set of instances in which have a high
inter-category correlation of appearance, attribute, function, and so on, and a
high intra-category variation in those features. Although they have been
assumed historically to be clearly definable (thus crisp thresholds have been
used to formalize them), linguists and psychologists have shown that internal
meanings associated with common categories and words (including those with
geographical content) are very vague.The termfuzzy category has been used to
refer to these cases (Plewe, 1997;Gray, 1997). For example, the description of
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a bar on the foreshore is something like it has an elongated shape and it is
distributed continuously in one direction; the greatest difference between its
highestpointtoitslowestpointisgreaterthanorequalto50cm(Rwessinkand
Kroon,1994).
According tothe prototype theory (Rosch (1978),quoted in Plewe(1997,
p.126)),someoftheinstancesbelongingtoacategory will haveamuchhigher
correlation with characteristics common to the category than others; these
'central' instance are called prototypes. To determine whether an object is a
member of a category usually the local condition is compared with the
prototype in a gestalt, rather than analytical, way. If they are 'sufficiently'
close, the object can be considered to be in the category. Obviously this
approach produces categories that tend to be fuzzy in threshold, dependingon
the personaljudgement of the observer. For example, an area of mixed trees
and brush could be considered either a member of the 'forest' category or a
memberofthe 'shrubland' category,butnotasstronglyasunmixedareas.
• multiplecriteria
Sometimes categories used to delineate geographic entities are distinguished
usingmorethanonecriterion,whichmaynotcoincide witheach other(Plewe,
1997).Forexample,someconsider foreshore tobethearea abovethe low-tide
and below high-tide marks, yet others define foreshore to be the area above
closuredepthandbelowthelow-waterline.
• spatiallyincomplete definitions
Sometimes,definitions havemeaningonlyforpartsoffieldstowhichtheyhave
been applied. Thus, some areas in the field are 'undefined'. The definition is
inapplicability - thefieldisexpected tocover a spacethat isnotreallypresent
at some point (Plewe, 1997). For example, the definition of coastal
geomorphologiclandscapeunitsonAmelandmaynotalwaysbeappropriatefor
othersites.
• timeincoherence
In many cases, definitions only have meaning for a specific period, i.e. the
values or relevance of information depends on time. In the case of vegetation,
there has been considerable discussion about its coherence over time (Gray,
1997, p.143). For the study described in Chapter 2, the definition of closure
depthis-6 mfortheyears 1965to 1984,andin 1989, yetitissetat-8 minthe
yearsl990tol993.
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For thesereasons definition of category might be uncertain. If one of the
reasonsisvalid,theobjectclassshouldbedefined asafuzzycategory.
3.5.2 Uncertaintiesinmeasurements
Uncertainty in measurement refers to the errors due to the limitations of
instruments and human ability. In capturing an image of the real world, data
values may be influenced by measurement error and quantization effects that
are determined by sensor design and operation, or a change in spatial location
maybeforced bygrid processes or relief distortion (Gahen and Elhers, 1997).
Almost always, we are only able to measure a small part of the object of
interest. This causes sampling error. Indeed, there are always measurement
errors in surveying. The digital coordinates may differ from the location of
entities in the real world due to digitizing error. All these uncertainties will
influence theaccuracyandprecision oftheobject extracted. Samplingerrorand
measurementerrorwillbediscussed indetailinSection4.2.

3.6

Handlinguncertaintiesinobjectextraction

Twokindsof uncertainty models,namely fuzzy models and stochastic models,
arerelevantforthefurther development inthisthesis.
3.6.1 Fuzzymodels
Fuzzy models use fuzzy membership functions to describe vagueness in class
definition. Asdiscussed in Section 3.2, Iassume the fact that aclass is fuzzy if
therearenocrispcriteria todecide whetheranobject belongstotheclassornot.
This situation will occur when grid cells are to be assigned to height classes
relatedtoforeshore,beachandforedune.
3.6.2 Stochasticmodels
Asargued inChapter 1,stochastic modelsdescribeerrors inmeasurement.This
might refer to measurement for the evaluation of thematic attributes, but it
could also refer to the determination of coordinates of boundary points of
objects. Since the determination of the spatial extent of objects is generally
approached through boundaries or, more precisely, through the position of
boundary points. The analysis of the geometric uncertainty of the objects is
therefore often basedonaccuracymodelsforthecoordinatesofthesepoints. The
epsilon band method is usually used to represent the locational accuracy of the
boundary(Dunnetal., 1990;Chrisman, 1991;Shi,1994).
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3.6.3 Handling uncertainties inobject extraction
Anexplanation follows of howthetwokindsof uncertaintiesmentionedabove
are propagated through the process of object extraction and how these
uncertaintiescanbehandled.
(1) Landsurveying
In land surveying, boundary identification and measurement are generally
combined into one process, but it still leaves the fact that these are two
operations. The uncertainty about geometric position of a boundary is often
expressed by means of epsilon bands (Chrisman, 1991; Shi, 1994). But the
thematicuncertainty insuchcaseisusuallyignored.
(2) Imageinterpretation
Inimageinterpretation,decisionsaboutthespatialextentoftheobject are often
separatedfrom themeasurementofthegeometry oftheobject boundary,which
are often digitized after the interpretation has been made. When objects are
fuzzy, the location of the repeatedly interpreted boundary will be uncertain
(Middlekoop, 1990; Ewards, 1994) since errors occur in digitizing. The
positional uncertainty in manually digitized map data is discussed (Bolstad et
al.,1990).Wewilldiscuss uncertainty in interpretation indetail in Section 3.8
inordertoderiveaunified syntacticrepresentation offuzzy objects.
(3) Remotesensingimage classification
Gahen andElhers (1997)discussed the uncertainties intheprocedure of image
classification. They used four models torepresent data infour different forms:
Field Model, Image Model, Thematic Model and Object Model (Gahegan,
1996). A data set in each model may be described by a number of abstract
properties, i.e. data value, spatial extent, temporal extent, and lineage
information, and uncertainties can be associated with these aspects
(measurement and labeling errors). The uncertainty associated with the
mappingresult istheuncertainty thatalreadypresentsinonedataformplusthe
uncertainty associated with the data transformation. For example, through
image capture, a data value may change due to measurement error or
quantization effects, a change in spatial location may be forced by grid
processes or relief distortion (Gahen and Elhers, 1997).Uncertainty of images
is related to these aspects. Therefore, the uncertainty of objects is comprises
uncertainty in image plus uncertainty associated with the transformation of
classification andsegmentation, if objects areextracted byimage classification
(cf. Subsection 3.4.2).
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The work of Gahen and Elhers (1997) provides a general conceptual
framework with which to understand and trace uncertainty in the procedure for
extracting objects by image classification, where it originates from and what
affect it has. However, the actual effects of transformation have not been
analytically calculated. So the practical application is not available.
Furthermore, their model does not describe the inter-relationships between the
varioustypesof uncertainty.
(4) Field sampling
Measurement and sampling errors occur in the data obtained by field sampling
(cf. Section 4.1), and these errors propagate to the interpolated thematic data.
There is vagueness in the class definition of objects. These two kinds of
uncertainties combine in the categorization step, leading to uncertain
classification, which propagates to objects as fuzzy spatial extent and
conditional boundaries of objects through segmentation. As this approach has
been used to extract the landscape units on Ameland, I develop a method to
deal with the uncertainties of this procedure indetail in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.7

Syntactic representation of fuzzy objects

This section discusses the fuzzy aspects of objects and then describes the
syntactic representation of fuzzy objects.
3.7.1

Fuzzy aspects of objects

Thebasic structure ofthedescription ofafuzzy object should besimilartothatof
a conventional, crisp object. The uncertainties corresponding to the descriptions
should berepresented in terms of three aspects, i.e. the assignment of an object
to the object classes, the assignment of attribute values to an object, and the
assignment of a spatial description toan object (Molennar, 1998a).
•

Fuzzy object classes

For classification, if an object belongs toan class then MF[0,C] = 1,otherwise
MF[0,C] =0. If the classification does not give definite (crisp) results then the
assignment of the object to class C will be uncertain, which will be expressed
by a fuzzy class membership function that will take a value between 0 and 1,
such as
CLASS(O) = {C\M[O,C]>0)
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Fuzzyattributevalues
The domain of the attributes may contain values or value classes that are not
clearly defined. Inother cases the value of the domain maybeclearly defined
but that there is no sufficiently reliable measuring procedure for attaining
values with high enough accuracy. The evaluation of an attribute A for an
object O should then be expresses by a pair A[0]=(a,mu), where a is the
estimated attribute value and muis the measure of the uncertainty that a isa
correctvalue.
• Fuzzygeometry
Thegeometric description consists of the topology of the spatial objects, their
shapeandtheirposition.Therearetwowaystohandleuncertainty ingeometry
of fuzzy objects, corresponding to two approaches of object extraction. This
willbeexplained inSubsection 3.7.2.
3.7.2 Pixel-orientedandboundary-oriented approaches
In the pixel-oriented approach, analysis starts from cell- (or pixel) based
information, asfor example inremote sensingclassification. In remote sensing
applications thespectralclassification ofan imageresults inaclass label anda
likelihood value per pixel (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). Under the maximum
likelihood criterion, each pixel will be assigned to the class C*for which the
likelihood function hasamaximumvalue.Aregion withcovertypeQ willthen
bea segment that consists of mutually adjacent pixels that have been assigned
tothatclass.Thisregionrepresentsthespatialextentofanobject.Asthepixels
donotbelongtoaclass withthe likelihood valueof 1,the spatial extent ofthe
object willbeuncertain(Molenaar, 1998b).
In the boundary-oriented approach, analysis of uncertainties is directly
linked to boundaries of objects, i.e. the locations of the boundaries are fuzzy
and thefuzziness of the objects isthen aconsequence ofthefuzzy boundaries.
The example of image interpretation may illustrate this. Image interpretation
generallyresultsinthedelineation oftheboundariesofspatial objects.Inmany
applications,suchasvegetationorlandusemapping,theseobjectsarefuzzy, so
that repeated interpretation lead to varying object boundaries. Middlekoop
(1990) and Edwards and Lowell (1996) analyzed the uncertainty of such
interpretation through an overlay of several repetition results. The spatial
uncertainties of the objects are evaluated by overlaying the multiple
interpretation. The spatial variability of the boundaries of coinciding polygons
can then be evaluated in a geometric sense (Edwards 1994; Edwards and
Lowell,1996).
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3.7.3

An unified syntactic representation of fuzzy objects

The syntactic approach described in Section 3.4.3 demonstrates that vector
geometry and raster geometry each have similarly expressive power. This
implies that the handling of spatial uncertainty should in principle also be the
same for both geometric structures. Therefore, it must be possible to combine
or even unify pixel-oriented and boundary-oriented approaches (Molenaar,
1998b).Wenamed such an approach asa unified approach.
As discussed above, in the pixel-oriented approach the classification of an
image results in a class label and a likelihood value L[Ptj,Ck] per pixel, which
can be used todenote the uncertainty of each pixel belonging tothe cover class.
If each pixel is assigned to a class for which the likelihood value is maximum,
the spatial extent of objects will be segmented by clustering adjacent pixels
belonging to the same classes. The uncertainty of the relationship between a
pixel and the object is due to the function L[P, C\.Thus, if P^ e 0„, then
In the boundary-oriented approach, Edwards and Lowell (1996) overlaid
the polygons that resulted from repeated interpretation. The location of an
average boundary was estimated for each pair of adjacent regions. Middelkoop
(1990) proposed evaluating the uncertainty in photo interpretation by rastering
the interpretation results.He evaluated the functions Part[],relating the cells of
the overlay to the identified regions through frequency count. A similar
approach can be applied to the vector structure of the boundaries (Molenaar,
1998b). The repeated interpretations are overlaid and for each face of this
overlay thefrequency can becounted of its assignment toeach of the objects. If
these numbers are divided by the number of interpretations, we can obtain
relative frequencies that indicate how certain wearethat aface belongs to some
particular object.
Therefore, through function Part[] the pixel-oriented approach and the
boundary-oriented approach is unified. The identification of the object
boundary is uncertain because the spatial extent of the object is uncertain in the
sensethat the value ofthefunction Part\f, O](cf. Subsection 3.4.3), relating the
face totheobject, notjust 0or 1,but variesbetween 0and 1.
If the object is fuzzy in the sense that its spatial extent is uncertain, the
relationship of the face and the object is uncertain, which can be expressed by
assigning afuzzy face set toan object (Molenaar, 1998a)
Face(Oa)= 051 Part[fj,O„)>0}
For raster geometry, thecell size should be chosen sothat the value of this
function per cell is homogeneous. In the vector geometry the faces should be
defined sothat thefunction ishomogeneous per face.
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A boundary function relating an edge to a fuzzy object can be defined
accordingtoEquation3-5. Butthevalueofthefunction willvaryfrom 0to2.If
the value is equal to 0, the edge is not related to the object; if the value is
greater than 0 and less than 2, the edge is an indeterminate boundary of the
objects; if the value is equal to 2,the edge is inside the object. Therefore, the
indeterminateboundaryofanobject isdefined as(Chengetah, 1998)
BdO„={e\0<B[e,Oa}<2}

(3-8)*

Based upon certain criteria, the conditional spatial extent of objects can be
identified, sothe indeterminate boundary becomes a conditional boundary (to
bediscussedfurther inSubsection 5.4.3).

3.8 Summaryanddiscussion
This chapter has introduced the basic concepts of sets, fuzzy sets and fuzzy
objects. For fuzzy objects, the uncertainty aspects in procedures of object
extraction were explained, and the approaches to handle these uncertainties
were reviewed. A unified syntactic representation of fuzzy objects was
presented.
Discussions found in the literature generally emphasize one kind of
uncertainty of objects, either in data measurement or in class definition. The
stochastic model is often used to represent uncertainty in measurement of
geometric locations and thematic attributes; fuzzy models are mainly used to
describeuncertaintyinclass definition.
However,asshown inSubsection 3.7.2,theuncertainty ofgeometry isnot
onlyaproblemofboundary location,but isalsorelated tovagueness of object
definition. Forexample,vaguenessinclassdefinition willresult infuzzy spatial
extent and indeterminate boundary of object in image interpretation. Therefore,
fuzzy models should be integrated into the description of uncertainty in
geometric aspects. Furthermore, errors in measurement data might result in
misclassification orin 'wrong' shapeofobjects.Forexample,anincorrectdata
value for a pixel may lead to mis-classification, and position errors in image
data may result in an object being assigned the 'wrong' shape, i.e. wrong
extent. Therefore, the stochastic model should be combined with the fuzzy
model(tobediscussedinChapter4).

Theconceptofacrispboundaryofanobjectisonlyvalidwhenthefacebelongstothe
object (Part[f, O] = 1) and the edge has the face on either the left or right side.
Therefore,Equation3-8isvalidonlyforfuzzyobjects.
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The procedure for identifying fuzzy objects from field sampling data has
notbeenthoroughlyinvestigated andformalized yet.InChapter5Idescribemy
investigation of the procedure and the tracking of the propagation of
uncertainties. Furthermore, existing approaches do not describe the interrelationships between various fuzzy aspects of objects (e.g. the effect of
uncertainties in thematic aspects on geometric aspects). This aspect is also
discussed intheChapter5.
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CombinationofErrorsandFuzziness*
4.1

Introduction

Uncertaintyrefers toourincompleteandinexactknowledgeoftheworld,which
hasadirecteffect onthepredictionswewanttomakeinenvironmental studies.
Any seriousevaluation andprediction should giveestimates of uncertaintiesin
theresults.
As explained in Chapter 3, we can distinguish two types of uncertainty.
The first results from errors in measurement, and the second is related to
fuzziness inclass definition. Although these twotypesof uncertainty are often
discussed separately, in this chapter they will be discussed in combination.
Section4.2introducesdatauncertainty. Section4.3discussesthesimilarityand
differences betweenerrorsandfuzziness intermsofprobability andpossibility.
After giving aclear definition of these two kinds of uncertainties, Section 4.4
explains how they can be combined mathematically. Section 4.5 and Section
4.6 present the case study. Finally, the major findings are summarized in
Section4.7.

4.2

Datauncertainty

Data uncertainty means that the true value of a parameter is unknown (or
unknowable). It has to do with our observations of nature or society: we are
unsure of what exactly we are observing or measuring. Two sources of data
uncertainty aresamplingandmeasurementerrors.
• Samplingerror
Many geographical studies are concerned with the spatial distribution of a
variable, such as altitude or rainfall, which varies continuously from place to
place. For a large area it would be impossible to measure the value of this
ThischapterisbaseduponChengetal. (1997).
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variableateverypoint.Almostalways,weareonlyabletomeasureasmallpart
of theobject of interest. We must make (sometimes unjustified orun-testable)
assumptionsaboutoursamplingstrategy. Thiscausessamplingerror.Thetype
and magnitude of these errors can be determined by repeated sub-sampling or
bymoreexhaustivesampling.Anexampleofsamplingerroristhatwecanonly
measuretheheightof samplingpoints alongacoastalprofile, notall thepoints
inthetestarea.
• Measurementerror
When the sampling is repeated for a variable at the same location, the
observations aredifferent. Forexample,repeated measurement of adistancein
landsurveyingusuallygivesdifferent results.Sometimessomevariablesshould
satisfy a relationship theoretically, but the actual observations do not give
agreement with the rules. For example, the total value of three angles of a
planar triangle should be equal to 180°, but in practice it is not always true.
Anotherexampleofmeasurement errorismeasuring theheightofthesampling
points along the coastal profiles: the observation value of a point will be
different ifwerepeatthemeasurement severaltimes.
Thedifference between repeated observations andbetween anobservation
and its theoretical value is due to errors associated with observations. These
errors are inevitable due to the limits of human ability, instruments and the
circumstances under which observation takes place. These errors are usually
random. They can bedetermined from the characteristics of the device andby
repeated sampling. They are stochastic, therefore one may apply probability
theory (e.g.normal distribution) to describe these 'random errors', in termsof
mathematicalexpectationandvariance(HoggandCraig,1970).
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Probabilityvs.possibility

Errors and fuzziness aredifferent both conceptually and theoretically. Error is
associated with data uncertainty and can be described by probability theory.
Fuzziness isassociated with class definition and can be handled by possibility
(fuzzy set)theory. Probability expresses the likelihood that acertain eventwill
occur.Possibility describeseventambiguity.Itmeasuresthedegreetowhichan
event occurs. In simple words, whether an event occurs is 'random'. To what
degree it occurs is 'fuzzy'. For example, If you ask the question "Is therean
apple in the refrigerator?" the answer will be related to probability. Now,
suppose youknowthat there isahalf-eaten apple inthefridge. If you ask,"To
whatdegree isthereanapple intherefrigerator?" then this isaquestion witha
fuzzy answer,evenif onthisoccasion it is still 0.5 (Openshaw andOpenshaw,
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1997).Moredetailed discussion aboutprobability andpossibility can be found
inZimmerman(1984).
In reality, errors and fuzziness often occur simultaneously and should be
dealtwithtogether.Asdiscussed inChapter 2,thedefinition of landscapeunits
is generally not crisp, therefore different surveyors may judge a real world
situationdifferently, from casetocaseandfrom timetotime,whenmappingit.
Infact, alltheunitdefinitions arevagueasnocrispboundarycanbe identified
todifferentiate the landscape units.If an area has a height value -7.0m, it is
difficult to decide whether it should be classified as offshore or foreshore. In
practice, it may be 50% offshore and 50% foreshore, indicating that these
landscape units, which form a continuum in space, cannot be defined in a
traditional, crisp way. For that reason, the concept of fuzzy objects was
introduced in Chapter 3. Furthermore, errors in profile measurements should
notbeignored inthesubsequentanalysis.Therefore, Idiscussthecombination
oferrorsandfuzziness in classification.

4.4

Uncertaintiescombiningerrorsandfuzziness

Uncertain reasoning models usually include three components (Molenaar,
1998a):(1)uncertainty of thedata value,(2)uncertainty of primitiveevidence
and(3)uncertainty oftheclassdefinition orintention.Toelaboratethesethree
uncertainty aspects, let us take an example of classification, such as "if
bx <z^b2 thenzbelongstoClassA". Thethreeuncertainty aspectsmaybe:
(1) uncertainty ofthedata istheuncertainty oftheobservation ofz, whichcan
berepresentedbystandarddeviationofmeasurement.
(2) uncertainty of the class refers to the definition of Class A in terms of
observation z not being clear, as the landscape units are not crisp. In this
case, the crisp boundary (b\,fc2)of the class may be converted into a
transition zone and use a fuzzy membership function to describe the
uncertaintyintherule(cf. section3.3.2).
(3) uncertainty of evidence refers to the uncertainty of evidence used for
inference.Forexample,whenweusearemotesensingimagetoidentify the
distributionofvegetation, weusuallydon't haveenoughevidencetoassign
a grid cell to either a grassland or to a maize crop if we only use the
spectral information. In this study, however, there is no evidence
uncertainty andtherefore itwillnotbediscussedhere.
Therefore, the uncertainty of the classification should be approached from
uncertainty indataand uncertainty inclassdefinition. Ifthere isnouncertainty
intheobservation,theuncertainty oftheclassification willbetheuncertaintyof
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the class. But if there are uncertainties in the observation and in the class
definition, the calculation of uncertainty of classification is a relatively
complicatedprocedure.
Heuvelink and Burrough (1993) discussed error propagation in
cartographic modeling using crisp and fuzzy classifications. They illustrated
several situations that might arise when a thematic value containing error is
placed in a class defined by boundaries. When the distribution of observation
data is well within theclass boundaries, the classification iscertain, but when
theobservation distribution straddlestheboundaries,theclassification resultis
uncertain. They used theMonte Carlo method to obtain thepossible classand
corresponding membership value for these uncertain cases. However, the
influence of error on the classification result cannot be calibrated in an
explicitly analytical form in the Monte Carlo method. I analyzed the error
propagation inananalytical approach bygeneralizingthepossible situationsof
classification intothefour casesindicatedinTable4-1.
Table4-1Combination oferrorsand fuzziness.
observation
Error-free
classification
(1)Booleanoperation
Crisp
(2)Fuzzyoperation

Fuzzy

Containingerrors
(3)Booleanoperation
withprobability
(4) Fuzzyoperationwith
probability

Case1:thedefinition oftheclassiscertain (crisp)andthevalueofobservation
is error-free.
Assuming a class is defined by crisp boundaries represented as (b\, b2), the
classification result only depends on the value (z) of the observation. If the
valueisintheinterval of(b\,b2),thentheobservation belongstotheclasswith
full membership = 1. Otherwise, it does not belong to the class or has
membership = 0. This case can be represented by a Boolean membership
function
MF(z)

1.0
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0 z<bt
MF{z)=\ bi<z<b2
(4-1)
0 z>b2
where MF(z)is the value of the membership
bl
z
function forzFigure4.1Combination oferrorsandfuzziness - Case1.
MF(i)
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Case2:thedefinition oftheclassisfuzzy, thevalueofobservationiserrorfree.
Incontrast withcrispclassboundaries,fuzzy classboundariesaretobeapplied
and the Boolean membership function is replaced by a fuzzy membership
function, as shown in Figure 4.2. In general, I assume that the membership
function can be represented by three compound membership functions as
follows,

MFt(z) (z<bt)
MF(z)= MF2(z) (bx<z<b2)
MF3(z) (z>b2)
b,

(4-2)

b,

Figure4.2Combination oferrorsandfuzziness - Case2.
where MF(z)is the value of the fuzzy membership function corresponding to
the observation value z, MFiz) represents different membership functions
dependingonthevalueofz-Normally,MF2(z)= 1.
Case3:thedefinition oftheclassiscertain,thevalueofobservationcontains
randomerror.

MF(z)

,

l.(

Lfctt

**/
t•

V

t*

*•

Figure4.3Combination oferrorsandfuzziness - Case3.
The problem now is to evaluate the value of the membership function that a
point (Pi)belongs to a crisp class (hr) when it has an observed value z that
containsrandomerror.Itisassumed thatzhasanormal distributionj(z\zo) with
meanzo and astandard deviationa .The likelihood that thereal height of P, is
Zocanberepresentedas IXzo\z).
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The membership function MF(z)can be calculated by the convolution of
the membership function MF(zo) (defined Equation 4-1) and the likelihood
function L(zo\z),
+~

MFiz)=JMF(z0)•Hz - z0 |z)•dzo
=0-j^Uz-z0)dzo+h^'Uz-z0)-dz0+ofJUz-z0ydz0
=Ub1<z0<b2\z} =

(4-3)

L(z0<b2\z)-Uz0<bl\z)

Thecertainty of the classification of zo isdetermined bythe likelihood of
Zofalling intheinterval (b\,b2).Itimpliesthattheprobability istransferred into
thefuzziness of classification.
Case4: the definition of the class is fuzzy, the value of the observation
containingerror.

b,

b2

Figure4.4Combination oferrorsandfuzziness - Case4.
This occurs when fuzziness (Case 2) and errors (Case 3) are combined.
However, we can treat this as a general case of Case 3 by replacing its crisp
classification by the fuzzy classification consisting of three sub-parts (defined
in Equation 4-2). So the value of the membership function MF(z) can be
evaluatedas
MF(z)=£ MFl(z0)•Uz- z0)dz0 +$MF2(z0)-Uz- z0)dz0
+ j+b~MF3(z0)-Uz-z0)dzo
=Px[MFX(Zo)]+P2[MF2(z0)]+P3[MF3(Zo)]

(4-4)

MF{z) is the value of the membership function of the classification
corresponding to the observation value z, and Pi[MFi(zo)] is the probability
valueforeachsub-partofthemembershipfunction defined inEquation4-2.
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Equation 4-4isageneral representation of the membershipfunction value
for cases of fuzziness combining probabilities. It can be adapted to other
situations inwhich thezonesof (-°°,bx),(M+°°)arefurther divided intosmall
intervals with different membership functions (see, for example, Section 4.5,
Casestudy).

4.5

Casestudy

(1) fuzzy membershipfunction forheightclasses
We use the fuzzy set approach to represent vagueness in the definition of the
landscape units discussed in Chapter 2. Afuzzy membership function is used
instead of crisp classification criteria. According to (Burrough, 1989), the
membership function should ensure that the degree of the membership is 1at
thecenterofthesetandthatitfalls off inanappropriatewaythroughthe fuzzy
boundaries to the regions outside the set where it takes the value 0.The point
wherethemembershipvalueis0.5 iscalled thecross-overpoint. Ihavechosen
the boundaries b\ and b2 (Table 2-1) to be the cross-over points and have
defined the transition zones d\ and d2. For example, the height range of the
transition of foreshore to beach is 2 m, as some experts set -6 m to be the
closure depth while others set it at -8 m. Therefore, the crisp definitions for
coastal landscape units in Table 2-1 have been modified into the fuzzy
definitions inTable4-2.

Table4-2Fuzzydefinition forcoasta
landscapeunits.
rfi(m)
ClassCode LandscapeUnit
Mm)
Mm)
1
Foreshore
-6.0
-1.1
2.0
-1.1
2.0
0.5
2
Beach
2.0
25.0
0.5
3
Foredune
Note: b\andb2representthecross-overpointsofthelandscapeunits;
d\andd2representthehalf-width oftransitionzones.

d2(ja)

0.5
0.5
3.0

A trapezoidal membership function (Figure 4.5) is defined to represent the
fuzzy definition of the landscape units, wherez isthe height value of the grid
cell.
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MFu,
1.0

0.5

0 (z<bi-di)
1
(z+<fi-Z>i)(fei-rf.^z^i+Ji)
2d\
MF(z)= 1 {b&d£z<b
^,<z<£»22-d2)
-rf2)
1

2d2

(z-d 2-b2)(b2-di<z<bi+d2)

0 (Z>Z>2+^2)

Figure4.5 Fuzzy membership function ofclassification of landscape units.

(2) errors intheinterpolated height values
The accuracy of the interpolated height values of each grid cell depends on two
aspects. One is the observation error of the sample points, which is related to
many factors of measurement, such as instruments and atmospheric conditions.
The other aspect is error of interpolation, depending on the validity of the
interpolation functions. Functions used for height interpolation assume a certain
degree of smoothness of the surface. Actual deviation of the real topographic
surface from the interpolated surface isconsidered asrandom. The interpolation
accuracy is determined from the difference between the interpolated values and
the values obtained with high accuracy (which can be considered as a fieldcheck method). This implies that data of higher accuracy are considered as the
mean of the interpolated values. Assuming that the height observations are
independent and normally distributed, the variance can be calculated by
summing the squares of the difference between the interpolated value and the
mean. This approach has been adopted by RWS-MD to access the accuracy of
their digital elevation model (Huising et al., 1996). As I use the same kind of
sample data and the same interpolation method, I assume their experimental
result (a =0.15m) represents the uncertainty of the height value of each grid
cell.
(3) fuzzy classification of stochastic height values
As the height value of the grid cells is stochastic, the fuzzy membership value
of a grid cell to each class may be calculated according to Equation 4-4 by
adopting the fuzzy membership function as defined in Equation 4-5. Equation
4-6 isevaluated for the interpolated height valuez of each grid cell with respect
tothedifferent types of landscape units.
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4.6

Resultsofthecasestudy

4.6.1 Errorinfluence oncrispclassification
The crisp object definition defined in Chapter 2 (seeTable 2-1)is used to
discuss the effect of errors. The effect of the stochastic observations was
evaluatedfor a =0.15m(Series 1),0.30m(Series2),0.45m(Series3),0.60m
(Series 4)and2.0m(Series 5),respectively. Themembership valuesforeach
grid cell belonging totheheight classes were calculated using Equation4-3.
Figure 4.6 shows that the membership value of each grid cell to each class
decreases with increase in a (where Series 1 toSeries 5represents these five
error levels). There is a slight difference between the first four cases; for
a =2.0m,however,thesedifferences becomesignificantly larger.
The identification offuzzy objects based upon these classification results
will bediscussed in Chapter 5.Here wepresent mapping results based upon
FC-object model (cf. Section 5.3). Inthefirstfour cases,theobjects identified
had thesame spatial extentsandboundaries.Butwhen a =2.0m,65grid cells
changed theirclasstypeand theextentsoftheobjects identified were different
from thefirstfour series.Onchecking theheight valuesofthese changed grid
cells,itwasnotedthatthesevaluesarearoundtheclassboundaries(-1.1mand
2.0m).Themaximummembershipvaluesofthesegridcellswerelessthan0.5,
implying that when standard deviation grows too large (2.0m),the objects
mapped out will be different. Figure 4.8 presents the modeling results for
a =0.15mand a=2.0m;theresults ofother three series were very similarto
thoseof a =0.15m.
4.6.2 Errorinfluence onfuzzy classification
Byassigningatobe0.15m,0.30m,0.45 m,0.60 mand2.0mandcalculating,
respectively, fuzzy membershipvaluesforeachgrid cell accordingtoEquation
4-6,similarconclusionsasthoseforcrispclassification werereached,i.e. there
isnoobviousdifference between thefirstfour cases (Figure4.7),butthereare
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obvious differences between these four cases and that of a =2.0m.Indeed, 59
gridcellschangedtheirclasses(Figure4.9E).
4.6.3 Discussion
In the case studied there is no obvious difference between the influences of
error on crisp and on fuzzy classifications. When the observation data values
are close to those of class boundaries, and when the standard deviation is too
large(e.g. a=2.0m),theclasstypeofgridcellsmaychange significantly.
From the experiment, Iconclude that thematic (classification) uncertainty
will influence the uncertainty of the spatial extent in the sense that the
membershipvalueofcellsrepresenting thespatialextentofthelandscape units
is lower when the accuracy of thematic data (interpolated height values)
decreases.
4.7

Summary

This chapter discusses the combined effect of uncertainties in data and in
classification criteria on classification results. Mathematical expression have
been explained to evaluate the uncertainty of classification results for four
different situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

errorfree observation dataandcrispclasses
errorfree observationdataandfuzzy classes
stochasticobservationdataandcrispclasses
stochasticobservationdataandfuzzy classes

Thedifferences between Situation 3and4wereillustrated bydescribingacase.
Thisrevealsthatthe stochastic errors had asimilar influence on bothcrispand
fuzzy classification. It is alsorevealed that thematic uncertainty will definitely
influence the uncertainty of the spatial extent of the landscape units. Further
analysis of the relationship between thematic aspects with geometric aspect is
discussed inChapter5.
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Mebership of different data quality (crisp, beach)
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Figure4.6Influenceoferrorsoncrisp classification.
(Series 1cr=0.15m,Series2 a =0.30m,Series3 a =0.45m,
Series4 o =0.60m,Series5 a =2.0m)
Membership of different data quality (fuzzy, beach)
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Figure4.7Influenceoferrorsonfuzzy classification.
(Series 1 a =0.15m,Series2 a =0.30m,Series3 a =0.45m,
Series4 a =0.60m,Series5 a =2.0m)
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Chapter 5

Identification ofSpatialExtentofFuzzyObjects*

5.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the procedure for identifying fuzzy objects from the
fuzzy classification results. It firstly investigates the procedure for extracting
objects from field observation data, for which three fuzzy object models are
proposed. The procedure to identify the spatial extents of objects in different
models is discussed in detail. The propagation of uncertainties in the
identification procedure isinvestigated thoroughly in order tohaveacomplete
understanding ofthetransformation of uncertainties from field model to object
model.Finally,thelastsection summarizesthemajor findings inthechapter.

5.2

Aprocedureforextractingobjectsfromfieldobservationdata

Asmentioned in Subsection 3.4.2, there are four approaches toextract objects
fromfield observationaldata.HereIusethesecondapproachoffield sampling,
in which field characteristics are sampled at specific points. These sparsely
distributed sample points are then interpolated to generate data for the whole
area sampled. In this study,the height values of points on coastal profiles had
beenmeasured andanelevation rastercoveringthewholetestareawascreated
after interpolation. Then the raster was classified and segmented to yield
regions that represent the spatial extent of objects.Three types of objects were
then extracted from these height data: foreshore, beach and foredune areas,
each related to a height interval. Therefore, in general, objects were extracted
fromfieldobservationdatainasix-stepprocedure:
1. Samplingdatavaluesatspecific samplepoints.
2. Interpolation of the observed data togenerate a complete raster covering
theobservedarea.
*ThischapterisbaseduponChengetal. (1998).
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3. Classification of all grid cells into pre-defined classes. Each grid cell is
assignedtoaclassintervalthatcanberelatedtooneofthenaturalunits.
4. Segmentation of the classified raster intoregions. Each contiguous setof
grid cells belonging to one class will form a region that represents the
spatialextentofaparticularnaturalunit.
5. Merging regions that are smaller than a pre-defined lower threshold for
mapping units with an adjacent region. Traditional merging methods,such
as"windowfiltering","nibbling", "dropping thelongest shared boundary",
and"maximumareamerging"(MaandZhao, 1995)canbeused.
6. Identification of objects represented by the regions, i.e. to identify the
actualobjectsrepresentedbytheregions(after merging).
In the case study, Steps 1 to 5 result in regions of the height classes. The
identification of the actual objects represented by these regions needs further
analysis.Forexample,aregion ofasandbaronaforeshore mayhavethesame
height as a beach region. After classification, this region may be initially
identified as beach. If such a region is fully contained in a foreshore area,
however,it should beidentified asasand bar instead ofasbeach.Therefore, it
isnecessary toanalyzethespatialtopological relationships between theregions
in order to identify the objects whose spatial extents are represented by these
regions.
Ifthedynamicsofnatural phenomena aretobemonitored,timeseriesdata
will be used. In such a case, the regions extracted at one epoch represent a
snapshot (a state) of the dynamic objects, and one region at that epoch
representsaparticularstateofoneobject. Inthischapterattention ispaidtothe
situationofaparticularepoch;thedynamic situation isdiscussed inChapter6.
The procedure toextract objects from field observation data is illustrated
inFigure 5.1,by acrisp example. The steps presented in this figure start with
the interpolated grid cells after Step 2. In Step 3 the grid cells are classified
into three elevation classes: 'S' (foreshore) ranging from-6 mto-1.1m, 'B'
(beach)rangingfrom-1.1 mto2mand 'D' (foredune) rangingfrom 2mto23
m.Thesegmentation of Step4 identifies threeregions.InStep5,Region 3has
been merged into Region 2 because it was initially identified as a foreshore
area, but it appeared to be fully contained in a beach area. So finally two
objects- 'S'(foreshore area)and 'B' (beacharea)areidentified inStep6.
In the procedure, data is converted from a low-level semantic form (field
sampling) to a high-level semantic form (distinct objects), mainly through
interpolation, classification, segmentation and merging. Uncertainty
propagation in the interpolation and classification has been discussed in
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Figure5.1Procedureforobject identification.
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Chapter 4. Here uncertainty propagation in the steps of segmentation and
mergingaremainlydiscussed.
Twosemanticallydifferent situationscan beconsidered: eitherthe objects
might overlap or they are considered to be spatially disjoint. This implies
different types of relationship between fuzzy spatial extents of objects.
Therefore, fuzzy object modelsfordifferent situationsarediscussed.Following
that,uncertaintytransfer insegmentation andmergingisdiscussed.

S3

Fuzzyobjectmodels

After classification, each grid cell is assigned a membership vector consisting
of the elements 0<MF[PirCk] <1(k=l, N). Here MF[P, C] represents the
membershipof grid cell Pbelonging toobject class C(seeSection 4.5),andN
isthetotalnumberofobjectclasstypes.
Theobjectsofoneclasscanthenberepresented asalayeroftheraster,so
that N layers of objects will be formed. A comparison of the N layer
classification results withtheconventional crispclassification showsthateach
layerconsistsoffuzzy regions withfuzzy boundaries.Ifeachregionrepresents
the spatial extent of an object, the object is called a fuzzy-fuzzy object (FFObject),wherethefirst 'fuzzy' meansthatitsboundaryisfuzzy andthesecond
'fuzzy' meansthat itsinterior isfuzzy, because itcontainscellsthat havebeen
assigned totheregion with acertainty less than 1 (seeFigure 5.2A). Then the
traditional crispobject canbecalledcrisp-crisp(CC-Object), whichmeansthat
theboundaryandtheinterioroftheobjectarecrisp.
There are two ways of interpreting FF-objects when we discuss objects
defined in different contexts. In some applications, fuzzy spatial overlaps
among objects are permitted. In this notation, objects are defined in different
contexts, say in soil map and the other in a land use map. Then it is quite
possible that they overlap, i.e. their semantic definition does in general not
forbid their overlap.In thiscase,the cells in the overlap region may belongto
multipleobjects.
In otherapplications area objects aredefined as being spatially disjoint in
space (in single context), i.e. they do not overlap such that each grid cell
belongs in principle to one object. If the objects form a spatial partition then
each cell belongs toexactly one object, as in the case study, where foreshore,
beachandforedune areconsidered tobespatiallydisjoint objects.Althoughthe
boundary between beach and foredune is not very crisp, a specific location
should either belong to beach or foredune, but not to both. In this case it is
necessarytocombinetheobjects ofdifferent layersintoonelayerandtoforma
complete spatial partition of the area, which can be further differentiated into
two cases. The first is that a boundary has to be set to define explicitly the
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spatial extent of objects and assign each grid cell exactly to one object; the
second is that a clear boundary cannot be defined, but that there are transition
zones between the objects. In the transition zones, no decision is made about
which object the gridcells might belong to.
To differentiate these two situations, I call objects in the first view crispfuzzy objects (CF-Object, see Figure 5.2B), which means that the conditional
boundaries between objects are crisp but the interiors of the objects arefuzzy. I
call objects in the second view fuzzy-crisp objects (FC-Object, see Figure
5.2C), wherefuzzy means that their boundaries (transition zones) arefuzzy and
crisp means that their interiors (cores) are certain.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the three fuzzy object models. It can be seen that the
FF-object has a fuzzy spatial extent, the FC-object has a crisp internal core but
a fuzzy boundary (transition zone) and the CF-object has a crisp conditional
boundary but afuzzy interior.

(A)FF-object model

(B)CF-object model

(C)FC-object model

Figure 5.2Fuzzy object models.
5.4

Propagation of uncertainty in segmentation

Section 5.3 discussed three fuzzy object models. For each fuzzy object models,
different criteria should be applied to select the grid cells that represent the
spatial extent of objects. In this section Idiscuss thesecriteria for each model.
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As argued in Section 5.1, classification and segmentation are essential to
extract objects from field observation data. The classification is uncertain in the
sense that the membership function value varies per grid cell and is less than
one. To identify spatial extent, first the grid cells have to be assigned to classes
and then segment the raster into regions with grid cells of the same classes,
which represent spatial extents of fuzzy objets. Therefore, I first discuss the
criteria for assigning the grid cells to classes based upon their fuzzy
classification result, then the criteria for segmentation. Since the spatial extents
of the objects are fuzzy, only conditional boundaries can be defined. This is
discussed in Subsection 5.4.3 (The discussion is based upon the syntactic
representation of fuzzy objects (see Subsection 3.4.3 and Section 3.8) in order
toformalize the threefuzzy object models).
Let MF[PlJt G ] represent the membership of grid cell Py belonging to
classCk>and D[Py,G ] represent the decision function assigning Py to a
region of G•
5.4.1

Assigning grid cells to classes

5.4.1.1 fuzzy-fuzzy object model
If (MF[pti, c ] >Threshold) then letD[p,j,CA=MF[Ptj,Ck];
If (MF[pit, Ci]<Threshold))

(means belonging to aregion ofCk)
then letD[p{j, CJ = 0.
(means not belonging toaregion ofC*)

5.4.1.2 fuzzy-crisp object model
If (MF[Pli,CJ =1)

then letD[Plj,C] =MF[PtJ,Ck ]=1;

(means belonging tothecoreof an object of Q)
If (0<MF[ph,c,] <1) then let Dip,,C<] = MFlPy,C,];
(means belonging tothetransition zone)

If (MF[ptj,c J =0))

then let Dtp,,,cA =0.
(means not belonging to an object of Q)

5.4.1.3 Grid cells infuzzy regions for crisp-fuzzy objects
LetNM[P.,Ct]=l-MF[PII, CJ represent no-membership, i.e. the certainty
that ptj does not belong to classC*; a °d let XM[Ptj, G ] express the
membership that plf belongs exclusively toG and not to any other classes C(
for any /* k . Because XM[Py,G ] expresses that the grid cell belongs to
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class Ck and not to any other classes, it can be derived by applying minimum
operations as
XM[Pij,Ck] =

MIN(MF[Pij,Ck],MINM(NM[Pu,Cl])).

(5-1)

As Pycan only belong to one class, it requires only one class for which the
function XM[] has maximum value for Py. If there are more classes with the
same maximum values then additional evidence is required to be able to select
a uniqueclass.Itcan berepresented as
ifXM[PV,Ck]=MAXC) {XM[Ptj,C,]) (/ =1,-•-,N)
then let D[PihCk] = XM[PihCk]
otherwise D[P,y,C ]=0.

(5-2)

Forexample,inourcase agrid cell has amembership vector
0.2
MF[P,C] = 0.7
0.1
where C/ isforeshore class, C2 isbeach classand Cj isforedune class.
So
NM[P,C] =

1-0.2

0.8

1-0.7

0.3

1-0.1

0.9

MIN(0.2,M1N(0.3,0.9))

0.2

XM[P,C] = Af/Af(0.7,MAf(0.8,0.9)) .=. 0.7
MIN(0A,M1N(0.S,03))
0.1
0.2
As XM[P,C2] =MAX

0.7 =0.7, therefore D[P, C 2 ]=0.7.
0.1

It meansthat thiscell isassigned toclass C2 (beach class) withcertainty 0.7.
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5.4.2

Segmentation

After assigning the grid cells to classes, regions of different class types can be
formed.
LetPkl€ Sa where Sa is a region of class type C* and let

PartlP^SJ^DlP^C,].
If agrid cellPysatisfies the following twoconditions:
ADJACENT[PU,Ptl] =1and D[Py,CJ * 0,
then p. ss„ and wenote Part[Pij,Sa] = D[Pij,Ck]
tobethe membership function of Pyto S„.
Ifthetwoconditions arenot satisfied, Pyg Sa, i.e. Part[Ptj,Sa]=0.

(5-3)

Since Sa represents the spatial extent of an object 0„ of Ck, the relationship
between Ptjand Oa (see Subsections 3.4.3 and 3.8.3) can bedefined as
Partly,0„] = Partly,SJ

=D[Pi}„Ck].

(5-4)

Therefore the relationship between Ptj and Oa for objects in the CF-object
model can be written as
PartlPy,Oa] = D[Ptj,Ck] =XM[P0,Ck].

(5-5)

The relationship between Pyand Onfor objects in the FF-object model and the
FC-object model can be written as
Partly ,0„] =D[Ptj,Ck] =MF[Ptj,Ck}.

(5-6)

Equations 5-5 and 5-6 express the relationship between uncertainty of the cell
belonging to the spatial extent of an object and the uncertainty of a grid cell
belonging to classes, i.e. the relationship of uncertainties between geometric
aspects and thematic aspect. It means that uncertainty of thematic aspects
(fuzzy membership function value of grid cells) is converted to geometric
aspects of the objects (fuzzy spatial extent and fuzzy boundary) through
segmentation.
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5.4.3

Boundariesand adjacency relationship between fuzzy objects

Since spatial extent is fuzzy, there is no crisp boundary between objects. After
identification ofthe spatial extent of objects, i.e. assigning gridcells toregions,
boundaries are formed, however. We can call them conditional boundaries
because they are different from crisp boundaries. In this subsection I discuss
the syntactic representation of the conditional boundaries for each fuzzy object
model (Chengetal., 1998).
According to Equation 3-6 of Subsection 3.4.3,the boundary of an object
consists of edges that have the object on one side.To check if an edge has an
object on one side, the relationship of the edge and the faces belonging to the
object should be checked.
5.4.3.1 FF-object model
Asdefined in Subsection 4.2.1, the faces of aFF-object should satisfy
Face(Oa)= Cell(Oa)={Pv\ Partly, Oa]>C}

(5-7)

where 0„is a FF-object, C is the value of threshold and Part[Pij, Oa] is defined
inEquation 5-6.
With thisfunction theconditional function can be defined:
PartiPij, 0„|c]= 1
where c isthevalueof the threshold.
And for therelationship between edges,faces and objects
Le[eh Oa\ c]=Le[ehfa] * Part\f„, Oa\ c]
Ri[eh O a |c]=JK[* h /J *Part\fmOa\c\.
They arecrispfunctions that takethe value of either 1 or0.
With theconditional function
B[eh 0„|c]=Le[eh Oa\ c]+ Ri[eh Oa\ c],
theconditional boundary of 0„atcertainty level ccanbe found:
dcOa={e\B[e,Oa\c)

=l).

(5-8)
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This means that the boundary of FF-objects is a threshold-cut boundary,
consisting oftheedges ofoutermost grid cellsof the object.
5.4.3.2 FC-object model
Transition zones between FC-objects can be defined as those cells that do not
belong to any core of the FC-objects but do belong to the intersection of the
indeterminate boundaries. The transition zones between two FC-objects
comprise thecellsthat satisfy
Face(Oa,Ob) = Cell(Oa,Ob)
={PiJ\0<Part[Pij,Oa]<landO<Part[Pij,Ob}<l}

(5 9)

"

where 0„ and Ob are two FC-objects, Part[Py, Oa] and PartiPy, Ob] is the
uncertainty of cell Pybelonging to Oaand Ob,respectively, and is defined in
Equation 5-6.For morethan twoobjects theformulas still apply.
Here wedefine the 'confusion index' (CI) for each grid cell as one minus
the difference between the maximal and second maximal membership values
(Burrough, 1996),
C/=l-(A/ad(L[^,CJ)-Max2(L[^,C ; ]))(fc,/=l

N;k*l)

(5-10)

where N is the total number of the class types, Maxl is a maximum operation
among the likelihood vectors, and Maxl is an operation to find the second
largest value from the likelihood vectors. When the likelihood function values
of adjacent grid cells are very similar, the zones of confusion divide regions
with relatively homogenous membership values. In fact, these confusion zones
indicate the presence of conditional boundaries; they are transition zones
between FC-objects.
5.4.3.3 CF-object model
For CF-objects, theconditional boundary between twoobjects isthe transition
boundary between twoclasses.A setof faces of twoobjects should satisfy
Face(Oa)=Cell(Oa)={Py\Part[Py,Oa]> Part[Py, Ob]}
and

(5-11)
Face(Ob)= Cell(Ob)={Py\Partly, Ob]>Part[Py,Oa]}.

Then the transition boundary consists of edges that have simultaneously the
cells of 0„onthe left side and thecells of Obon theright side,orthe cells ofOa
on the right side and the cells of Obon the left side.Therefore, the edges of the
boundary should satisfy
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EaJ> =[e, |S[e,,/„]=1andB[et,fb] =landfae Face(On)andfb e Face(Ob)}
Thenthetransitionboundaryis
d(Oapb) ={Na_b,EaM} and Na,b ={«,\n, e e„e,e £„,„}.
5.4.4 Summary
Here I have discussed the uncertainty propagation from classification to
segmentation, i.e. from thematic data to geometric aspects of objects. The
uncertainty of a cell belonging to classes is propagated during the spatial
segmentationtotheuncertaintyofthecellbelongingtoaregion.

5.5

Propagationofuncertaintyinmerging

Merging is a process whereby objects are combined to build a composite
element; after the process the original entities ceases to exist (Molenaar,
1998a). In a merging process, small regions are resolved into other larger
regions,which willchange theuncertainty of thecellsbelonging totheregions
andthespatialtopologicrelationshipamongtheseregions.
The merging process has to satisfy two kind criteria. One is a thematic
criterion, which specifies the (sub) classes and the geometric criterion (e.g.
size)oftheregionsthatcanbemerged.Theotherisatopologiccriterion,which
requiresthattheregionstobemergedareadjacent (Molenaar, 1998a).Herethe
following stepsareusedtoimplementthesecriteria:
(1) Calculate the area for each region, indicating the regions smaller than the
minimum-mappingunit.
(2) check the topological relationships of the indicated region with other
regions.
If it is not adjacent to another region (e.g. regions of FF-objects), it is
mergedout;stop;
If it is adjacent to only one region, it is merged into the adjacent region;
stop;
Ifitisadjacent tomanyregions,gotoStep 3.
(3) Calculate the sharpness of boundary (edges of the outmost cells) of the
regiontobemerged.
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Wang & Hall (1996) defined the sharpness of a boundary for the polygon
map of nominal properties based upon the purity of polygons. Here I adopt
the concept of sharpness for the boundary of the regions. If an edge e has
grid cell Pi<H and PtJ on its left and right side, the sharpness of the edge
can bedefined as
Sharpnessie) =^ £ | X L [ / > , , - , , C i ] - X 4 / V C J

(5-12)

where XL[P, C\ refers to the membership of grid cell P exclusively
belonging toclass C,N isthetotal number oftheclasstypes of features.
(4) Compare the sharpness of the edges of the boundary, resolving the edge
that has the minimum value of sharpness. The class type of the cell is
changed to the class type of the region that it is merged into. The
uncertainty of thecell belonging to the new region iscalculated based upon
Equation 5-5 orEquation 5-6.
(5) Repeat Steps 3 to 4 until all the grid cells of the small regions have been
merged tootherregions.
An example of calculating the sharpness of edges of a boundary and resolving
edges follows. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, there is a small region containing
only one grid cell.The fuzzy membership values of the grid cell tothree classes
are {0.1, 0.2, 0.7}.Its four neighbors, grid cells 1,2,3and 4 have the following
fuzzy membership values to the three classes: Cell 1{0.8,0.0, 0.2},Cell 2{0.9,
0.0, 0.1},Cell 3(0.0, 0.9, 0.1} and Cell 4(0.0, 0.8, 0.2}.The sharpness of the
four edgescan becalculated as:
|0.1-0.8|+|0.2-0.0|+|0.7-0.2|
Sharpness^=•!
!—!
!—!
-1= 0.46
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Sharpness2 =*

10.1- 0.9|+10.2- 0.0| +10.7—O.ll
!—'
!—!
3.= 0.53

Sharpness^ =i

|0.1- 0.0|] +10.2- 0.9|+10.7- 0.ll
—*
LJ
L- 0.46

Sharpness^ =i

|0.1- 0.0| +10.2- 0.8| +10.7- 0.2|
!—!
LJ
L=0.40
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Therefore, the sharpness of Edge4 is lowest and will beresolved. Hence, the cell
will bechanged toClass Bwithcertainty 0.2.

Figure5.3 Merging process.
(A) Classification result (B)Four edgesof thesmall regionC
(C) Merging result

5.6

Case study

This section describes the identification of the fuzzy spatial extent of objects in
our case study; i.e. the identification of spatial extent of foreshore, beach,
foredune inthecoastal region ofAmeland.
5.6.1

Modeling byCrisp-Crisp Object Model

First, I mapped the spatial extent of these landscape units based upon the crisp
definition summarized in Table 2-1. After interpolation, the grid cells were
classified intothreeclasses of landscape units (applying Equation 4-1). There are
grid cells that have height values of (-6.07 m) and (-6.15m) that do not fall
into any of the specified classes. They are classified as unknown. After
segmentation, five regions were formed, including one region of unknown class.
Checking the area of each region, two regions, including the one of unknown
class, were smaller than thepredefined minimum sizeof the mapping units. They
were merged with adjacent areas. Therefore, three regions were finally formed.
Figure5.4 presents themodeling result.
According to the fuzzy definition of these landscape units (Table 3-2), each
grid cell has three membership values to thethree classes, as shown inFigure 5.5
A, Band C.
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H
|

(A)

(C)

Foreshore
Bfich
| Fortdune

(D)

Figure5.4 Results ofCC-Object Model.
(A) Original height values (B) Mapof classes
(C) Segmented regions (D) Regions after merging
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Figure5.5 Fuzzy classification results.
(A) Membership valueof belonging to foreshore
(B) Membership valueof belongtobeach
(C) Membership valueof belonging to foredune

HereIderivetheobjects for different fuzzy object models.
5.6.2

Modeling by Fuzzy-Fuzzy Object Model

FF-objects are formed according to the rules of Subsection 5.4.1.1; the results
are shown in Figure 5.6. The edges of the outmost grid cells of each object are
the conditional boundaries, with a threshold of 0.2. Figure 5.6 A, B and C each
represent a layer with objects of one type. When these layers are overlaid, it is
clear that these regions overlap. The fuzzy spatial extent of the objects is shown
inFigure5.6 D toF.
5.6.3

Modeling byFuzzy-Crisp Object Model

Figure 5.7 A represents the core of the FC-objects. These objects have been
formed according to the rules of Subsection 5.4.1.2. Figure 5.7 B represents the
'confusion index (C/)' as defined in Subsection 5.4.3.2. According to the
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definition of CI, the cells with values approximately equal to 1 represent
transition zones among FC-objects. By combining Figures 5.7 A and B, FCobjects can beshown as inC.

(B)

(E)
(F)
Figure5.6 Results of FF-Object model.
(A) FF-objects belongtoforeshore* (B)FF-objects belongtobeach*
(C) FF-objects belong to foredune*
(D)- (F) FF-objects of (A)- (C) with fuzziness
(•threshold =0.2)

Figure5.7 Results ofFC-Object model.
(A) Cores of FC-objects (B)Confusion index (CI) (C) FC-objects with fuzziness
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5.6.4

Modeling byCrisp-Fuzzy Object Model

The modeling result of the CF-object model is shown in Figure 5.8. Figure A
shows the spatial extent of CF-objects. These objects were formed according to
the rules of Subsection 5.4.1.3. Figure 5.8 B represents the uncertainty of cells
belonging to the objects. Combining the uncertainty with the object gives the
result shown in C. D shows the transition boundaries among these three objects
(belonging tothreeclasses).

ri^n
(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure5.8 Results of CF-Object model.
(A) CF-object Model (B) Uncertainty of cells belonging to objects
(C)Objects with uncertainty (D)Conditional boundaries between regions
(darker means greater uncertainty)

5.7

Discussion

Since a beach should be adjacent to a foreshore area and to a foredune area, the
following topological relationships between objects should be satisfied after
merging.
•
•

a beach area onlyadjacent toforeshore must bereclassified as a sand bar
a beach area only adjacent to foredune area must be reclassified as
'blowout' or 'dune valley'.

These criteria can be used to guide object identification, as illustrated in Section
5.2. However, the temporal information can also be used (see Chapter 6) to
identify objects.
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5.8

Summary

Thischapterpresentsanapproachfor identifying spatialextentoffuzzy objects
from field observation data. Conventionally, the boundary of objects will be
identified first and then their spatial extent. However, when there arenocrisp
boundaries between objects, the fuzzy spatial extent of objects should be
identified first. Conditionalboundariescanthenbeformed.
The propagation of uncertainties in the procedure of segmentation and
merging is analyzed in this chapter. Uncertainty of thematic aspects is
convertedtogeometricaspectsoftheobjectsthroughthesetwosteps.
Thischapter proposes three fuzzy object modelstorepresent objects with
fuzzy spatial extents for different situations. TheFF-object model is useful to
model fuzzy objects that spatially overlapeachother,and theFC-object model
andCF-objectsmodel aresuitablefor modelingfuzzy objects thatarespatially
disjoint. The identification of objects by these models is illustrated by a case
fromcoastalgeomorphology.
So far, I have discussed uncertainty in object extraction through
sampling categorization. The next chapter (Chapter 6) explains how the
dynamicscanbeevaluatedfortheobjectsobtainedbythismethod.
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DynamicsofFuzzyObjects"
6.1

Introduction

Fuzzy regions can be extracted from field observation data (Chapter 5),but a
further step is needed to identify the objects that are represented by these
regions.Conventionally, this stepisbased on interpretation bydomain experts
or by afield check. Afterwards, changes in objects are detected bycomparing
their states at different epochs. The processes the objects have undergone are
thenanalyzedbytheexperts.
This chapter describes a method for identifying the objects and detecting
their dynamics automatically, based upon the regions obtained at different
epochs.Thechapterisstructured asfollows. Section6.2introducestheconcept
ofstateandprocesstodescribethedynamicsofnaturalphenomena.Section 6.3
develops a method to identify the objects and their dynamics, based upon the
fuzzy spatial extent (regions) extracted at different epochs. In particular, the
assumption of the method, the spatial relationship between the regions, and
state transitions of objects are discussed. The practical usefulness of the
advocated method isillustrated inSection 6.4 through acasestudy.Sincethese
objects arefuzzy, theirchanges will befuzzy. Therefore, Section 6.5 discusses
changesofthesefuzzy objects andtheuncertainties ofthosechanges.The final
section (6.6)summarizesthemajorfindings ofthechapter.

6.2

Stateandprocess

Inpreviouschapters,naturalphenomenahavebeeninterpreted asobjects.Their
thematic descriptions can beexpressed through apredefined attribute structure
(cf. Subsection 3.4.1), whereas their geometric descriptions can be expressed
through their spatial extent. Therefore, the dynamics of the objects can be
represented aschangesoftheirthematicattributevaluesandspatialextent.

ThischapterisbaseduponChengandMolenaar(1997,1998b, 1998c).
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Sometimes,thespatialextentofanobjectmightchange(e.g.theboundary
lines identifying a land parcel may vary over time), while its thematic aspect
(the owner of the parcel) does not. Sometimes, thematic attributes associated
with the object may vary over time without changing its geometry (e.g. the
vegetation typeof aspecific parcel might bedifferent for different years).But
fornaturalphenomena,thegeometricaspectsofanobject generallychangedue
toachangeinthematic aspects.If the valuesofthethematic attributes atsome
locations change beyond a specific threshold, this may cause changes in the
spatial extent of natural phenomena. Thus, I mainly consider changes of
geometry,suchasshift, mergeandsplit,thatareduetochangesofthethematic
aspectsofthephenomena
The terms 'state' and 'process' represent the dynamics of natural
phenomena. 'State' defines the thematic and geometric attribute values of
natural phenomena at a specific time, and 'process' describes the physical
change or transition between states. State is usually monitored at a fixed
temporal interval,suchasoneday,onemonth,oneyearortenyears.Processis
analyzedbycomparingstateswiththeintentofdetectingchange.

6.3

Identification ofstatetransitions

Thedynamicsofobjectsaremonitored throughtimeseriesdata(Figure6.1).At
a fixed temporal interval, the states of objects are monitored by field
observationandarerepresented bythespatialextentsastheyappearat different
epochs.Then links between regions at twoconsecutive epochs should bebuilt
to form a historical line of an object. For example, Region 1 is linked with
Region4,and4with7,representingthelifeline ofObject 1;Region 2islinked
with Region 5,representing the lifeline of Object 2;Region 3 with Region 6,
representing the lifeline of Object 3; Region 5 with 8 and region 6 with 8,
representing thelifeline ofObject 4.Thisprocedure isusuallydonebydomain
experts. Afterwards, the processes the objects involved in such as a shift, are
alsoanalyzed.Thetemporalrelationships between objects arealsoderived,e.g.
Object 2and Object 3havemerged intoanew Object 4.This section proposes
an approach for analyzing the relationships of regions and for identifying
objectsandtheirprocessesautomatically.
6.3.1 Assumptionofthemethod
The procedure in Section 5.3 is used to derive the regions that represent the
spatial extents of objects ateach epoch.Theregions atdifferent epochscanbe
linked to form the lifeline of an object. When this is done, the object can
actuallybeidentified. Thiscan berealized based ontheassumption that froma
long-term point of view natural phenomena change gradually. Especially the
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change of the coastal zone in the case study of Chapter 2 can be regarded as
continuous (Galton, 1997)and slow, so that the objects can be considered to be
rather stable.Theapproach developed in this section isdesigned for such cases.

Observation

State 1

State 2

State 3

Object 1

Object 2

Z ^ ^

Object 3

Object 4

Figure 6.1 States and processes.

Under this assumption, two regions that are the spatial extents at different
epochs of one and the same object should have an overlap that is larger than
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their overlaps with the spatial extent of any other object. Therefore, wecan find
the successor of a region at epoch t„ by calculating its spatial overlaps with all
regions that appeared at epoch tn+\. The one with maximum overlap can be
identified asthe successor.
6.3.2

Similarity indicators

The overlap of two regions Saand Sbcan be found through the intersection of
theircell sets.Itisa very simpleraster-based operation.
Overlap[Sa, Sb]=Cells(S.) n Cells(Sb)

(6-1)

where Cells(Sa) and Cells(Sb) represents the sets of grid cells belonging to
region 5„andSb,respectively.
As the regions are uncertain, the spatial overlap measured between two
regions should take their fuzziness into account. The possibility of a grid cell
being part oftheoverlapof twofuzzy regions can bedefined as(Dijkmeijer and
Hoop, 1996):
Overlap[Sa,Sb\Py]=MIN{Part[ptj, Sa],Part[ptj, s„])

(6-2)

where Part[Pjj, Sa] and Part[Pij, Sb], which represents the certainty of the grid
cell Ptjbelonging to S„ and to Sb,respectively, are defined as in Equation 5-4.
The unit size of P,j is considered to be 1here, so that the size of a fuzzy region
Sisdefined as
Size(S) = 'Zp Partip^S] where Ptje Cells(S).

(6-3)

The sizeof theoverlap of twofuzzy regions is then
SOverlap(S„,Sb) =lp.. Overlap[Sa, Sfc|/>,]

(6^)

where Ptje Cells(Sn) <~\Cells(Sb)•
From the spatial overlap between regions, we can match regions that are
spatially related. Let 7?,be the set of regions at epoch Th and let Sn e Rt and
Sb€ R2. The following indicators can be used to evaluate the types of
relationship between regions at twoepochs.
The relativefuzzy overlap between tworegions can bedefined as
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ROverlap(Sb IS„)=SOverlap(Sa, Sb)ISize(S„)
ROverlap(Sa \Sb) =SOverlap(Sa, Sb)' Size(Sb)

(6-5)
(6-6)

where ROverlap(Sb\Sa) represents the ratio of the overlap to the size of S„
(relativefuzzy overlap to Sa );ROverlap(Sb\Sa) is the ratio of the overlap to the
size ofSb(relativefuzzy overlap to Sb).
The similarity oftwofuzzy regionscan bedefined as
Similarity..Sb)= ?0verla^Sb)
4Size{Sa)-Size(Sb)

6.3.3

(6.?)

State transitions

Using indicators of relativefuzzy overlap and similarity of twofuzzy regions,
object statetransitions can be identified between twoepochs.Seven
fundamental cases are shown in

Table 6-1.The combinations of indicator functions behave differently for these
seven cases. The state transition of objects can be identified by the following
steps.
For all SbeR2 compute Size (Sb)
For all Sa e /?, do
>compute Size (S„)
For all Sb€ R2
>compute
SOverlapiSa,Sb)
>compute
Roverlap(Sb\Sa),
Roverlap(Sa\Sb),
Similarity(Sa,Sb)
>evaluate
shiftiS*;Sb),
expand(Sa;Sb),
shrink(S„;Sb)
>evaluate
split(S„; ...5/,,...),
appeariSh)
>evaluate
merge(..., S„,...; Sb),
disappear(Sa)
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6.3.4

Dynamic objects

The procedure of the previous subsection can be used to identify relationships
between regions, which represent possible dynamic relationships (state
transitions) between objects at two different epochs. Acomplete lifeline for each
object can be built by linking all its states. Regions thus related can be linked to
form lifelines of objects that may have 'shifted', 'expanded' or 'shrunk' in two
successive epochs. Regions that appear at a specific moment represent new
objects, and regions that vanish at some moment represent disappearing objects.
Furthermore, 'merging' and 'splitting' objects can be identified. The lifelines
constructed represent dynamic objects. Theprocedure will be applied to the case
study inthe next section.

6.4

Case study

6.4.1

Identified fuzzy regions indifferent years

As discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.2, five steps including sampling,
interpolation, classification, segmentation and merging were implemented to
identify fuzzy regions for each year. The regions formed are based upon theCFobject models, illustrated by Figure 6.2, where the numbers in the figure are the
identifiers of theregions used inTable 6-2.

Figure6.2 Classified regions.

6.4.2

Identified fuzzy objects andtheir dynamics

Regions are extracted per year, whereas objects might exist several years, i.e.
their lifelines are represented by a sequence of regions, each of which represents
thegeometric stateof anobject inoneyear.
Lifelines of objects wereconstructed by evaluating therelationships between
regions for two successive years, i.e. by identifying the type of state transition
between S„ and Sbbased upon the indicators according to the situations indicated
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inTable 6-1. To assign indicators tothehigh or low levels requires intuition, and
therefore, expert knowledge. Further research is required to establish threshold
for these indicators.
The fuzzy sizes of these regions and the fuzzy overlap of regions of
successive years are shown inTable 6-2. The indicators of Subsection 6.3.2 can
nowbeevaluated; with these wecan linktheregions by several lines (as shownin
Table 6-2), which indicates that the regions connected by these lines are most
likely the representations of the spatial extent of an object in successive years.
For example, Region 1 is linked with Region 4, Region 4 with 8, 8 with 11;
Region 3islinked with Region 6, 6with 10, 10with 14.In 1990wenoticethat a
new region had been formed (Region 7). By checking the overlap of Region 7
with regions in 1989 and 1991, we identified overlap with Regions 3 and 10.
Therefore thesethreeregions arealsolinked bylines.

Table6-2 Fuzzyoverlaps andlinksbetween fuzzy regions.
Year
Region
Area
Overlap withregions in next year Class Type
1989
1
1108.1 937.5
81.8
0.0
0.0 Foreshore
-2
1246.8 106.3 1104.8
9.2
0.0 Beach
644.3
0.0
12.7 572.5
27.5 Foredune
1990

4 \
*5

"6 /
7

1991

\

8\1
9X

lo' j

Foreshore
Beach
Foredune
Beach

1138.7
1229.7
586.8
28.0

975.0
76.0
0.0
0.0

76.0
1129.5
0.0
0.0

0.0
2.6
564.3
26.3

1101.3
1260.1
609.8

862.7
87.3
0.0

116.9
1146.6
3.3

6.4
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.5
605.7

Foreshore
Beach
Foredune

1004.9
1288.7
6.4
625.7

751.5
119.3
0.0
0.0

6.8
1101.1
1.6
2.7

0.0
38.9
4.6
0.0

0.0
2.8
0.0
604.4

Foreshore
Beach
Foreshore
Foredune

t

1992

ii !
12/
13
14

For example, for Region 1in 1989 (5|) and Region 4 in 1990 (54), Soverl(S\,S4)
= 937.531, andSizeiSt) = 1108.1,Size{SA) = 1138.7. So
RovelapiSiI54)= 937.5/l 138.7=0.823
RovelapiSJSO= 937.5/1108.1 =0.846
Similarity(Si^A) =0.835
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Therefore, thesetworegions are very similar and can beconsidered as instances
of the sameobject (herecalled Object 1)at twoepochs.As there are differences
between the boundaries of these two regions, Object 1 is considered to have
shifted from Region 1in 1989toRegion 4 in 1990.
A similar conclusion is valid for Region 3 in 1989 (53) and Region 6 in
1990(S6),where:
ROvelap(S3\S6)=572.5/644.3 = 0.819
ROvelapiStlSi) =572.5/586.8 = 0.976
Similarity(S3,S6) =0.894.
Therefore, these tworegions, too, are instances of the same object (Object
3)attwoepochs.
We alsocalculated theindicators for Region 3(53)and Region 7(S7),
ROvelap&lSi) = 27.5/644.3= 0.043
ROvelapiS^-,) = 27.5/28.0= 0.982
Similarity(S3,Si)=0.205.
I conclude that these two regions are not similar to each other, but that
Region 7 is more or less contained in Region 3. It can be identified as a new
object appearing in 1990, and is split from Object 3 (Region 3 represents its
spatial extent in 1989). By analyzing the overlap between regions of 1990 and
1991, I found that Region 7 disappeared in 1991:it had merged into Object 3
(Region 10 in 1991). Using the above approach, the objects and the processes
the objects had evolved into were identified, as illustrated by Figure 6.3. The
icons represent the regions (states) of objects at different times. The symbols
represent the types of state transition. The figure shows that Object 4 split off
from Object 3 between 1989 and 1990; it merged again with Object 3 between
1990and 1991; Object 5split off from Object 1 between 1991and 1992.
Figure 6.4A presents the identified objects, whereas Figure 6.4B presents
the uncertainties of their spatial extent by means of grey scale. This figure
shows that the uncertainties of the assignment of grid cells to regions change
from year toyear together with the spatial extent of the objects.
6.4.3

Discussion

This case study explains the procedure of identification of fuzzy objects
belonging to three object types. These types have been defined so that the
objects always form a spatial partition of the mapped region. The dynamics of
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such a spatial complex can be determined by comparison of the states of the
complexatsuccessiveepochs.
The processing time for the evaluation of indicators to identify the state
transition ofobjects willincreasewiththenumberofregionsappearing ateach
epoch. However, a two-step approach can be used to solve this problem. The
first stepcomparesthespatialoverlapsofregionsperobject type.Ifregion5/,at
timet\ is of the same type as region S„ at timet0, and if they have a maximal
similarity, then S6can be considered as the successor of S„.In this step most
regionscanbeidentified asspatial extentsofobjects atdifferent epochs.There
may,however,beregions (e.g.Region 7inthecase study)that havenospatial
overlaps with regions of the same type at previous and/or later epochs. Inthis
case,afurther stepshouldbetaken.

Object

1

Regionsindifferent years
1990
1991
1992

1989

\ l _ f ^ ^ ^ V4^ V N / V N > u O * ^ * ' ^

4

>\JJ

UIJLJ

1993

^ / N A A / *'\15/

>

5

o

Representstheregionwhosenumberisinside

wv»

shift

> appear

«

split

^3|

> disappear

Figure6.3Identified fuzzy objects andprocesses.
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1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

(A)Fuzzy objects without showing uncertainties

(B)Fuzzyobjects showing uncertainties
Figure6.4 States of identified fuzzy objects.

We can compare the spatial overlap of this region with the regions belonging to
other object types and check whether the region has been misclassified.
According to the classification result, Region 7 belonged to the beach. Checking
its spatial relationship withregions inother years,however, showedthat it isonly
related to regions belonging to foredune and, so it was assigned to the foredune
instead of beach. Infact, it was a lower part of theforedune region (dunevalley).
Therefore, by using the temporal information of the objects, the misclassified
regions could be identified. This can be considered one of the advantages of the
proposed approach, i.e. to adjust classification results. This situation has been
discussed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.5, where the topological relationship
between theregions should beused for object identification. For example, Region
7 (Figure 6.4 (1990)) was initially classified to beach area, but it is adjacent to
only foredune, so it should be reclassified and identified as a dune valley.
However, this situation was detected automatically by the methodjust described
above.

6.5

Changeoffuzzy objects andits uncertainty

This section discusses the change of the fuzzy objects, especially their changeof
shape, area andvolume.
6.5.1

Changeof shape and its uncertainty

By comparing the spatial extents of an object at two successive years we can
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derive the change of shape. This can be done through a simple spatial overlay
operation. The uncertainty of change can be derived based upon the uncertainty
ofthegrid cellsbelonging toobject's extent for each year
MFSJi =MINiParttfj, 5„] ,Part[P0,Sb] )

{a*b)

(6-8)

whereSa is the spatial extent of object Oaat tu Sbis the spatial extent of object
Ob at h. Part[Pr,Sa], represents the uncertainty of grid cell P,>belonging toSa
at time /|j Part[Pt,Sa], represents the uncertainty of Pybelonging to Sbat time
For example, a gridcell belongedtoforeshore (Object Oa)in year 1989with
certainty value PartiPy,Sa]t =0.7. It belonged to beach (Object Ob)in year
1990 with certainty value Part[Pij,Sh]^ =0.8. Therefore, the uncertainty of
changeof thiscell according toEquation 6-8 isthen,
MFs.Sh =MIN(0J, 0.8) =0.7.
The changes of extent of these landscape units between 1989-1990, and
between 1990-1991 arepresented inFigure 6.5. It can beseen that the foreshore
andbeach werevery active,but theforedune wasquitestable.Thechanges of the
foreshore andthe beach were normally opposite to each other. It was also found
that the certainties of change of the cells close to the center of change area were
higher than that closeto the edge of the change area. This is due to the fact that
thecells close to the edgeof thechange area are close to one of the edges of the
twoobjects, which areless certain than thecellscloser tothecenter of object.

Boundary ofbeach at 1989
Boundary ofbeachat 1990
Boundary of beach at 1991

Figure6.5 Shapechanges of fuzzy objects.
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Based upon this analysis, the developing trends of these landscape units
canbeanalyzed qualitatively.Moreover, based upon thisresult,thechangesof
thelandscapeunitscanbecalculated atdifferent certaintylevels.Thechangeof
foreshore and beach (1989 - 1990) at different certainty levels is reported in
Table 6-3.The number of pixels falls with the increasing level of certainty. It
impliesthatonlysureaboutchangefrom foreshore tobeach (accumulation) for
25pixelsandbeachtoforeshore (erosion)for 25 pixels.
Table6-3Changebetweenforeshore andbeachatdifferent certaintylevels
Certainty level >
Foreshoretobeach
Beachtoforeshore
(Numberof pixels)

1.0
25*
25

0.9
58
77

0.8
67
92

0.7
75
102

0.6
87
110

0.5
94
121

Based upon the change map of Figure 6.5, a series of change maps for
different certaintylevelswasderived(Figure6.6).
6.5.2 Changeofareaandvolume
The area of a fuzzy object is the size of its spatial extent, which has been
defined inEquation 6-3.Therefore,areaofafuzzy objectOa isthendefined as
Size(Oa)=!/>..Part{Pij,SJ *Size{Cell)

(6-9)

where/V€ Sa, S„ is the fuzzy spatial extent of Oa,Part[Pjj, Sa] is the
uncertaintythatgridcellPybelongstoS„, areaofgridcell=60x60(m2).
Calculating the volume of afuzzy object issimilar tocalculating itsarea.
In both case uncertainties of the grid cell belonging to the object have to be
takenintoaccount.
Volume(S) =I

p

Part[Py,S]*hP *Size(Cell)
I (j

(6-10)

V

where hp istheheightofthegridcell withrespecttoareference levelanditis
-20 min our case,since some points on the test area are lower than sealevel,
e.g.,-16m.Othersymbolsrefer toEquation6-9.
The area and volume of the landscape units are presented in Figure 6.7,
whichshowsthatthefuzzy areaofthewholeregion isnotconstant.Thisisdue
to the certainty of spatial extents of the landscape units varying from year to
year. The total volume of sediment in the test field is decreasing which
indicatesgeneralerosion,whichcanbeusedtoguidethecoastal defense works
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such as beach nourishment that needs high investments. The fuzzy area of
foreshore andbeach is shown inTable 6-4.Thechangeofforeshore isderived
from Table6-4bycomparing valuesfor twoconsecutiveyears.Itisreportedin
thesecondrowof Table6-6.
Table6-4Fuzzyareaofforeshore andbeach(60mx 60m).
Year
1989
1990
1991 1992 1993
Foreshore
1108.1 1138.7 1101.3 1011.3 953.9
Beach
1246.8 1229.7 1260.1 1288.7 1137.3
Thisisonewaytomeasurethechangeofarea.Anotherwayistocalculate
thechangeofarea based uponthechange map(seeFigure6.S)byconsidering
the change uncertainty of per pixel. The change between the foreshore and
beachisreportedin Table6-5.
Table6-5Fuzzychangebetweenforeshore andbeach.
Year
89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93
Foreshoretobeach
81.8
76.0
116.9
8.4
106.3
76.0
87.3
158.2
Beachtoforeshore
Asforeshore onlyinteractswithbeach,thechangeofforeshore isonlydue
toexchange with beach.Therefore, the change of foreshore can be derived by
subtractingthechangeofbeachtoforeshore fromchangeofforeshore tobeach.
Thefinal resultofareachangeofforeshore isreported inthefirst rowof Table
6-6. From the comparison of this result with that based upon Table 6-4 (the
second row of Table 6-6), the differences become obvious, especially in the
year 1992- 1993.Checking in Table 6-5,it can be seen that the beach erodes
on one side (the value is 158.2 in Table 6-5) but little accumulation can be
found ontheother side(thevalueis8.4 inTable6-5).Sothenetchangeofthe
foreshore is accumulation (+149.8). According to this value, the area of
foreshore shouldbeenlarged.However,checkingwith Table6-6,thetotalarea
oftheforeshore decreased (thevalueis-57.4(year92-93)in Table6-6).These
different arediscussedinthenextsection.
Table6-6Fuzzychangeofforeshore (60mx 60m).
Year
89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93
BaseduponTable6-5
+24.5 0.0 -29.6 +149.8
BaseduponTable6-4
+30.6 -37.4 -90.0 -57.4
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Area of Fuzzy Objects(1989-1995)
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Figure6.7 Dynamicchanges of area and volumeof fuzzy objects.
*Object 1andObject 5areforeshore areas;
Object 2isabeach area;
Object 3andObject 4are foredune areas.
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6.5.3

Discussion

Iproposed twoways of calculating the change of area. In the first approach, the
cells of the whole area of foreshore, including the unchanged part, are
considered for thecalculation. The change area of foreshore is:
Change\=

£

ParAP{j,F]1990 -

cellseF,a

£Partly,F]

1989

cettse F | , „

=£ Partis, F]1990 +£ ParAPij,F]1990 - £ Partly, F]1989- £ Partly, F]

1989

X Part[PS,F]1W0 - X Part[/»,,F]1989 + £ Part[P„,P],„„ -J *»* [/•..F],
where F means foreshore, the numbers 1,2 and 3 represents the area indicated
in Figure 6.8, respectively, and Part[Pij,F] represents the membership of the
gridcell Pybelonging totheforeshore area.

Boundary between foreshore and beach
—

1989
1990

Figure 6.8 Calculation of change of foreshore.

Therefore, in this case, the calculation is related to cells in the changed areas
and to their certainties of belonging to the areas (Area 1and Area 2).It is also
related tothechange of certainty inthe unchanged area (Area3).
In the second approach, only cells in the changed area are considered for
thecalculation. The change area of foreshore iscalculated as:
Change! =

£ MiniPartlP^, fl]19g9, Partly, F] 1990 )
cellseB,n, n««.ve F 1M0

£ Min(Part[Py, F] 1 9 8 9 ,Part[Py, fl]1990
re//.vef|9g9r\cellxG Bl990

=£ MiniPart^j, fl]1989, Part[Py,F] 1990 )- £ Min(Part[Py, F] I 9 8 9 ,Part[P0,B]1990)
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Therefore, in this case study, the calculation is related to the certainty of
the cells in the changed areas (Area 1and Area 2), which is related to both the
certainty of the cellsbelonging toforeshore and tobeach.
Comparing these two approaches of calculation makes clear that the first
approach is more related to change of certainty of cells belonging to foreshore
in two consecutive years, while the second approach is more related to the area
ofthechange.
If
W>„ e Areal Part[Ptj, fi]1989 >ParAPy,F] 1990 and
VP0€ Areal Part^, F]mg <Part[Py, fi]I990
Change! =£ Part^, F] 1990 - £ Partly, F],
In this case,the difference between ChangeI and Change! ismainly due to the
change ofcertainty of thecells in Area3.
The difference due to these two approaches is very large in the year 19921993 (Table 6-6). This is mainly due to the fact that the assignment of cells to
foreshore lower in the year 1993 than the certainty in the year 1992 (see also
Figure 6.4).
Which method should be chosen depends on the specific case. It should be
evaluated for a given landscape unit, situation and application to gain a better
understanding of how to proceed with representation and analysis (Plewe,
1997). It is important to understand and analyze the uncertainty behind the
calculation in order toprovide accurate information to decision makers.For the
first case thearea ispredefined, the uncertainty isrelated tothe whole area.The
change of area alsoconsiders the uncertainty of the whole area. For the second
case, uncertainty isconsidered only for the area of change. Therefore, when we
want to measure the change related to a landscape unit, the first approach
should be taken. When we want to measure the change as an interaction
between two objects, the second approach should be taken. Generally speaking,
Figure 6.5 provided a more accurate and efficient way of representing the
change, since the maps in Figure 6.6 could be derived from it, as can the result
of Change!.

6.6

Summary

This chapter presents a method for identifying objects and their dynamics for
fuzzy regions obtained atdifferent epochs.Their dynamics are revealed through
the spatial extents (states of objects) at different epochs; the objects are
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determined by comparing the relationships of these spatial extents.
Simultaneously, the processes through which these objects evolve have been
identified. The methodology has been demonstrated by an empirical example in
a coastal geomorphological study of Ameland.
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Chapter7

A Process-Oriented Spatio-Temporal Data
Model*
7.1

Introduction

The previous two chapters discussed the identification of fuzzy objects and
their dynamics.Themain subject of this chapter isthedesign of adatabaseto
supportenvironmentalmodeling.
Ithasbeenexplained inthepreviouschapter(Section6.2,Figure6.1)that
the process of information extraction fellows several steps, i.e. from
observation to states (spatial extents) of objects, then to objects and their
processes. The database model will be designed so that information about
objects, their state and processes and the relationships between them can be
extracted from the data stored in the database. The model should support
analysis of data in time series from varying perspectives, through locationoriented,time-oriented,object-oriented andprocess-oriented queriesinorderto
understandthebehaviorofnaturalphenomena.
Thechapter isorganized asfollows. Thenext section, Section 7.2,givesa
detailed review of existing spatio-temporal data models. The limitations of
existing models are summarized as a starting point for the design of the data
model. The design is demonstrated for the case presented in Chapter 6 by
formalizing, in Section 7.3, the representation of the dynamics of natural
phenomena.Section7.4proposesaprocess-orientedspatio-temporal datamodel
basedupontheformalized descriptions.Multi-perspectivequeriesarediscussed
inthissection.Conclusions andfuture workaresummarized inthelastsection,
Section7.5.

*ThischapterisbaseduponChengandMolenaar(1998a).
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7.2

Review of spatio-temporal data models

7.2.1 Basics of spatio-temporal data models
Since 1980 there has been increasing academic interest in the development of
data models that incorporate time. Until recently, the semantics of the time
domain, including its structure, dimension and indeterminacy has been
intensively discussed (Snodgrass, 1992). Time has been added to many data
models: entity-relationship models, semantic data models, knowledge-based
data models, deductive data models, and object-oriented models. However,
most of the literature on temporal databases is based on the relational data
model, in which, the change of an entity is represented as a new version of the
entity. For these revisions, three representations can be distinguished: version
of a table, version of a tuple, and version of an attribute. These three
approaches have different features. The first approach is simple in concept but
results in high data redundancy. The third approach is compact but stores
multiple attribute versions within a tuple, which cannot be handled by standard
relational algebra. The second approach lies between the other two and is
mostly used for representation and implementation in time modeling (Langran,
1992;Tansel etal., 1994).
For incorporating temporal data models into GISs, four basic spatiotemporal data models have been proposed at conceptual level. In these models,
time is considered as the fourth dimension, which is orthogonal to the other
three spatial dimensions in a4-D space-time.
The Space-Time cube is presented in GIS literature as a three-dimension
cube that represents one time and two space dimensions. In this model time is
considered to be similar to other two spatial dimensions, orthogonal to each of
them.Inthespace-timecube,spatio-temporal objects aretreated as hypothetical
solids.To access information from this cube would require referencing a point,
tracing a vector, slicing a cross-section, or trimming a smaller cube within the
whole (larger) cube. Each of these operations would be progressively more
complex, and thedifficulty would increase with data volume (Langran, 1992).
Alternatively to the three approach of table, tuple and attribute 'version' in
temporal databases, temporal information has been incorporated into spatial
GISs in three other data models by time-stamping layers (Snapshot models,
Armstrong, 1988), attributes (Space-Time Composites, Langran and Chrisman,
1988),and Spatiotemporal Objects (Worboys, 1992).
The Snapshot is an intuitively appealing space-time model. "They have
roots in traditional mapping and mimic the progressive nature of a slow motion
video (Langran, 1992, pp.38)." It shows the states of geographic spatial
complexes at different times without implications about whether changes occur
within the time step between two layers, i.e. each snapshot describes what exist
at time T„but there isnorecord of how the state ofTi+i changes from that of 7}.
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The major drawback of the snapshot model is the large amount of duplication
of data with unchanged properties and therisk ofdata inconsistency (Langran,
1992;Yuan,1996).
The Space-Time Composites(ST-composites, Langran and Christman,
1988) can be derived from temporal overlays of time-stamped layers
(snapshots).AST-composite describes thechangeof aspatial object througha
period of time.Therefore, the model represents the world as a set of spatially
homogenous andtemporally uniform objects ina2Dspace.Themodelpermits
userstotreatspaceatemporallyandtimeaspatially (Langran, 1992).Butit fails
to capture temporality between attributes across space (i.e. motion or
movement) (Yuan, 1996).Sinceeach change causes a portion of the coverage
tobreakfrom itsparentobject tobecomeadiscreteobject withitsowndistinct
history, updating of the database requires reconstruction of ST-composites,
whichleadstoupdatingbothspatialobjects andattributetables.
TheSpatiotemporalobjectmodelwasdevelopedbyintroducingan objectoriented approach (Worboys etal., 1990, 1994b) in design of a temporal GIS
database. Worboys (1992, 1994a) proposed that objects in geographic space
could be referenced as spatiotemporal objects (ST-objects) and nonspatiotemporal objects. ST-objects represent the world as afinite collection of
disjoint objects (ST-atoms). An ST-atom is a right prism, represented by an
ordered pair <S, T>,where S is the base of the prism, representing its spatial
extent, and T is the height of the prism representing its temporal extent
(Worboys, 1992, 1994a; Jang et al., 1994). The ST-object model is able to
record changes in attributes of a ST-object in both spatial and temporal
dimensions, together or separately, by projecting its ST-atoms to the spatial
and/ortemporal space.However,gradual changes in spacethrough timecannot
berepresented intheST-objectsmodel sinceitsST-atomsarediscrete.
7.2.2 Progressinspatio-temporaldatamodels
Four basic conceptual models described in Subsection 7.2.1 are adapted to
different cases.
• 4-Dhyper-cube
The space-time cube is expanded from 2-D spatial dimensions to 3-D spatial
dimensions as a 4-D hyper-cube (Mason et al., 1994).Although isdifficult to
displaythe4-Dcubeinanormal 3-Dspace,thespatio-temporal changescanbe
shown byprojecting thedata todifferent planes byfixing onedimension of (x,
y, z or t).For example, the change of attribute values such as temperature is
demonstrated by linking the voxels along the temporal line. This model
facilitates interpolation alongthetimedimension,butextractingandtrackingof
objects isquite difficult.
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• two-leveltemporaltopologicalmodel
The tuple-based time-stamping approach is modified to record the spatial or
thematic state of the entity in a vector-based data model (Raafat etal.,1994).
The states of an entity are represented as the contents of relations, while the
timeduration of anentity isrepresented astuples' intervals.The spatial states
and thematic states of the entity are stored separately. Raafat etal.introduced
the concept of a Geographical Entity Identifier (GID) into this data model.A
GID was an identity attribute for a geographical entity type whose values
uniquely identify eachgeographical entity.Forexample,theGIDfor theentity
type 'highway network' maybetheattribute Highway-ID.The attributes ofan
entity are classified into a GID relation (Master relation) and a non-GID
relation (Slaverelation).Timeisembedded onlyinamasterrelation inorderto
reduce redundancy of time intervals and simplify the operation of thedatabase
managementsystem(DBMS),andtimecanpropagatetoslaverelationsthrough
thejoiningtheslaverelationwiththemasterrelation.Itisclaimedthatthereare
many advantages to these two level topologies: for example, efficient data
sharing,dataintegrityanddata security,etc.Formoredetailsrefer to(Raafatet
al.,1994).
• OOgeomorph
Spatiotemporal object concepts are used in the 4-D geomorphic information
system OOgeomorph (Raper and Livingstone, 1995). It is a geomorpho_info
module that represents the dynamics of a coastal geomorphologic system and
includes the associated geomorphologic theories. Every geomorphologic
phenomenon isrepresented byasetofform, process,and material objects,and
each object is, in turn, represented by a set of attribute objects (mform,
mprocess and mmaterial). Three-dimensional location (x, y, z) and onedimensionaltime(r)arereferenced toobjects inattributesclass(att)(seeFigure
7.1). OOgeomorph can handle point-based information well, but it has
difficulty inprocessingareadataandtopologicalrelationships.
OOgeomorph issimilar tothe4-D hyper cube in the sense that the object
inOOgeomorph isalso4-Dreferenced, asin4-Dhypercube.However, in4-D
hyper cube the object concept is not easy to maintain. The object concept in
Oogeomorph isdifferent from that of the ST-object model, where the ST-atom
is formed by its spatio-temporal associations. But the object in OOgeomorpho
isassociated byits relationship defined in geomorphologic theories, wherethe
data and objects are structured according to physical processes and theories.
Thiskindofstructure shouldfacilitate environmental modelinginGISs.
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Figure7.1ThestructureofOOgeomorph (RaperandLivingstone,1995).

• ESTDM
Neither location-based nor feature-based representation is well suited for
analysis of overall temporal relationships of events and patterns of changes
through time, so an Event-based Spatio-Temporal Data Model (ESTDM) was
proposed tofacilitate thiskindof analysis (Peuquet and Duan, 1995).Location
intimebecomestheprimaryorganizational basisfor recordingchangeanditis
representedasan 'event-list',whichconsistsofabasestateandevents(changes
instates).Eacheventisassociated withseveralcomponents(Figure7.2B),and
eachcomponent storesallcellsthathavechangedtothesamevalue,regardless
of location or previous value of the cells. A separate component structure is
defined to record the cells of the component by using a run-length-encoding
technique (Figure 7.2 A), in order to reduce the volume of storage space
required for recording cells.Forexample,thecells that havechanged tovalue
15arerecorded by(4, 16,19),(5, 16,20)and (6, 15,20),whichmeansthatthe
cellsinRow4from Columns 16to 19,Row5fromColumns 16to20,andRow
6 from Columns 15 to 20 change to value 15. Compared with the snapshot
model, this approach is a compact representation of raster-based spatiotemporal information. The changesare stored in relation to a previous state
rather than a snapshot of an instance. The most significant capability of
ESTDM lies in its ability to perform temporal manipulations on data (e.g.,
temporal scale change) and temporally based comparisons in a sequential
manner. However, ESTDM is raster-based and the changes are related to grid
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cells, therefore tracking changes that occur to pre-defined entities is quite
difficult.
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Figure7.2Event-based Spatio-Temporal DataModel(ESTDM)
(Peuquet andDuan,1995).

• Triadand ThreeDomain Models
In order to track pre-defined entities and to provide a full view of changes
related todifferent aspects of spatio-temporal objects, a Triad Model (Peuquet
1995; Peuquet and Qian, 1996) was proposed. The Triad Model represents
three views of spatio-temporal changes: feature-based, event-based and
location-based (Figure7.3).
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Figure7.3FrameworkoftheTriadModel (adoptedfromPeuquet,1995).
The feature-based representation includes four types of attributes, i.e. the
generalized locational indicator, temporal intervals, nonspatio-temporal data
and higher-level knowledge about known spatio-temporal phenomena. It will
supportmodelingchangesrelated toindividual features ortheircomponents.In
the event-based model, an event is stored as an observation in the time-based
view. Each event and the attributes describing it are stored in their
chronological orderofoccurrence.Theattributesmight includetimeofchange,
locationsofchangeandtypesofobjects.Thelocation-based representation isa
raster-based snapshot, which represents each pixel in the gridded array of a
locational list,andsupportsmodelingchangesofindividuallocations.
Although the Triad model seems a great step forward in handling spatiotemporal data,thequestion ofcomplexity of thequerying process hasnotbeen
fully answered. Furthermore, the Triad model pays attention to changes in
feature, location and event, but it doesn't tell the user which process is
contained inthechangesnortherelationshipbetweenthefeatures involved.
The Three Domain Model of semantics,timeand space isquite similar to
the Triad model (Figure 7.4). It was proposed to manage wildfire information
(Yuan, 1995).Thesemanticdomainconsistsofawildfire's concreteorabstract
concepts of aspatial and atemporal properties, such as name of individual fire
event,fire intensity, fire type,orforest stand.Thetemporal domainconsistsof
temporal objects of points and lines, which represents instance time and time
intervals, respectively. The temporal domain supports analysis of reasoning
about fire frequency or fire cycles.The spatial domain is composed of spatial
objects of points, lines,polygons, cells and volumes.Each of them represents
zero-, one-,orthree-dimensional spatial units.It has been suggested that each
domaincould haveitsownDBMSfordata storage,maintenance,andoperation
(Yuan, 1995). However, ways of defining and linking the semantic object,
temporal objects and spatial objects, and ways of reducing the redundancy of
the(unchangedandchanged)datawerenotdiscussed.
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Figure7.4Threedomainmodel(Yuan,1995).

•

RSTDM

Assomeobjects at different locations may sharethesame spatial and thematic
attributes, a Rich Spatio-Temporal Data Model (RSTDM)was proposed by
Roshannejad (1996)toreducethedataredundancy;aobject isuniquely defined
by its identifier (ID) and is independent from its spatial and attribute
representations. The relationships between objects and their spatial and
nonspatial attributes are recorded as another type of object. In this way,
multiple objects can share representations, so that a considerable amount of
space in the database can be saved. However, only a few man-made objects
have been implemented in the RSTDM, e.g. buildings, roads and wells, which
change suddenly and obviously, and for which there are a lot of common
representations of different objects. How to adapt the model for natural
phenomena, with irregular shapes, gradual changes and few common
representations,hasnotbeendiscussed.
7.2.3 Summary
Thedevelopment of temporal data models in computer science has influenced
the trend of temporal modeling in GIS. In general, most existing models treat
dynamics as states through time (e.g. the Snapshot Model and two-level
temporal topological model) or as differences between states, e. g. the STcomposites and ST-objects models can represent states and state changes at
locations.
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However, the processes involved in the development of natural
phenomena, i.e. the actual characteristics of state transitions (shift, erode,
expand, etc.) are not fully represented in these models, although the processinvolved approach has been used in the development of the ESTDM,
OOgeomorph, the Triad and Three Domain Models with a certain amount of
success.Noneofthemcanprecisely noreffectively modeltransitions,mutation
andmovement.
Furthermore, most approaches cannot precisely or effectively model
interactions between natural phenomena, such as merge and split, which
involve changes of geometric and thematic aspects of several objects at the
same time. Therefore, interactions between dynamic objects are not really
representedinthesemodels.
To fully represent the process of transitions, mutation, and movement a
top-down approach isneeded,becausebehaviors ofnatural phenomenaneedto
be considered prior to the design of GIS data formats and data structures for
temporal information. Semantic analysis of the characteristics and behaviorof
natural phenomena iscritical todetermining asetof high-level spatio-temporal
constructs(processes)tobemodeledinatemporalGIS. Therefore, Ifollow this
top-down approach and first determine the spatio-temporal constructs based
upon thecasepresented inChapter 6.Then Iincorporate these spatio-temporal
constructsintothemodel.

7.3

Formalizingtherepresentationofobjectsandtheirdynamics

7.3.1 Introduction
Asargued inSection6.2,thedynamiccharacteristicsofnaturalphenomenacan
be represented by their states and processes. Therefore, the most important
spatio-temporal constructs to be modeled in the data model are 'state' and
'process' (cf. Section6.2fortheirdescription).InthecasestudyinSection 6.4,
the states and processes of coastal geomorphology were analyzed. Here I use
themtoderiveaformalized representation ofstateandprocess.
Term 'object' (Smith, 1995; Hornsby and Egenhofer, 1997) is used to
represent natural phenomenon such as foreshore, beach and foredune, which
exist as physical entities in a specific application domain. Temporal
representations in spatial databases concern the state and state transitions
(process)of(complexesof) spatial objects.
An object has three aspects to represent its spatio-temporal state in terms
of 'where' (geometric), 'when' (temporal) and 'what' (thematic) aspects
(Cheng et al, 1995; Shi and Zhang, 1996; Usery, 1996; Tang et al, 1996).
Thesethreeaspectsconstituteacompleteimageforthestateofanobject.
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Normally the geometric aspects consist of topological relationships, the
location oftheboundary and theshapeoftheobject. Inthecasestudy theyare
revealedbyspatialextentoftheobjects (theregionswhichrepresentthespatial
extent ofobjects ataparticular epoch).Thethematic description ofobjects has
twocomponents.Thefirst isasetofattributesthatrelatestotheobject assuch,
e.g. object typeand owner.The second represents an internalfield,e.g. height
mayvary withinabeachareaordunearea.Thiscanberepresented byaheight
raster describing this internal variation. The certainty that a raster cell belongs
toabeachareaortotheforeshore dependsmainlyontheheight.
Therefore, thethematic attributes of anobject can bedifferentiated intwo
types:oneishomogeneousforthewholearea(nolocationdependentvariability
within the area); the other is non-homogenous (location dependent variability
within area). The non-homogenous thematic attributes are location dependent
andcanberepresentedinarasterformat, linkedtospatialextentoftheobject.
For example, in theAmeland case (Section 6.4), the state of the beach in
year 1989 is represented by the Region 2 (representing where it is) and the
thematicdataassociatedwitheachgridcellofthisarea.
Asargued inChapter6,statetransition ofanobject impliesaprocessthat
theobject isinvolved in.Generally speaking,threetypesofprocessesexist:(1)
a pure spatial change process - affecting only geometric aspects of the object
(2) a pure thematic change process - affecting only the thematic aspects;and
(3)acombined spatial and thematic change process- affecting both geometric
and the thematic aspects.These processes can be analyzed per object, but it is
also possible to study processes in dynamic spatial complexes made up of
several objects. This last case is a fourth type of process, such as split and
merge.
The process related to change of homogenous thematic attributes can be
represented intheformofapurethematicchangeprocess,suchas
change_owner(ObjectID, OwnerlD/, OwnerlDi).
Because spatial extent of natural phenomena is extracted from field
observation data, change of spatial extent is due to change in (the nonhomogenous) thematic attributes.Therefore, for anatural phenomenon thereis
no pure spatial change that does not change its thematic attributes. Since the
non-homogenous attributes are location related, processes that change both
geometric and thematic aspects can be represented as those affecting only
geometric aspects.Idiscuss therepresentation oftheseprocesses in Subsection
7.3.3.
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7.3.2

Formalizing therepresentation of state

Molenaar (1998a) introduced a descriptor for objects that includes their
geometric and thematic attributes.
DESCRiOi) ={ID(Ot),Geom{Qi), 77iem(0,)}

(7-1)

where ID(Oj) is the identifier of the object, Geom(Oj) is the geometric
description of theobject, Them(0i) isthethematic description of the object.
I usethe same syntax torepresent the stateof an object as follows:
DESCRiOt.) ={ID(Oi),GeomiOj.), Them{Ot ),Tvme{Q-)}

(7-2)

where/£>((?,)representsthe identifier oftheobject,./ ist h e / 1 stateofthe object,
and GeomiOj), ThemiO^) and TimeiO^) represent the geometric, thematic
and temporal components of theobject 0,at statej , respectively.
For example, the state of beach in year 1989 can be represented as (see
Figures 6.2 and 6.4):
DESCR( 0 2 | w ) =DESCR (Beach 19g9)
={ID(0 2 ),Region(2),Them (02 ),Time (02) =1989}.
If we use time as the key dimension to represent the states of the object,
Equation 7-2can be modified to
DESCR(Ot \tj) ={ID(Oi),GeomiOi \tj),ThemiO, \tj)}.
7.3.3

(7-3)

Formalizing therepresentation of process

The current state of an object can beconsidered as atransition from its previous
state (Figure 7.5), which can bedescribed as
DESCR(Ot 10=/>,_,.,(O,)*DESCRiOt \t-\)

(7-4)

where DESCR(Oi\t)represents the state of object (0) at time t, DESCR(0\t-l)
represents the state of object (O) at time (M), and P,.u represents a state
transition operator.
The four types of processes (see Subsection 7.3.1) are presented in Subsection
7.3.3.1-7.3.3.4.
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Geometry|Ti Theme|Ti

Geometry|T2 Theme|T2

Figure 7.5 State transition of an object through process.
Object: representinganaturalphenomenon,suchasforeshore,beachand
foredune;
State: stateofanobject ataspecific time,includinggeometric(Geometry)and
thematicaspects(Theme);
Geometry: geometricaspectsofanobject;
Theme: thematicaspectsofanobject;
Process: processinvolvingthestatetransition;
Time: representing the time at which the state of an object is measured (Valid), or
recorded (Transaction).Bothofthemcanberepresented aspoint time.Forthe
processes,Timeisaperiod,itcanberepresentasalinetime.

7.3.3.1Pure spatial change process
This is the change affecting only the geometric aspects of an object; it can be
described as
(7-5)

Ph,,SOi) = f{Geom{Oi\tl))
GeomiO, \t2) =PltJj{Ot)*GeomiQ,

\tx)

For example, when an object 0, is moved from Geom(t{) to Geomiti), this
process can berepresented as
Move, ,,(0,) =MoveiGeomiOt |f,),Geomi<Oi \ t2)}.
Therefore
* ThesedefinitionsarealsoappliedtoFigure7.6toFigure7.11.
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DESCR(Ot \t2) =P,„,2(O,)*DESCRY \t{)
={7D(0,),MovehJt (0,)*GeomiO, |f,),ThemijO, \tx)\
={7D(0,),GeomiOt \t2),77iem(0, |f,)}.
Thus,inthis case 77iem(0,112)=77iem(0, |f,).
7.3.3.2 Pure thematic change process
This is the change affecting only the thematic aspects of an object. It canbe
represented as
P^AO^^fiTHEMiO^t,)}
ThemiOi\t2) =Ph,,2(0,) *ThemiO, \t,).

(7-6)

For example,thechange ofowner ofaparcel ofland orchange ofmaterial ofa
roadcanberepresented as
Change,^ (0,) =Change{Them(0'/1tx),77iem(0,112)}.
Therefore
DESCRY \t2) =PliJt (0,) *DESCR{Oi \f,)
={/D(0(),GeomiOt |f,),Change,,,,,(0,.)*77iem(0,.|f,)}
={7D(0,),Geom(0, 11,),77H?/n(0, |f2 )}.
Thus,inthis case Geom{Oi \t2) =Geom{Oi \t{).
7.3.3.3 Combined spatial andthematic change process
This isthechange affecting both geometric andthematic aspects ofan object. It
canbeformulized as
P,i^Oi) =f{Geom(Oi U^ThemiO,;|f,)}-

(7-7)

For example, the height of grid cells of abeach changes with sediment erosion
or accumulation, which results ina shift of boundary of thebeach. This canbe
represented asacombination oftheprocesses discussed aboveas
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DESCRiO, \t2) =PhJi (0,) *DESCRY \t,)
={lD{Oi),Shiftt^{Oi)*Geom{Oi

{t^Change,^

={70(0,),GeomiQi \hXThem^

\t2)}.

^hemip,

\t,)\

7.3.3.4 multiple-object involved process
The processes discussed above are only related to a single object. Sometimes,
theprocess might involve several objects, which canbedescribed as
Pti,h{Ox,02,-,On)

=f {DESCRY {t^DESCRiOz \tx),-,DESCR{On

\tx)).
(7-8)

For example, the case where two objects, 0\ and 0 2 , are merged into another
object 0 3can berepresented as
DESCR(03 \t2) =Merge,xJt(0,, 0 2 , 0 3 ) *{DESCR(Ox \t,),DESCR(02 |r,)}
=Merger {(/D(0,), ID(02), ID(03); Geom{Ox\tx),Geom(02 |f,),
Geom(03 \t2); Them(Ox\f,),Them(02 \tx),Them(Oz \t2)}
={7D(03),Geom(03 \t2),Them(03 \t2)).
Equation 7-8 can be adapted further to express processes involved in different
spatial and thematic aspects.
As argued above, there is no pure spatial change, so that a process
affecting both geometric and thematic aspects can be simplified as affecting
only geometric aspects. For example, the merge process of two objects can be
represented as
Ph,,2(0,,02,03) =Merge{7D(0,), 1D{02), 7D(0 3 );
Geom{Qx\f,),Geom(02 |f,),Geom(0 3 |f3 )}.
The thematic aspects, i.e. internal height variations within the area, which are
associated with the geometric aspects, do not have to be explicitly expressed in
theprocess. Inthis way thedescription form of theprocess is simplified.

7.3.3.5 Discussions
The semantic descriptions of spatio-temporal processes were discussed by
Claramunt and Therlault (1996). Three main classes of basic spatio-temporal
processes wereproposed todistinguish evolving and mutating objects:
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(1) Evolution of a single entity represents basic changes, transformation and
movements of an entity, which includes processes of Appearance,
Disappearance,Stability,Expansion andDisplacement.
(2) The Functional process represents change relating to several entities. It
includes the processes of Succession, Permutation, Production,
Reproduction,andTransmission.
(3) The Restructuring process represents spatial topologic change involving
severalentities.ItincludestheprocessesofSplit,UnionandReallocation.
The taxonomy listed above are catalogued according to spatial aspects of the
objects. The evolution process can be considered as change related to the
geometric aspectsofasingleobject andcanberepresented bytheformalismof
Subsection 7.3.2.1. The functional and restructuring processes can be
considered as multiple entities involved processes. Both situations can be
represented intheformalism of Subsection 7.3.2.4. However, thematicchange,
which might occur as well, is not described in this taxonomy. Therefore the
syntaxes proposed in Subsections 7.3.3.1to7.3.3.4aregeneral representations
ofprocesses.
Al-Taha and Barrera (1994) proposed temporal constructs to track object
identifiers. The processes between objects are described by eleven operators,
such as CREATE and DESTROY for creating of a new identity and for
disposing, forever, of the essence of an object. Other operations are KILL,
REINCARNATE, IDENTIFY, EVOLUTION, FUSION, FISSION, SPWAN,
AGGREGATE and DISAGGREGATE. The work of Claramunt and Therlault
(1996)andAl-Taha andBarrera (1994)provides approaches for describingthe
changes of objects in processes in an object-oriented way.They were unable,
however, to explain how to link the processes with other data in the spatiotemporaldatabase.

7.4

Aprocess-orientedspatio-temporal datamodel- theStarModel

Theformalized description ofthedynamicsofobjects suggeststhatfivespatiotemporal constructs should be defined in the spatio-temporal data model to
represent theobjects and their dynamics.They are 'Object', 'Time','Process',
'Geometry'and 'Theme'. The extended entity relationships (EER) (Hughes,
1991)betweenthesefiveentitytypesareillustratedbyFigure7.6.Asthe figure
canbegeneralizedasastarstylemodel,Ihavecalleditthe 'StarModel'.
Thesefiveentity typesaredefined asfollows (with primary keyattributes
underlined):
1. EntitytypeObjectwithattributeOid(aunique identifier).
2. Entity type Time with attributes Tid (a unique identifier) and Value (a
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unique value, e.g. year 1998). It has two subclasses, valid time and
transaction time.Both of themcan bea linetime(period) orapoint time.In
mycase,Ionly consider the valid time.
3. Entity type Process with attributes Pid (a unique identifier) and Ptype (type
ofprocess,e.g. as shift, merge).
4. Entity type Theme with attributes Ttype (type of the attribute, e.g. owner,
material),TtvpeNum(thenumber of aclass in aTtype) and Tvalue (e.g.the
nameof theowner).
5. Entity type Geometry with attributes Gid_(a unique identifier). It has two
subclasses,Simplex and Complex.Simplex canbefurther classified as Gridelement, Node, Arc, Triangle and Voxel. Complex can be further classified
as Point, Line, Surface and Body. Here we only consider the Grid and
Surface (i.e.Region) for the Geometry. The description of Region and Grid
isdifferent and isdiscussed inChapter 8.
The relationships between theentities are as follows:
1. EXIST relationship
1.1 The N:l relationship EXIST between Object and Time. It includes two
parts, 'Start_at' and 'End_at'. The membership class of this relationship is
mandatory for Object.
1.2 The N:l relationship EXIST between Geometry and Time. The membership
class of this relationship is mandatory for Geometry if visualizing the
spatial distribution of objects at different epochs is required.
2. ENVOLVEDJN relationship
2.1 TheM:N relationship ENVOLVEDJN between Object and Process.
2.2 TheM:N relationship ENVOLVEDJN between Geometry and Process.
2.3 The M:N relationship ENVOLVEDJN between Themeand Process.
3. HAS relationship
3.1 The M:N relationship HAS between Object and Theme.
3.2 The M:N relationship HAS between Object and Geometry {Complex).
4. The N:l relationship HAPPEN_AT between Process and Time. The
membership class of this relationship ismandatory for Process.
5. HAS relationship
5.1 The N:l relationship HAS between Geomtery {Simplex) and Theme (nonhomogenous),e.g. therelationship between the grid cell and height value.
5.2 The N:l relationship HAS between Geomtery {Complex) and Theme
(homogenous),e.g. therelationship between region and vegetation type.
5.3The N:l relationshipHAS between Complex and Simplex.
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Each entity type in the Star Model is connected to the other four. Such a
kind of structure can support queries and analysis based on different
perspectives, such as time-oriented, object-oriented, location-oriented and
process-oriented. However, as formalized in Section 7.3, the process conveys
the geometric and/or thematic information of the object that participates in the
process, which represents a particular state of the object. Thus, the states of
objects can be revealed through the processes i.e. explicit links of objects to its
states (cf. Figure 7.5) are not necessary, but can be built through the processes
(see Figure 7.7). The basic advantage of this approach is that such a structure
represents the relationships (interaction) between the objects. Since the process
is explicitly represented, the knowledge can facilitate physical environmental
modeling.

Figure 7.7 Objects are linked totheir states through processes.

Because the processes can serve as a central link between an object and its
(dynamic) states,the Star Model can berestructured asFigure 7.8, which shows
that the Object is not explicitly linked to Geometry and Theme as in Figure 7.6,
but through Process. Thus this model can be seen as a process-oriented model,
as all other entity types can be connected through the process. The process can
describe when, where and what thematic values change for which objects (see
Figure 7.9). Furthermore, the interaction of objects can be described if two or
moreobjects are linked byoneprocess.
By distinguishing two types of the thematic attributes, Figure 7.9 can be
further modified into Figure 7.10, which shows that changes of homogenous
thematic attributes are linked to objects through processes; the nonhomogenous thematic attributes are represented based upon raster elements and
linked toan object through geometry and process.
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Figure7.8RestructuringoftheStarModel- aprocess-orientedview.

Figure7.9Linksofprocesstoothercomponents

7.5

Summaryanddiscussion

This chapter describes a new type of spatio-temporal data model, called the
process-oriented spatio-temporal data model (the Star Model).Unlike existing
approaches used in GIS, the Star Model is designed to explicitly represent
change over space relative to time. Furthermore, the interactions between
objects are also represented as processes. The model can represent dynamic
processes affecting the spatial and thematic aspects of individual objects and
object complexes. Because the Star Model explicitly stores change (process)
relative to time, procedures for answering queries relating to temporal
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relationships, as well as analytical tasks for comparing different sequences of
change,aregreatly facilitated.

Complex

c:«

!!

.

Non-homogenous
[hematic Attributes^

Homogenous
/ThematicAttributes-

Figure 7.10 Aprocess-oriented spatio-temporal data model.

The Star Model could be considered as a general model that is able to
represent reality from object-based, location-based, time-based, and processbased perspectives. Other models can be derived from the model, i.e. they can
be seen as special cases of this model. For example, the Triad Model (Peuquet
and Qian, 1996) and the Three Domain Model (Yuan, 1995) can be considered
as special cases of Star Model when we only consider the object, spatial and
temporal aspects. The event-based model ESTDM can be considered as an
event-based view of the Star Model.
Multi-strands of time can be generated in the Star Model, each
representing the (spatio-temporal) lifeline of an object. A life line may split in
two when an object splits, as occurred in years 1989-1990 for Objects 3 and 4
and in years 1991-1992 for Objects 1and 5 (Figure 6.3B). Lifelines may also
merge when objects merge,as in years 1990-1991for Objects 3and 4 in Figure
6.3B, seealsoFigure 7.11.
The logical design and implementation of the Star Model is discussed in
Chapter 8.
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.(Loc,Theme)
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(A)
Figure7.11 Lifelines ofspatio-temporal objects.
(A)Thelifelines ofobjects areusuallyparallel inotherdatamodels.
(B) Thelifelines ofobjects intheStarModelcanmergeandsplit.
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Chapter8

Logic Design and Implementation of the Star
Model
8.1

Introduction

In theprevious chapter, the conceptual model - the Star Model - wasderived
from theextended entity relationship (EER)diagram.Thischapterexplainsthe
logicaldesignandimplementation.
Although I have taken an object-oriented approach for the conceptual
design of the Star Model, here I use a relational approach for its logic design
and implementation since many commercial database management system
(DBMS) based on relational models are widely available. Therefore, I will
discusstheprocessoftranslatingtheEERdiagramstoarelationalschema.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 explains the process of
translating the EER diagram toa relational scheme. This process is illustrated
using the Ameland case (cf. Section 6.4). Section 8.3 presents the database of
the coastal geomorphology landscape units. Section 8.4 discusses the multiperspective queries supported by the proposed data model. Section 8.5
illustrates the user-interface designed for the multi-perspective queries based
upon ArcView, and Section 8.6, the last section, summarizes the chapter and
discussesfurther issuesrelatedtothelogicaldesignandimplementation.

8.2

Translationof EERtorelationalstructure

8.2.1 Translation ofentitytypes
Each entity type is mapped to a relational scheme. There are five basic
relational schemes,whichcontainsthebasicdescription oftheentitytypes.
• Object(Oid).whereOidistheidentifier ofanobject inObjecttype;
• Time (Tid,Value),whereTid and Value arethe identifier andthe valueof
atimeobjectofTimetype;
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•
•

Process (Pid, Ptype), where Pid and Ptype are the identifier and the type of
aprocess inProcess type;
Geometry (Gid), where Gis is the identifier of a geometry of Geometry
type;
The Geometry entity type has two subclasses: Simplex and Complex. In our
case, Simplex is the grid cell and Complex is the region, which represents
the spatial extent of the objects. The relation schemes of these two
subclasses are:
Simp/g;t(Gridid)
ComplexiRid,Area, Volume)
where Gridid is the identifier of a grid cell and Rid is the identifier of a
region.

•

Theme (Ttvpe, TtvpeNum. Tvalue), where Ttype is the type, TtypeNum is
thenumber and Tvalue istheValue of atheme object ofThemetype.
The entity type Themehastwo subclasses:
The homogeneous Theme, HTheme(HTtype, HTtypeNum, HTvalue). The
HType can be the owner, material, or land cover type.Httype isthe number
of a class belonging to a HTtype and Htvalue is its value. For example, in
the Ameland case, only land cover type (Ctype) is considered, so
HttypeNum has three numbers (1,2, 3) with Htvalue of (foreshore, beach
and foredune). Therefore, the description of HTheme is simplified as
(CtypeNum,Tvlaue) for thecase (cf. Table 8-3).
The non-homogeneous Theme, /7Vieme(ITtype, ITtypeNum, ITvalue).
For the case described in Chapter 2 (Ameland), the ITtype can be height or
fuzzy membership function value of a grid cell belonging to a class.
Different ITvalues will have different ITtypeNums. Since the ITvalues are
location-related, I record them according to Grid cell, which implies that
ITtypeNum is converted to Gridid, TTvalue is converted to Height and
MFvalue in thedescription of Simplex. Therefore, theentity type of ITheme
is not recorded explicitly, but in the description of Simplex (Relation 5.2 of
Figure 7.6,see alsothetranslation in Subsection 8.2.2).

8.2.2

Translation ofentity relationships

The translation of entity types (seeFigure 7.6) obeysthefollowing guidelines:
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(1) cardinality N:l - define a foreign key in the relation schema corresponding
totheentity type atthen-side.
•

Translate Relation 1.1 between Object and Timeby addingforeign keys
in the relation scheme of Object,
Object(Oid, Tidi (Start.time),Jidj (EndJTime)).

•

Translate part of Relation 3.1 between Object and (invariant,
homogeneous) Theme by adding foreign keys in the relation scheme of
Object,
Object(Oid,CtvpeNum.Tidl (StartJTime),Tid2 (EndJTime)).

•

Translate Relation 1.2 between Geometry and Time by adding foreign
keys in therelation scheme of Geometry,
GeometryiGid,Jjd (Exist_Time)).

•

Translate Relation 4 between Process and Timeby adding foreign keys
intherelation scheme of Process,
Processed, Ptype,Tidx(StartJTime),Tjdj (EndJTime)).

•

Translate Relation 5.1 between Complex and Theme by adding foreign
keys in therelation scheme of Complex,
Complex(R\d,Tid, HTtvpeNum. Area, Volume).

•

Translate Relation 5.2 between Simplex and Theme by adding foreign
keys intherelation schemeof Simplex,
Simplex(Gndid, Tid, Height, MFvalue).

•

Translate Relation 5.3 between Complex and Simplex by adding foreign
keys in therelation scheme of Simplex,
Simplex(Gridid,Tid, Height,MFvalue,Rid).

(2) cardinality M:N
The relations of Figure 7.6 that have not been translated are the M:N
cardinality Relations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1 and 3.2. All these relations are
related to Process. So I use a foreign key in the description of Process to
represent a relation. This foreign key isa list of Objects (Relation 2.1), or a
list of Complexes (Relation 2.2) or a list of Themes (Relation 2.3).
Therefore, Relations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are mapped as follows:
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2.1OProcess(P'\d, Ptype,OidList. Start_Time, End_Time)
2.2RProcess(P\d,Ptype,RidList. Start_Time, End_Time)
2.3TProcess(Pid,Ptype,HThemgList.Start_Time,EndJTime).
Relation 3.1 can berepresented bycombining Relations 2.1and 2.3,as
Processl(Pid, Ptype, OidList, HThemelist, StartJTime,End_Time).
Relation 3.2can berepresented bycombining Relations 2.1 and 2.2,as
Process2(Pid, Ptype,OidList, RidList, Start_Time,EndJTime).

The scheme listed above provides a general framework for translating the Star
Model intoarelational scheme.With regarding tothecase discussed in Chapter
6, somemodification of the structure of the scheme hasbeen made.
Firstly, according to the procedure of data processing (cf. Figures 5.1 and
6.1), HTtypeNum of Complex (regions) was created by clustering the cells
belonging to a same class into regions; CtypeNum of Object was then created
after identification of the object. Therefore, CtypeNum was obtained from
HTtypeNum, which was originally created for the cells after classification.
After identification of the objects, HTtypeNum = CtypeNum. In order to avoid
data redundancy, HTtypeNum of Complex and CtypeNum of Object are
removed from the schemes and converted to CtypeNum of Simplex, because
CtypeNum was created first for grid cell and both the segmentation and
identification need this information of thegrid cells.
Secondly, the link between Simplex and Complex, Rid of Simplex, is
replaced by V_Grid of Simplex and V_Grid of Complex. V_Grid is the label
number of the region created each year after segmentation but before merging
(seeTables 8-4, 8-5), which isonly unique for regions created inthe same year.
Thirdly,Simplex isrecorded annually. SoTid of Simplex is removed.
Fourthly, only the second form of Process (Process2) is available in our
case, so it alone will be discussed. It can be seen from the Table 8-6 that each
object in the OidList and each region in the RidList is stored as one record in
thetable (cf. Subsection 8.2.2).
Finally, the following relational schemes were built for the case (see Figure
8.1):
•

Time(Tid,Value)
As for Time, I only define the valid time, i.e. the time at which the natural
phenomena were measured. Each Time object will have an identifier (Tid)
and avalue.
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•

H77i<?me(CtypeNum,TValue)
HTheme records the information about the land cover types. It includes a
typenumber (CtypeNum) and itsvalue (Tvalue) (cf. Table 8-3).

•

ObiectiOid.Tid,(Start_Time), Tid2(End_Time))
Object should contain the information on its identifier (Oid), its starting
time (coming into existence) and its ending time (disappearing time). The
startingtime (Start_Time) and ending time (EndJTime) will be updated.

•

Simplex(Gridid, Height,MFvalue,CtypeNum, V_Grid)
Simplex represents information related to the grid cells. It records the nonhomogeneous thematic attributes, such as height value and uncertainty of
belonging to Complex (MFvalue). As explain above, the class type of a cell
is also recorded. The links of Simplex and Complex are kept through
V_Grid.

•

Complex(Rid.Area, Volume,Exist_Time, V_Grid)
Complex describes the spatial extent of natural phenomena, i.e. regions
extracted in different years. The identifier (Rid), its fuzzy area (Area),
volume (Volume), the existing time (the measuring time, Exist_Time) and
its link toSimplex arerecorded through V_Grid.

•

Process(Pid,Ptype,OidList, RidList, Start_Time, End_Time)
Only theprocess related to Objects and Regions are discussed in the case.
The description contains the process identifier (Pid), its type (Ptype), the
list of Objects (OidList) and Regions (RidList), the starting time
(Start_Time) and ending time (EndJTime). The number of objects in the
OidList and regions in RidList should be the same, in order to built a
unique link (one-to-one) between an object and a region.
For example, theprocesses illustrated in Figure 6.2 can be represented

as
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Process(l, 'Shift', OidList(Oi); RidList(Ridu Rid2);tu h)
Process(2, 'Merge', OidList(6u 02, O3); RidList(Ridu Rid2, Rid^)\tut2)
Process(3, 'Split',OidList(Ou 02, 0 3 ); RidList(Ridu Rid2, Rid3);tu t2)
Process(4, 'Expand',OidList(0(); RidList{Ridx,Rid2);tu t2)
Process(5, 'Shrink',OidList(Oi); RidList(.RiduRid2);tut2)
Process(6, 'Appear', OidList(Oj);RidList(Rid\); tut2)
Process(7, 'Disappear', OidList(Oj);RidList(Rid\)\ t\,t2)
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where Orepresents an object identifier, Ridistheregion representing spatial
extentoftheobject atdifferent states,histhestartingtimeandt2istheending
time oftheprocess. Forexample, the split processof Object 3from 1989 to
1990canberepresentedas
Process(4, 'Split',OidList(3, 3, 4);RidListiX 6,7); 1989,1990);
which means Object 3(foredune, represented byRegion 3in 1989) wassplit
intoObject 3(representedbyRegion6in 1990)andObject4(aspecialformof
foredune,representedbyRegion7in 1990)during 1989to 1990.

8.3

DatabaseoftheAmelandcase

Thecasepresented inChapter6wasapplied totesttheStarModel.Sevenyear
data,from years 1989to 1995,areavailable forthecase study. Thefollowing
tableswerebuiltbaseduponthecase.ThetableofTimeisshowninTable 8-1.
Table8-1TableofTime.

mmafjmBHBmm
i
r

_

__

2

3
4
5
6
7

1/1/89
1/1/90
1/1/91
1/1/92
1/1/93
1/1/94
1/1/95

•.

!
!

There are five objects in total from years 1989to 1995 (Table 8-2). Their
existing times are listed in the column of (Start_Time) and (End_Time).The
values of these two columns correspond to the values of time in Table 8-1
(Time).
The homogenous thematic attributes for regions andobjects aretheclass
types;threeclassesoflandscapeunitsare storedinTable8-3.
The non-homogeneous thematic attributes are stored for each year in a
table ofSimplex (e.g.Table 8-4).Table 8-4shows that each grid cell contains
its identifier, the height value (Height), the membership function value
(MFvalue)ofthecellbelongingtocomplex, andthelabelofthecorresponding
complex(V_Grid)(seealsoTable8-5).
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Table8-2TableofObjects

2
4
Table8-3TableofHTheme.
feGtA^eNum 1
Tvalue
i
1
! Foreshore
Beach
2
!
3
Foredune
Table8-4PartofthetableofSimplexin1989
-4.5273

0.8682
0.8908

9

^.4366
-5.4110
-5.2175
-4.957f
-4.7322
^4.536V
-4.2969
-4.1167

J280

-0.8566

0.8790

2

2.862

0.9870

"4"

8

0.6473

0^6956
^760Y
6.8658

0.9254
0.9661

Thereareintotal 18 regionsappearinginyears 1989to 1995.Their information
is stored in Table 8-5. CtypeNum corresponds to Table 8-3, where 1means
foreshore, 2meansbeach and 3meansforedune. V_Grid corresponds toTable
8-4.
Theprocesses arestored inTable 8-6;the interaction between objects and
developmentoftheobjectsaredescribed.
AllthetablesarestoredinMicrosoft Access format.
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Table 8-5 Part ofthetableof Complex,

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
'

14 '

15
16
17
18

8.4

644.26!

21,920.50!

1,138.71
1,229.66
586.79
27.95
1,101.31
1,260.11
609.83
1,004.85
1,288.68
6.42
625.70
901.79
1,137.31
52.10
610.86

30,178.00
37,63l.lOj
19,883.90
889.64
29,052.00
38,560.20
20,852.40
26,202.80
39,455.00
184.87
21,286.40
2,971.20
34,995.90
1,423.16
20,777.80

2
2

1
2

2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5

3
4
1
2
4
1
2
7
8
1
2
3
4

Multi-perspective queries

As argued in the previous chapter (Subsection 7.2.3), to be able to analyze the
behavior of natural phenomena, the spatio-temporal model should support
analysis of data in time series from varying perspectives, through locationoriented, time-oriented, object-oriented and process-oriented queries. Under the
structure defined in Tables 8-1 to 8-6, such multi-perspective queries are
possible.
•

time-oriented view. This supports the analysis and queries according to
time sequence.For example:
"Which objects existed at time 1/1/91?"
SELECT Oid
FROM object
WHERE ((0fyecf.S_Time)<#l/l/91#)
AND((ofe/^.E_Time)>#l/l/91#));
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"Which spatial objects existed at time 1/1/91?"
SELECTRid
FROM complex
WHERE (com/j/ejt.Time)=#l/l/91#;
"Which processes occured during atimeperiod (#1/1/91#, #l/l/92#)
SELECT*
FROM process
WHERE ((procew.Start_Time)=#l/l/91#) AND
((procesi.End_Time)=#l/l/92#));
object-oriented view. This supports the analysis based on the objects,
including their spatial extent, the processes, their thematic values, and the
time span oftheirexistence.For example:
"When did Object 4exist?"
SELECT Start_Time, EndJTime
FROM object
WHERE(object.Oid)=4;
"What is the development of Object 3 during time period (#l/l/90#,
#1/1/1992)?"
SELECT *
FROM process
WHERE
(({process.Oid,)=3)
OR
((process.Oid2)=3) OR
((process.Oid3)=3)) AND (((process.Start_Time)=#l/l/90#) OR
((process.End_Time)=#l/l/92#));
"Where isObject 3at time t?"
Forthisquery, several steps have been implemented:
(1) find the region that is the spatial extent of Object 3 at time
#l/l/90#;
SELECT Ridi,Rid2,Rid3
FROM process
WHERE ((process.Oid,)=3) OR ((process.Oid2)=3) OR
((process.Oid3)=3))AND ((proce«.Start_Time)=#l/l/90#));
(2) find thegrid cellsthat belong tothis region;
SELECT Gridid
FROMprocess, simplex, complex
WHERE ((process.R\di=complex.Rid) AND
((complex.VJD)=simplexN JD);
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(hereIassume process.Oidi=3)
(3) visualize thequery result
"What's the change of the object at time t\ to t2 (at different certainty
level)?"
For thisquery, several steps have been implemented:
(1) find out wheretheobject isat time t\ and timet2, respectively;
(2) calculate theirchange (difference);
(3) calculate theuncertainty of change;
(4) (optional:calculate thechange area atdifferent certainty level);
(5) visualize thechange with certainty.
• process-oriented view. This is an event-based view, which tells users what
happened/changed during which time period.
a) "Where/When did process P occurfromt\ tot2T'
b) "Which object Owas involved in aprocess P(from t\ to / 2 )?"
c) "Which process wasfollowed by theprocess of 'merge'? "
For example:
"When did theprocess 'split' happen?"
SELECT Start_time, End_Time
FROM process
WHERE (process.Ptype) = 'split';
"Which object was involved in theprocess 'merge'?"
SELECT Oid
FROM process
WHERE (process.Ptype) ='merge';
"What happened three years after theprocess 'split' occurred?"
For thisquery, two steps are required:
(1) find thetimeat which theprocess 'split' occurred;
SELECT End_Time
FROM process
WHERE (process.Ptype) = 'split';
(2) find which processes occurred within three years of the found
in Query (1);
SELECT *
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FROMprocess
WHERE((process.Start_Time) > t)
and(process.End_time)<t+3);
(hereIassumethequeryresultofStep 1 ist)

/ocarion-oriented view. This provides analysis and queries related to
locations,
"Whatistheheightvalueofagivenlocation(when)"
SELECTHeight
FROMsimplex
WHERETime=#1/1/91;

• Combinedqueries
"Which spatial object is split into other spatial objects at time
1/1/91?"
SELECT Rid
FROM complex, process
WHERE ((process.Start_Time) =#1/01/91#)
AND ((process.Ptype)- 'split)
AND ((complex.Rid) = (process.Ridi));
"Which object is split into other objects attime 1/1/91?"
SELECT *
FROM object, process
WHERE ((process.Staxt_Time) =#1/01/91#)
AND ((process.Ptype)= 'split')
AND ((object.Oid)=(process.OidO);

8.5

User interface

Tosimplify theoperation for users toquery and tovisualize thequery result,a
window-based query prototype was implemented based upon the functions of
SpatialAnalystandAvenueprovidedbyArcView.
Since the data stored in Microsoft Access format are compatible with
ArcView,they can bemanipulated directly in ArcView. Themain emphasisof
the implementation of the user interface was organizing the queries according
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tothedifferent viewpointsdescribedinSection8.4.Allqueryandvisualization
functions were implemented by Avenue, the programming language of
ArcView.
Figure 8.2 showsthe user interface of multi-perspective queries. The user
interface of an object-oriented query is shown inFigure 8.3.Figure 8.4 shows
thequeryresultofthechangeofObject 1 (foreshore) between twoyears(1989
to 1990).Figure8.4showshowthechangeofthefuzzy object canbevisualized
by displaying its changed spatial extent and its fuzziness. If changes of an
object aredisplayed for many years,the developing trend of the object can be
generated. This feature facilitates the predication of landscape units in the
future.
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 illustrate the querying result of the process Object 3
underwentfrom year 1989to 1991.ItcanbeseenfromFigure8.4thatObject 3
(foredune,represented byArea 3in 1989)splitintoitself (represented byArea
6in 1990)andanewObject4(aspecial form offoredune, represented byArea
7 in 1990) during 1989 to 1990. Figure 8.6 presents the description of the
processes.

8.6

Summaryanddiscussion

Thischapterpresentsthelogical design and implementation ofthe StarModel.
The process for translating the EER diagram to relational tables has been
explained indetail.Thestructuresofthetables werepresented for theAmeland
case. A description of the implementation of a prototype of multi-perspective
queries based upon ArcView is given. This prototype supports queries from
multi-perspectives, for example, object-oriented, time-oriented, processoriented and location-oriented. This feature facilitates the spatio-temporal
modeling sothat the usercan analyze natural phenomena and their changes in
multipleways.
There are several issues related to the logical design and implementation
fortheStarModel:
(1) thenon-normalization oftables
I have not normalized the table of process (Table 8-6)because I consider the
number of objects that participate in theprocesses to differ from case to case
and from domain to domain. This structure is flexible for other applications.
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However, there are two ways to normalize the table. One is to separate the
processes of different type into different tables. It requires that the number of
objects involved in any one type of process be fixed. The data of processes
containing the Pid, Ptype, Start_time, and End_time are stored in one table
(Process). Then the objects and regions involved in the process are stored in
tables of different types.For exampleTable 8-6 can berestructured as:
TableofProcess
Process(Pid, Ptype,StartJTime, Endjtme)
TableofProcess 'Shift'
Shift(Pid, Oid,Rid,, Rid2)
Tableofprocess 'Expand'
Expand(Pid,Oid,Ridu Rid2)
Tableofprocess 'Shrink'
Shrink(Pid,Oid,Ridu Rid2)
Tableofprocess 'Merge'
Merge(Pid, Oidu Oid2, Oid3, Ridu Rid2,Rid3)
Tableofprocess 'Split'
Split(Pid,Oidu Oid2,Oid^, Ridu Rid2,Rid3)
Tableofprocess 'Appear'
Appear{Pid,Oid, Rid)
Tableofprocess 'Disappear'
Expand(Pid,Oid, Rid)
where Pid represents the process identifier, Oid represents an object identifier,
Rid represents the identifier of the region, StartJTime is the starting time and
EndJTime istheendingtimeoftheprocess.
The other way is to add two tables to describe OidList and RidList (cf.
Subsection 8.2.2) in the relational scheme of Process, instead of treating each
element in the list as one record in the table of process. The relation scheme of
Processwould be
Process(PidL Ptype, OidListID, RidListID, Start_T, End_T).
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ThestructuresofTableofOidListandTableofRidListwouldbe:
OidList(0\dListld. Oid)
RidList(RidListld.Rid)
(2) dynamicvisualizationofprocess
Theprocessesofobject can onlybevisualized byeither statesofregions orby
thechanges.Adynamic visualization oftheprocesses wouldbevery helpful to
explore the dynamics of the natural phenomena and to predict situations in
future. Thisisatopicforfurther research,whichisdiscussed inthelastchapter
ofthisthesis.
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ConclusionsandDiscussion
9.1

Introduction

Efforts to integrate GIS and environmental modeling have recently led to the
consideration of new spatio-temporal data models to represent natural
phenomena and their dynamics. This has posed two challenges to GIS
researchers.
Thefirst challengecomesfrom thefact thatnatural phenomenaoccurina
physical environment with a complex and continuous character, and their
representation in GISs requires abstraction and discretization. However,
conventional data models (the field model and the object model) are simple
abstractions of such complexity. They are crisp models, unable to handle
uncertainties either in values of attributes or in identification of the entities
involved. This has recently generated interest in developing fuzzy object
conceptsandmodels.
The second challenge stems from the fact that, in order to explain and
predictthedynamicsofnaturalphenomena, itisnecessarytopresentandmodel
the dynamic changes. However, conventional data models are static and are
unabletodescribe spatial changes.Consequently, research hasconcentrated on
developingwhatareknownasspatio-temporal datamodels.
It was against this background that the study reported in this thesis was
initiated and conducted. One particular objective was to develop a spatiotemporal data model for objects with fuzzy spatial extent. To meet this
objective,thestudyconcentrated onthreeaspects:
1. identification offuzzy objects,
2. detectionofdynamicchangesinfuzzy objects,and
3. representation of objects and their dynamics in a spatio-temporal data
model.
Inthisfinal chapterofthethesis,Isummarizeanddiscusstheresearch findings
reported in the previous chapters. In addition, issues for future research are
identified.
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9.2

Summary

The spatio-temporal data model developed in this research followed a threestage approach. Each stage covered one of the aspects mentioned above
(Section 9.1)intheintroduction tothischapter.
1. Identification offuzzy object.
Inthisfirststage,theinformation onobject states wasextracted from rawdata.
Issuesrelatedtothisstageofdataprocessingweresolvedasfollows.
• A procedure to extract an object from field observation data was
established.
The procedure for extracting objects from field observation data
consisted of six steps: sampling, interpolation, classification,
segmentation, merging and identification. As raw data were normally
sampledatspecific points,interpolation wasneeded toobtain thevalue
of points covering the whole area. Then, certain classification criteria
wereapplied toassign thecellsoftheinterpolated raster intoclassesof
objecttypes.After segmentationoftheclassified rasterandthemerging
of small regions, spatial objects (regions) wereformed torepresent the
spatial extent of natural phenomena (called objects) at different states
(epochs)(Chapter5).
Through this procedure, the representation of real-world phenomena
was converted from a field-oriented approach to an object-oriented
approach, leading to a generalized object concept for representing
naturalphenomena.IdiscussthispointinSection9.3.
• Thepropagation of uncertainties in theprocedure wasinvestigated and
formalized.
Uncertainty propagation inthe wholeprocedure fromfieldobservation
datatoidentified spatialextentandboundariesofobjects wasanalyzed.
• Propagation of uncertainties in classification. Since two kinds of
uncertainties exist namely 'errors' in measurement and 'fuzziness'
in object class definition. Four combinations (cases) of these
uncertainties have been discussed in Chapter 4. The stochastic
aspects of the observed data and the uncertainty of object class
definition were combined through a convolution operation. The
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case study showed that stochastic errors have similar influence on
both crispand fuzzy classification.

•

•

Propagation of uncertainties in segmentation. Uncertainties of
classification were propagated through the segmentation to the
spatial extent of objects, i.e.the spatial extent of objects were fuzzy
due to fuzzy classification. As a consequence, the concepts of
conditional spatial extent and conditional boundaries have been
developed, which could only be identified under certain criteria.
The propagation of uncertainty from classification to fuzzy spatial
extent was expressed explicitly by the relationship between
uncertainty of acell belonging to the spatial extent of an object and
the uncertainty of a pixel belonging to classes. This showed that
thematic uncertainty definitely influences the uncertainty of spatial
extent and conditional boundaries or transition zones of the objects
(Chapter 5).

•

Propagation of uncertainties in merging. A fuzzy merging approach
was proposed for merging regions smaller than pre-defined
mapping units. In this approach, sharpness of edges of the
boundaries between the regions (to be merged) and its neighbors
werecompared and the edge that was less sharp was merged out, so
itisamoreaccurate merging method (Chapter 5).

Three fuzzy object models wereproposed torepresent fuzzy objects.
Fuzzy object models were proposed to represent objects for different
situations. The CC-objects model (crisp boundary and crisp interior)
can be used to model crisp objects. The FF-object model (fuzzy
boundary and fuzzy interior) is suitable for modeling fuzzy objects that
spatially overlap. The FC-object model (fuzzy boundary and crisp
conditional interior) and CF-object model (crisp conditional boundary
and fuzzy interior) are useful for modeling fuzzy objects that are
spatially disjoint. The representation of spatial extent and conditional
boundaries (or transition zones) of objects for these three fuzzy object
models were formalized in mathematical formulas.

2. Detection of dynamic changes infuzzy objects
Since the spatial extents (regions) extracted at different epochs represent the
states of objects, the historic lifelines of objects were built by linking the
regions at consecutive epochs. The processes through which the objects had
evolved werealsoidentified bycomparing the state transition of the objects.
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• A method was proposed to identify objects and their state transitions
from fuzzy spatialextentsatdifferent epochs.
The relationships between regions at consecutive epochs were
described through similarity indicators derived from their spatial
overlap.After evaluating similarity between regions,theseregionsthat
represent theconsecutive states of oneobject were linked. In thisway,
the lifelines of objects could be viewed, and thus the objects
determined. Since the objects were identified through the regions
representing their states, the state transitions of the object were
identified as well. The state transitions were described as processes
suchasshift andmerge(Chapter6).
• Uncertaintyofdetectedchangewasdiscussed.
Bycomparing the spatial extents of objects at consecutive epochs,the
change of objects was detected. The uncertainty of the change was
analyzed from a series of change maps at different certainty levels.
Such maps can provide decision makers with more accurate
information aboutchange(Chapter6).
3. Aspatio-temporal model wasdesigned torepresent fuzzy objects and their
dynamics.
• Aprocess-oriented spatio-temporal datamodelwasproposed.
A process-oriented spatio-temporal data model was proposed that
explicitly represents changes of objects over space with time. The
model can also represent the dynamic interactions between objects.
Therefore, the process-oriented data model can represents dynamic
processes affecting the spatial and thematic aspects of individual
objects and object complexes. Because the model explicitly stores
change (process) relative to time, procedures for answering queries
relating to temporal relationships, as well as analytical tasks for
comparingdifferent sequencesofchange,werefacilitated (Chapter7).
• The prototype of the process-oriented spatio-temporal data model was
implemented inArcView.
The conceptual design of the process-oriented spatio-temporal data
model wasconverted into a logical design by converting the extended
entityrelationship (EER)modelintoarelational schema(Chapter 8). A
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prototype of the data model was applied in a study of the coastal
geomorphology of Ameland. The user-interface of the multiperspective queries was developed based upon ArcView and its
programminglanguage,Avenue.
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Discussionandconclusions

The previous section summarized the concepts, methods and model developed
inthethesis.Iwillevaluate thecontribution of thethesistothe state-of-the art
infuzzy object modelingandthespatio-temporal datamodels.
9.3.1 Discussionofthefuzzy objectmodelingapproach
• A generalized object concept - object with fuzzy spatial extent has been
developed.
• The research uses a formal data model approach to represent
uncertainties of objects and their description. The boundary-oriented
approachandthepixel-oriented approach wereunified insuchaformal
data model, thus unifying the boundary-oriented and pixel-oriented
approach for object extraction and expression (cf. Section 3.8). The
objects can be approached either by identifying the boundaries or by
identifying theirspatialextents.
• Themodel can handle both fuzzy and crisp objects, with the latter can
be considered a special case of the former. In the fuzzy object case,
objects have fuzzy transition or boundary zones in which conditional
boundariesmaybedefined; forcrispobjects theboundariesaresharp.
• This concept unifies the field and object approach by defining a
procedure for extracting (fuzzy) object data from field observations.
Theconceptofobject withfuzzy spatialextentlinksthe object-oriented
to the field-oriented characteristics of natural phenomena. The objects
have conditional boundaries, representing their object characteristics;
the interiors of the objects have field properties, representing their
gradualandcontinuousdistribution.
• This approach has been implemented by raster geometry. Since both
vector and raster geometry can be represented by the formal data
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structure (FDS), the proposed approach can also be implemented by
vectorgeometry.
• The procedure of object identification makes the spatial effect of
uncertaintyofthematicfielddataonobject geometryexplicit.
Inthismodelingapproach, uncertainties of objects weretracked from field
observation through the process of identifying their spatial extent. This
modelexpressestherelationshipbetween uncertainty ofacellbelongingto
the spatial extent of an object and the uncertainty of the cell belonging to
classes,i.e.therelationship of uncertainties between thegeometric aspects
and the thematic aspect. It means that uncertainty is transferred from
thematic aspects to geometric aspects of objects during spatial clustering,
i.e.existentialuncertainty isconverted toextensionaluncertainty.
• A method has been developed that identifies the objects and detects their
dynamicsoftheseobjects automatically.
Conventionally, object identification is realized through image
interpretation by domain experts or bychecking in the field. Afterwards,
the changes of objects are detected by comparing the states of objects at
different epochs.Theprocessesthrough whichtheobjects evolved arethen
analyzed bytheexperts.Thisthesis, however, describes amethod thatcan
identify objects and detect their dynamics automatically. The objects and
processes are determined by comparison of object states at successive
epochs.Inthisway,thehistoric lifelines of objects are built automatically.
Therelationship,orinteractions,betweenobjects are identified.
Beyond that, by using temporal information on the objects, the misclassified regions can bedetected and corrected, another advantage of the
proposedmethod (cf. Subsection 6.4.3).
As demonstrated by the case in Section 6.5, this method enables
automated identification of objects and their dynamics, albeit under the
assumption that the changes of the objects are continuous and slow from
long-term point view. Sudden changes, such asovernight storms, werenot
considered. It also requires that the temporal data be obtained during the
season,atamoreorlessfixedtemporalandspatialresolution.
No thorough analysis has yet been made as to how threshold values
should be established for similarity indicators used to evaluate the
relationshipbetweenregionsandthestatetransitionsofobjects.Thevalues
of thesethresholds arerelated totheapplication domain and the definition
of the process. Such a relationship implies that the objects and processes
identified areuncertain,thiswillbediscussed inSection9.4.
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9.3.2 DiscussionabouttheStarModel
Theprocess-oriented spatio-temporal datamodelproposed can supportanalysis
and queries of time series data from varying perspectives through locationoriented, time-oriented, feature-oriented and process-oriented queries, in order
tounderstand thebehaviorofdynamicspatialcomplexesofnaturalphenomena.
The Star model is a general model from which other models can be
derived.Forexample,theTriadModel (Peuqeut andQian, 1996)andtheThree
Domain Model (Yuan, 1995) can be considered as special cases of the Star
Model, in which only the object, spatial and temporal aspects are considered.
Theevent-based model (ESTDM)canbeconsidered asanevent-based viewof
theStarModel.
TheprototypeofStarmodelhasbeenimplementedandappliedtoacoastal
geomorphologycasetodemonstratethepractical usefulness ofthemodel.

9.4

Futureresearch

Although the present study has contributed to the development of spatiotemporal data models for fuzzy objects, there are several aspects of the model
developedthatmaybeimproved infuture research.
• Object identification procedure.
Several issuesrelated totheprocedure of object identification need further
research.Thefirst issue isthe modeling of uncertainties in theobject class
definition due to time incoherence. In this approach, time incoherence in
class definition was partly expressed by the fuzzy membership function.
The handling of time-incoherent uncertainty needs further investigation,
though, since fuzzy set theory basically represents uncertainty in class
definition at a specific time. Present theory cannot yet handle timedependentclassdefinitions.
The second issue is that the segmentation in this procedure is still
primitive.Onlytheclasstype,whichisderivedbaseduponthematicdata,is
used in segmentation. After segmentation, there are some regions that are
smaller than pre-defined mapping units or that do not obey certain
topographic criteria between objects inreality (e.g.Region 7was classified
as beach area but was contained in a foredure area, cf. Figure 6.2). Resegmentation might be possible by adding extra evidence (e.g.
environmental evidence as a topological relationship). The topological
relationships between objects can also be used as information for the final
identification ofobjects.Howtointegratethetopological information inthe
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procedure, either in segmentation or merging, will be another interesting
pointforfuture research.
Thethird issueisthecontiguity of thespatial extent Face(Oi) andthe
connectivity of Face(Oj\Threshold) (Threshold G [0,1]). If the threshold is
higher, theconnectivity of the faces belonging toan object will change so
thatbeyond acertainthreshold valueislandsmayoccurintheregionsofan
object.Howtohandlethissituationneedsfurther analysis.
• Uncertainty ofidentification ofdynamicsofobjects.
As pointed out in Subsection 9.3.1, the thresholds of similarity indicators
used to evaluate the relationship between regions and to identify the state
transitions of objects have not yet been clearly established; there is
uncertainty in the identification of dynamics of objects. Although
relationships between existential uncertainty, extensional uncertainty and
geometricuncertainty havebeendiscussed,theuncertainty ofthelifelineof
anobjectduetoextensionaluncertaintyhasnotbeeninvestigated.
Furthermore, the uncertainty of processes identified from state
transitionshasnotdiscussed.Toderivetheuncertainty ofidentified objects
andtheprocessesinvolvedneedsfurther study.
• Process-orienteddatamodel.
Intheprocess-oriented spatio-temporal model, location related information
wasstored in raster-based layersaccording totime sequence.This leadsto
data redundancy for consecutive years. This is not a big issue in the
prototype, in which only several years data were stored, but that may be
different for real monitoring projects of large areas. Therefore, other
structures should be developed for this raster-based data to reduce data
redundancy.
Another issueisthemodification ofthismodelfor three-dimensional
spatial objects (e.g. underground coal fires). The amount of data required
tendstogrowsignificantly forthree-dimensional applications.
• Visualizationofdynamicprocess.
In this study processes were visualized by displaying the spatial extent of
objects involved in them or by the symbols used in Figure 6.3. However,
these are static representations. There are several alternatives for
visualizing dynamic processes, such as morphing and cartographic
animation (Blok etal.,1999).But further study on this aspect isnecessary
to give a live view of a process or to explore the data for prediction. A
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complicating factor inthisisthat dynamic objects require the visualization
ofuncertaintyaspectsandchange.
Prediction ofthedevelopment of landscape units.
It isavaluableexercise to investigate thechangepatterns of the landscape
units,andthechangepattern oftheirfuzziness, aswell,inordertofindout
about possible spatio-temporal relationships between them. Prediction of
potential development of the landscape units based upon detected changes
isanotherpointforfurther work.
Morecasestudiesandotherapproachesfordataobservation.
Due to the limitations of time and data, this thesis used the case of the
coastal geomorphology of Ameland to illustrate the approach and test the
data model. It would be very useful to test the model developed on other
cases in which objects have fuzzy spatial extent, such as in monitoring
temporal change in vegetation. It may also be necessary to use this
approach to investigate the uncertainties of objects extracted from data
acquired from other sources, such as remote sensing images or scanned
cartographicmaps.
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Samenvatting
De natuurlijke omgeving is complex doordat ze een polithematisch en
dynamischkarakter heeft. Derepresentatieervan ineen GISvereisteennieuwe
benadering die meermogelijkheden biedt dan de gangbare weergave intermen
vancrispeenstatischeobjecten.Ditvereisteenruimtelijk datamodel waarinhet
objectbegrip verder is uitgewerkt zodat ook vage en dynamische objecten
gerepresenteerd kunnen worden. Hierin ligt de motivatie van het onderzoek
waarvan in deze dissertatie verslag wordt gedaan. Het hoofddoel van dit
onderzoek was om een spatio-temporeel datamodel te ontwikkelen voor de
representatie vanobjecten meteen vageruimtelijkeextensie.Drieonderwerpen
zulleninditverbandwordenbehandeld:
1. Deidentificatie vanvageobjecten,
2. Dedetectievanveranderingen endynamiek vanvageobjecten,
3. De representatie van vage dynamische objecten in een spatio-temporeel
datamodel.
Een procedure bestaande uit zes stappen wordt geformuleerd voor de
identificatie van vage objecten uit geregionaliseerde veld (raster) data:
bemonstering, interpolate (regionalisatie), classificatie, segmentatie,
samenvoeging en identificatie. De onzekerheidsaspecten van deze stappen
worden geanalyseerd en het effect ervan op de eindresultaten wordt
geevalueerd. Er worden drie vage object modellen beschreven die voor
verschillende gebruikscontexten geschikt zijn. Verder worden de begrippen
"conditionele ruimtelijke extensie", "conditionele grens" en "overgangszone
tussen vage objecten" gedefinieerd en geformaliseerd op basis van deFormele
Data Structuur. Hierbij wordt uitgelegd hoe thematische onzekerheden
doorwerken op de geometrie van ruimtelijke objecten, waarbij duidelijk wordt
hoe de begrippen "existentiele onzekerheid"en "extensionele onzekerheid"
gerelateerd zijn. Het ruimtelijk effect van thematische onzekerheid wordt
zichtbaar doordat de onzekerheid of een rastercel tot een object hoort afhangt
vandeclassificatieonzekerheid vandeeel.
De methode voor detectie van veranderingen van objecten door de tijd is
gebaseerd opdeidentificatie vandeobjecten endetoestandsveranderingen van
hun vage ruimtelijke extensies op verschillende waarnemingstijdstippen.
Indicatoren voor de vaststelling van de similariteit van objecten worden
geevalueerd op basis van de overlap van hun ruimtelijke extensie op
opeenvolgende waarnemingstijdstippen. Verschillende combinaties van
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waarden voor deze indicatoren duiden op verschillende typen van tijdsrelaties
tussen deobjecten. Ruimtelijke segmenten van twee opeenvolgende tijdstippen
die elkaar sterk overlappen en dus een grote similariteit vertonen worden dan
geacht de opeenvolgende toestanden van een en hetzelfde object te
representeren. De historische levenslijnen van de objecten worden gevormd
door deze segmenten door de tijd te verbinden, daarmee worden ook
veranderingen vanobjecten vastgesteld. Vanuitderelaties tussen desegmenten
kunnen interacties tussen objecten achterhaald worden. Deze worden
beschreven door processen als, verschuiving, samenvoeging, splitsing, etc.De
onzekerheden aangaande de gedetecteerde veranderingen worden geevalueerd
in de vorm van een serie veranderingskaartjes op verschillende
onzekerheidsniveaus.
Als derde onderdeel van dit onderzoek werd een spatio-temporeel
datamodel ontwikkeld waarin de verandering van en interactie tussen objecten
gerepresenteerd kan worden. Dit model is gebaseerd op de geformaliseerde
beschrijving van de toestanden van objecten en de processen waaraan ze
deelhebben. Het model is een uitwerking van het entity-relationship model en
heeft een sterstructuur, het wordt daarom het Star Model genoemd. Dit model
werd omgezet in een relationeel model, zodat het implementeerbaar is in
gangbare commerciele databases. A prototype van dit spatio-temporele
datamodel is geimplementeerd in Arc View en toont het voorbeeld van
Ameland. Het gebruikersinterface en de queries zijn geprogrammeerd in
Avenue,deprogrammeertaalvanArcView.
Deprocedure waarmee de objecten geidentificeerd worden combineert de
huidige veld- en objectbenaderingen. Daarom is het object begrip
veralgemeniseerd tot objecten met een vage extensie (fuzzy spatial extent),dit
concept verbindt de object -en veldkarakteristieken van natuurlijke
terreinkenmerken.Dezevageobjecten hebbenconditionelegrenzen;daarbinnen
vertonen ze veldkenmerken, d.w.z. hun oppervlak vertoont terreinkenmerken
met een continue verloop. De gekozen representatie is geschikt voor zowel
crispe als vage objecten. Vage objecten vertonen overgangszones, waarin
eventueel conditionelegrenzen gedefinieerd kunnen worden.Decrispe objecten
vormen dan een speciaal geval hiervan, doordat ze scherpe grenzen vertonen.
Daarenboven kunnen voor de objectidentificatie zowel de grens- als de
pixelrepresentatie in dit veralgemeniseerde object begrip gehanteerd worden,
omdatdeonzekerheden vandeobjecten indeformele data structuur uitgedrukt
kunnenworden.
Het voorgestelde datamodel heeft een algemeen karakter, waaruit andere
modellen afgeleid kunnen worden. Het maakt de analyse van gegevens over
tijdseries mogelijk vanuit verschillende gezichtspunten, door locatiegerichte,
tijdgerichte, objectgerichte en procesgerichte bevragingen. Hiermee kan het
gedrag van dynamische ruimtelijke complexen bestudeerd worden. Meerdere
tijdseries kunnen worden gegenereerd die de levenslijnen van objecten
weergeven. Daarmee geeft het model processen weer die aangrijpen op de
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ruimtelijke en thematische aspecten van de individuele objecten en van
ruimtelijke complexen. Omdat het model veranderingen in de tijd expliciet
opslaatmaakthetbevragingen mogelijk overtijdsrelaties tussenobjecten,zowel
alsanalysesvanverschillendetijdseries.
Deresultaten vandit onderzoek vormeneentheoretischeeneenpraktische
bijdrage aan de ontwikkeling van spatio-temporele datamodellen voor objecten
meteenvageruimtelijkeextensie.
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